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Abstract 

My aim is to uncover the single developmentd logic which one must assume underlies, and can rest 

a texrual unity fiom, the disparate, r n u t d y  exclusive "books" Robert Nozick's works now represent. Oniy 

when viewed as Fragments of a singie unified text cm one recognke the critical warrant his later works 

possess. Nozick's early Libertarian treatise, Arrwchy, Sme and Umpia, is a work theoretically grounded in 

an atomistic epistemology. His later works, have, however, for reasons never fÛUy articulateci, abandoned 

this atomistic orientation and taken an interpretive whotistic turn. It is my beliefthat Nozick finds hirnself 

conceptually constrained to make tfiis move when, in PhdosophicuI Explmarions, he first attempts to 

theorize the identity of the subject. (An identity his early libertarianisrn had simply and uncritically 

prmpposed.) Nozick at this point fkds that the atomistic conception of identity, assuming as it does a "sou1 

pellet", a monad like, perduring and relationless, self identical subject, is pre-critical in the Kantian sense. 

Thus the basic premise upon which his Liertarian doctrine, through its ordered seqirxce of deductions, was 

constructed, the atomistic individual, carmot simply be accepted as the constitutive given libertarianism 

assumeci it to be. As this archeological project wüi attempt to reconstruct, Nozick hopes, through a 

succession of discursive transitions, that in his extant writings rernain unrnarked, to respond to the felt 

inadequacies of the libertarian conception of identity. Resting as it implicitly does on an atomistic 

epistemology, this atternpt to give adequate theoretical expression to the subject eventudiy necessitates a 

compIete theoreticai inversion, leaving NoEck in the interpretive whoIistic position his later work articulates. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following might best be descri'bed as a philosophical-'archmIo&ial project'. My specific aim 

is to uncover the single developmental logic whïch one mus assume underlies, and can rvrest a textual 

unity from, the disparate, mutually esclusive "books" Robert Nozick's work now represents. Only when 

viewed as fragments of a single &ed test tvill the cntical warrant of his later works become apparent. 

In other words, Nozick's later works will have much more rational ntanant when read in t e m  of an 

immanent critique of his earlier atomisrn. It is my intention that our work here, uncovering the implicit 

ntionale that l a d s  the early Nozick, through a series of discursive transitions, to his later position, 

present the (implici t) unified Nozikean  te^?. NozickTs early Libertarian trea tise, Anarchy, State and 

Utopia, is a work theoretically grounded in an atomistic episternoIogy. His later wvorks have, howvever. for 

reasons never fiilly articulated, abandoned this atomistic orientation and taken an interpretive wholistic 

turn. It is my belief that Nozick finds himself conceptually constrained to make this move when, in 

Philosophical Explanations, he first attempts to theorize the identity of the subject (an identity his early 

Iibemrianism had sirnply, and uncriticaIly. prenipposed). Nozick, at this point, fin& that the atomistic 

conception of identity, assuming as it does a "sou1 pellet", a monad like, perduring and relationless. self 

identical subjech is dogrnatic in the &mian sense'. Thus the basic premise upon which his libertarian 

doctrine, through its ordered sequence of deductions. wvas constructed, (Le. the a tornistic individual), 

cannot simply be accepted as the "constitutive given" libertarianism assumed it to be'. As this 

By "dogrnatic" or "pre-critical" in the Kantian sense I wish to identify the standard against which Kant 
properIy holds philosophical speculation. Kant tram the source of the interminable disputes and 
contradictions within metaphysics to the use of concepts whose value has not, or in principle mnnot, be 
tested against any possible esperience. Philosophical theorizing then, is not simply a question of followving 
received concepts, such as the libertanan conception of persona1 identitv, to their inferential conclusions, 
but rather, must first demonstrate the rational necessity of positing these concepts. As Kant's 
transeendental deductive method demonstrates, wve are not required to test our concepts directly against 
any part icth esperience, but receive critical warrant for Our concepts if the reality they speak to is 
IogicalIy necessary to esplain the very possibility of the experience which ive already in fact have (The 
Critique O/ Pure Reason 32). As our discussion of the later Nozick's "Closest Continuer Theory" of 
personal identity (Philosophical Fxplanations 29) hopes to demonstrate, the libertanan conception of 
identity is in fact unable to account for the whole range of our esperience wvith identity, 
' Approachingz4narch-v, State. and Lilopin at the level of its constitutive premises allows us to avoid, in 



archeological project \Ml1 attempt to rcconstmct, Nozick hopes, through a succession of dis~vnive 

transitions, that in his exlant ivritings remain unmarked, to respond to the felt inadequacies of the 

libertarian conception of identity. Resting as it implicitly does on an atomistic epistemology, this attempt 

to give adequate theoretid espression to the subject eventually necessitates a complete theoretical 

inversion, leaving Nozick in the interpretive wholistic position his Iater work articulates . 

As suggested, the early Nozick follows the esample set by the classicai contractarian Locke in 

utilizing the ntionally coercive method of Iogical deduction to construct that political frame-work which 

alone, at this point, he believes can be philosophically and morally justified, As with the classical 

libertarian theorists, Nozick begins his t e ~ t  with the seemingly irreduciile poiitical given, the atomistic 

individual. Al1 theoretical construction remains therefore constnined through a deduction of al1 that this 

constitutive "mot idea" can be s h o m  to entail. What inesorably follons is of course the minimal, "night 

rvatchman state*. Anything beyond its conceptual confines. regardless of how intuitively desirable, must 

be rejected for tiofating, implicitly or esplicitly, the liberal "side constninis" that follow from the 

postuIated esidence of the atomistic individual. 

In making the transition to interpretive holism however, Nozick is able to theonze those aspects 

of the subject and the state that his atomistic ontotogy and epistemology had previously prevented him 

from reaching. Although, for e.xample, the concept of social unie. Iater represented in the guiding 

metaphor of organic unity, could. within the discursive limits of libertarianism. only be interpreted as a 

totalitanan, blanketing unity, the later wholistic epistemology, as Nozick demonstmtes, has the conceptual 

resources to provide space. within the social totality, for the 'dialectical moment' of individual autonomy. 

Mirrorïng the libertarian atomistic conception or ontology of individual identitv, the state in Iikrtarian 

Professor Cooper's wocative phrase, the dry, "forensic analysis" of its lifeless theoretical body. If ne can 
undermine the premises from which it is constructed we spare ourselves this tiresorne effort. We might 
add that at this point in the history of philosophy, this venture, seems entirely unproductive in the 
emphatic sense of the nord. This philosophical soif has b e n  turned and retunied a countless number of 
tirnes: the resultant conclusions. beginning from the sarne premises, leave other possible avenues, like the 
ones the Iater Nozick pursues. unesamined. Contrasted with the infiesible, ahistoncal, apolitical character 
of the libertarian frame work, the Iater Nozick's theory demonstntes a dynamism, spontaneity, and 
openness that the Iikrtarian theory cannot match. (By saying that the Iikrtarian frame is apolitical I want 
to dram attention to the fact that political agency homes  confmed within the boundaries of the night 
!va tchman sta te. Although poli tical actitity continues to occur ni thin its confines. the framewvork i tsclf 
remains dialectically Iifeless. 



terms is understood to esist ontologically, as sirnply the sum of its atomistic parts, just as the self, is, as 

Hobbes and Hume following the logic of this position recognize, reducible to the sum of its atomistic 

percepts and desires. For the later Nozick, neither the sefi, nor the state. is reducibIe to the aggregate sum 

of its parts. By adopting this wholistic approach Nozick is able to avoid the eitherfor of social anarchy or 

its dialectical antithesis, totalitarianism. This theoretical re-orientation will have ciramatic consequences 

for al1 of Nozick's later social and moral theorking. 

In making this conceptual tum, Nozick, hoivever, appears to present two very different political 

philosop hies, each possessing constitutive assumptions that wvould preven t us from taking the other 

seriously. In reconstnicting the implicit discursive transitions Nozick makes. 1 believe Ive wvill constnict a 

conceptuaIly unif~ed telx one governeci by a single coherent logic. It is a tel$ however, that wvill prove 

ultimately to be "self devouringn. It is a narrative in wvhich the succession of discursive moves eventually 

leads to a reversa1 of the very premises nith wvhich it began. This is not to imply that our efforts are 

thereby rendered ivorthless. At the end of our 'archeological' project no longer will Ive be confronted by 

hvo mutually exclusive philosophical qsterns nith nothing but subjective inclination to constrain our 

choice. Deriting directly from Nozick's attempts to address deficiencies successively unfolding wvithin his 

original orientationl the final position he presents \vil1 prove to be much more wvarranted than his early 

ivork. Rather than one bare assertion. as HegeI would say, set over against another. what we have here is 

an evolution, following a determinate, interna1 Iogic in Nozick's thinking from a social atornism, and a 

Likrtarian doctrine deducted thereupon, to an interpretive wholistic account of individual identity, and a 

theory of society that this newvly theorized identity could be said, in the Kantian sense, to necessarily 

presuppose. This niIl lead Nozick in his later works to reverse the ontological priority L~krtarianism had 

given to the abstnct individual over against the nexus of relationships that the flesh and blood individual 

of history always necessarily already fin& her or himself immerçed in. Contrary to his early wvork then. 

these relationships are no longer seen as merely "accidental" or esternal in the sense that one's identity 

could remain essentially unchanged by them. simply contracting into or out of them as one chooses while 

rernaining the same person throughout. Fbther, these relationships are interpreted as k ing  constitutive of 

one's identity. Radically reversing hirnself, the later Nozick suggests then, that it is society that 



necessarily precedes the individual. providing those conditions which intelligible projects of self 

determination necessarily presuppose. The implication is that the esistence of a shared linguistic grime is 

the conditio sine qua non of intelligible self identity. We, in short, can corne to know or define ourselves 

only through categories that are socially anilable. We recal it was only by virtue of Nozick's Libertarian 

assumption of the ontological pnority of the individual over the state, that Iead Nozick to believe in the 

rationdly coercive character of his deduction of the "Nght watchman staten3. Nozick, in other words, is 

clearly committed to the thesis that the social relationships wve find ourselves in, or rather contract into, 

are filly reducible to the sum of their further irreducible constituent parts - the self-dicient individuals 

comprising 

As for mpping out the project, 1 divide the thesis into three chapters. In the first 1 will look at 

the political phifosophy Nozick presents in rlnarchy, Stute, and Utopia (here after ASU). By situating 

Nozick's work within the social atornistic tradition from whose perspective he then wote, I hope to 

identifjr the assurnptions ASU uncritically accepts as a presumed necessary point of departure. M e r  so 

doing, my stntegy ni11 be to present a plausible account of the limitations Our narratively reconstructed 

Nozick couid have isolated that wvould later lead him to doubt the interpretive f l ~ c i e n c y  of the 

Libertarian pandigm. In chapter n o  I wish to esamine Kant's contniutions to Nozick's final position. 

Although Kant d e s  his presence knonn in Nozick's lacer witings through frequent though oblique 

references made to him. ive never receive a sustained discussion of what in Kant's work retornmended 

itself to Nozick and why NoUck felt it nevertheless necessas' to move beyond him. in short. my aim wvill 

be to Iocate the concerns Kant's political theory first raises regarding the adequacy of the Libertarian 

model. In order not to detract from the narrative flow of our work here, becoming bogged d o m  in the 

speciEïcs of Kantian Philosophy. 1 will relegate some of this discussion to an appendis. Reviewing this 

appendis e l 1  enable us to test the critical adequacy of Nozick's conclusions against Kant's philosophy. Io 

so doing, we \ i l1 see. 1 believe. that the later Nozick is able to resolve tensions that Kant, in his attempts 

One should take note of the order of logical dependence: Being a Libertarian does not Iogically commit 
one to the thesis of the ontological ptiority of the individual over social relationships. Once one accepts 
this premise, however, one is compelled, as Nozick's deduction of the "Night watchman" state 
demonstntes. to accept the Libertarian doctrine. 



to speak to the same issues as the later Nozick !vas never able to free his philosophy from. 1 wvi11 attempt 

to show h t  although of obvious value in moving Nozick beyond a strict Libertananism, Kant's position 

must remin ody a half way point, NoWck \vil1 find, for reasons HegeI first articulates, the "Critical 

Philosophy" itself insunicientîy critical. Demonstrating how Nozick's theory can resolve these tensions, 

irresolvable for the Iikrtarian and Kantian alike, places Nozick's later work in a much more secure 

position. In showing that Nozick's work can account for phenomena that political philosophy is, as we 

shall se. obliged to explain - phenomena inesplicable on these other t e m  - ive will have established the 

rational necestity motivating the later Nozick's theory. The Iater Nozick, having made the requisite 

discursive transitions \vil1 find that he now possesses the theoretical resources to account, unlike the 

libertarian or Kaotian, for the constitution of individual and social identity. and the continuity of this 

identity through subsequent change. In esplaining the conditions of the possibility of identity through 

change. Nozick avoids grounding his conclusions on conditions that his theory is unable to esplain the 

possibility of. This is. as Ive shall see. the very standard that ive, in furthering the criticaI tradition with 

the later Nozick, \\riIl use to convict both the Kantian and the libertarian. We mut  then judge ourselves by 

this same criterion. 

In this discussion 1 hope also to demonstrate the unacknowiedged debt Nozick owves to Hegel, to 

whom occasional gestures are also made. It is my belief that these gestures are intended to mark very 

definite discursive moves that Nozick has. so to spedc. made behind the scenes. To miss these signals. 

however, is to fail to see the developmentai thrad that has led Nozick immanently from his earlier to later 

positions. In the final chapter. 1 tviIl examine the theoretical s tabi l i~  of Nozick's conclusions. 1 believe 

that Ive will find that although we are in a much more criticdly warranted position now than tve were 

when our narrative began, we will be unable to rnaintain the dialectical balance Nozick wishes to rnaintain 

behveen the openness necessary to aI1ow for the possibility of meaninml political agencv, and the 

interpretive closure demanded by the non-ideological use of his orienting metaphor, "organic unity". 

Nozick. for rasons 1 h o p  later to make clear. skirts this troubIing issue. For Hegel. the sphere of the 

political has mIled itself With the nnting of the Phenomenologv, Hegel asserts that al1 essential 

rnediations have. at least implicitly, already taken place. 1 will argue that Hegel's philosophy (owing to 



Onto-theological baggage inherited from Kant) becomes, against its owvn best intentions, convicted of the 

same mime it charged against Kant. It ends in reification4. If. as Hegel argues. the state conforms to the 

structure demanded by self-actualized Reason, then al1 subsequent forms of resistance necessady become 

rnarked as intrinsically irrational. Political agency, understood in i u  broadest sense, is no longer the 

means through which universal history achieves its immanent, teledogically guided end. That end has for 

Hegel b e n  realized, "the rational is actuaI", or rather it has, for Hegel, become so. As an ethical task, one 

must educate oneself to the b e l  of "The Absoluten. bving done so. one then ought, recognizing the 

implicit rational necessity imbedded in the percading social and moral structures, find satisfaction within 

this order that reason itself has concretely realized. Although Nozick subscribes to Hegel's interpretive 

holism, and similarly views social change as oceuring through dialectical opposition, he resists the 

necessary reduction of resistance to the categoty of the irrational. Indeed. in Nozick's chapter "The 
a 

Zigzag of Politics" the suggestion is that the social meanings that structure our individual Iives tvi11 be 

perpetually contested. This assertion. howvever, stands in a theoretically unstable relation with the view of 

society as eshibiting an organic uni@ - implying as it does infinite mediation. If. as I suggest, one must 

side for one side of the equation over the other. then Nozick's dialectical terminus is inherently unstable. 

Adopting what one might cal1 a "left-wving Hegelian " position, 1 \il1 attempt to justifi. Nozick's 

discornfort with the idea of totalitarian closure. and argue instead for the continued relevance of politics. 

' Although I wish to avoid stifiing the resonance the term "Onto-theological" has, one can approach the 
meaning of this concept by considering the folloning: Kant in the first Critique defines the knowledge 
that God has of the world as "inte~lectual intuition" (35). For God there would no tension or 'distance' 
behveen a concept and its object. In fact. for God there would be no need for concepts at all. Each thing 
would be knotvn in its absolute, irrcplaceable, singularity. God has this (im)mediate knowledge, knows 
the object eshaustively, vithout distance, because God made the object. There could be nothing 'standing 
behind' his idea of the thing that escapeci the immediacy of His (Kant's God is male) understanding as 
there is for us in the moment of concepturilization. Kant howver, in discussing a priori knowledge argues 
that its possibility is ~ounded  on the fact that we do, in some sense, make the world: "we can know a 
prion of things only what we ourselves put into bemw (Critique oJPure Reason 23).The universal and 
necessary categories of esperience structure the world in order that it meet the conditions of Our possible 
esperience. In this sense we know the wvorld because Ive have to some estent made the world. Hegel as Ive 
shall see radicalizes this Kantian thesis. For Hegel. the "in itself' of the object becomes progressively 
reduced to our concepts, until the distance that Kant thought absolute is finally bridged. At this point, our 
knowledge. though lacking the immediacy of intuition Kant's God possesses would be identical in 
content. There would be the full 'self-presence' of the object. The interpretive disputes marking human 
histoq sincc 'the Fall' 1111 have ended. 



Chapter 1 : Epistemic Atomism And Social Dispersion. 

Our reconstnicted "tehf"' as noted begïns ~ i t h  Anarch-v, Sfate And Utopia. Nozick is esplicit 

regarding this work's "central concernn. Motivating the production is Nozick's desire to identify , if 

possible, the moraY theoretical justif~cation that could, in the face of criticisms raised by the anarchist, 

provide the state nith a recognizable sphere of legitimacy. Given, however, the serioumess wvith which 

Nozick at this point believes one must tctke such objections, one cannot assume that such a warrant esists: 

IndividuaIs have rights, and there are things no person or group may do to them (without violating their 
rights). So strong and far reaching are these rights that they raise the question of what, if anything, the 
state and its officiais may do. How much room do individuai rights lave for the state? The nature of the 
state, its legitimate functions and its justif~cations, ifany is the centra1 concern of this book(.](A.S.U. i) 

Against the anarchist, Nozick \vil1 End that the state, if strictly Iimited to the "night watchman" 

framework , does in fact possess its own legitimate raison d'éfre. Only this minimal "night \vatchman 

=ten however c m  be s h o w  to be morally and theoretically compatibIe vlth the right of the individual to 

free self detemination. He concedes that the conclusions he reaches, specifically, that any state beyond 

one reduced to "the narrow functions"( A.S.U. i) of ensuring the fuifiliment of contractua1 obligations and 

the protection of personal propew would violate Our right to indhidual autonomy, will strike many as 

k ing cold self interested and worst of d l t  counter intuiti~e. Many, Nozick asserts most. wvould have 

thought that sorne theoretical warrant could be found for politically inscribing Our sense of social 

responsiôility to the "needs and suiTering of othersW(i ). Indeed, prior to the esamination undertaken in 

A.S.U., Nozick wvould have numbered himself amongst them. He therefore cautions the reader against 

dismissing his libertarian concIusions simply because they challenge our social and mord intuitions. 

Nozick asserts, rather boldly, that one is not free simply set aside the conclusions of his work as one could 

those reached in "political tractsn (Le. ideological constructs) (AS.U sii). Unlike them, the concIusions 

his work reaches are ones that ive, on pain of imtionality, are compelkd to accept. Nozick argues that his 

treatise is a "philosophica1 eqloration of issues ... which arise and interconnect when ive consider 

individual rights and the statem(A.S.U. Mi). The suggestion then, is thrit the libertanan conclusions 

reached are ones to which we are inesorably led through a serics of rational deductions. The libertarian 



position is unique in possessing this critical !+amnt - having derived valid conclusions from true 

premises. Thus Nozick himself, against his previous views !vas, %th reluctancen (i), forced to 

acknowledge the argumentative merit of the libertarian position. 

As with his libertarian predecessor Locke, Nozick assumes as his basic constitutive premise, that 

seemingly irreducible political given, the atomistic, rationally seIf-interesteci, autonomous individual. As 

noted, the individual, so conceiveci, is simply the socid correlate of this atomistic view. Once we accept 

the autonomous individual as the basic, ineducible unit of political meaning, we mus acknowledge that 

there could, in principte, be no irreducible larger orders of meaning or identity, such as the state, whose 

value could override that of the inditidual. This tnith is tautoIogica1. Thus one could never j u s t e  making 

an individual serve in the construction of such an entity against hedhis tvill: 

Our starting point then. though nonpolitical, is by intention far from non-moral. Moral philosophy sets the 
background for, and boundaries of. pditical philosophy. What persons m y  and may not do through the 
apparatus of a state, or do to esîablish such an apparatus. The moral prohibitions it is permissible to 
enforce are the source of whatever legitirnacy the -te's fundamental coercive power has (A,S.U. 6). 

Nozick believes at this point in our narrative that pol i t id  phiIosophy necessarily presupposes this brute 

"fact' as its constitutive "root idea" (A.S.U. 33). Tiieoretical construction remains therefore. rationally 

and monlly constrained through an acknowledgment of al1 that this presuppasition a n  be s h o w  to 

entail. From this presumably necessary point of departure, "the fact that there are different individuals 

nith separate lives"(A.S.U. 33). we subsequently derive. with al1 the coercive force of a logical deduction, 

the principle of the absdute "inviolabiIity of side constraints" (Le. liberai rights). Having presupposed the 

validity of this first constitutive pnnciple, thereby providing a foundation for a deduction of the 

inviolability of side constraints. Nozick sets out to construct the political framework of the minimal "night 

watchman state" through the same ntionally coercive process. 

In short. the task Nozick sets for himself in A.S.U. is to demonstrate that the minimal state alone 

a n  ansver the anarc hist 's objections. that anqd-ting beyond its ci rcurnscnbing boundaries would 

necessarily impinge upon the moral side constnints. Given the absolute priority, both morally and 

theoretically. of the constitutive root idta. and its correlate, the inviolability of side constraints, Nozick 

m u t  establish a compatible position between this strong conception of individual rights and the coercivc 



powen that the liberal state possesses. Towrd this end, Nozick provides us rnth a deduction of the 

minimal, night watchman state. Beginning with a theoretically postulated state of nature, which Nozick 

fin& at this point to be an illuminating fiction, and an esamination of the inconveniences of adjudication 

and mon1 insecuriw m must suppose attend it, developing, through an "invisible-hand process" (A.S.U. 

52), (Le. the interna1 developmental logic of the situation), into private protection agencies as the means 

through which we, as rationaIly self interested agents, might best attempt to resolve these 

"inconveniences", the proces mentuates, finaIly, in the political fmmework provided by the night 

watchrnan state. It is only at this point that the "problernatic" that the state of nature presents the 

rationally self-interested agent is iÙIly soIved. In followving this developmental logic NoUck demonstrates 

both how the minimal state couldhm~e arisen from the postulated "state of nature without anyone's rights 

k ing violatedn (A.S.U. 114). and that the coercive power the minimal, night watchrnan state has come 

through this process to acquire represents no additional potvers or privileges over against the freedoms of 

individuals. The authority possessed by the libertarian state, contrary to anarchist clairns, does not then 

constitute a contradiction to the principle of the inviolability of moral side constraints (A.S.U. 52). 

1 have italicized the words. could hme, above, to indicate , as Nozick points out, that it is not 

necessar). for him to establish as an historical fact that the minimal state did corne about in a manner that 

presen-ed. throughout its transitions, individual rights. The issue is purely loj$caI. Can w e  get from the 

postulated state of nature, where one is fùlly autonomous. to the lrkrtarian state, whiIe not making any 

morally impennissible abridgments to individual rights? If each move can be IegitimateIy made, the 

anarchist's objections are answered. However, should one of the necessmy transitions violate the side 

constraints, the end itself. as implicidy presupposing this abridgment, would have to be condemned. In 

other words one could no4 without doing e t i l  get from here, the state of nature, to there, the liberal state. 

Nozick however believes that the deduction he has provided can answer any objection the anarchist might 

put fonvard: 

We have discharged our task of eqlaining how a state would arise from a state of nature without anyone's 
rights k i n g  violated. The moral objections of the individualist anarchist to the minimal state are over 
come. It is not an unjust imposition of a monopoly; the de facto monopoly grows by an invisible-hand 
process and niorallv perrrtissible means. ivithout anyone's rights king violated and tvithout any claims 
king made to a special right that others do not possess (A.S.U. 115). 



Nozick reaches the Iikrtanan state by means of the concept of "Protective Associations" (A.S.U. 

12). Utilizing this discursive resource, Nozick takes us, through a series of morally permissible seps, from 

the postuIated "state of nature" and the voluntary formation of individual private protection agencies, 

through to the developrnent, by means of an "invisible-hand* process (A.S.U. 18), of a "dominant 

protective association" (A.S.U. 113). This association, it turns out, wviI1 end up sa t imng the two requisite 

conditions for k i n g  a state, possessing a "monopoIy over the use of force" and providing protection for 

the rights of al1 those within its temtory. The dominant protective association would, by satisfjing these 

necessaxy conditions, be a defacto state; one limited however to the night watchman fiinctions. To satise 

the anarchist Nozick must demonstrate that these two defining features of a state can corne to be 

legitimately possessed by a dominant protective association- Stated othenvise. Nozick must show that the 

concept of a dominant protection agency is not itself in contradiction with the moral side constraints. As 

we shall see, this is not an easy matter to establish: First, by arrogating to itself the esclusive authority to 

detemine when, if. and by whom, coercive force is to be ued. the dominant protection agency a p p r s  IO 

vioIate the right of the individuai to punish those who have violated hidher rights. Second. the protection 

agency also requires that its associated costs be paid by those individuals able to afford its services on 

behaff of those who cannot. This appears to imply some principle of '-redistribution" of ivealth (A.S.U. 

167). Redistribute tasation, howwer, entails the taking rnoney, or resources, from one individual, whose 

property it is, and giving it, wvithout color of nght  to someone else. This then violates the right of the 

individual to the use and disposition of h i f ie r  ozm property. Under Nozick's "Entitlement Theoq*' 

(AS-U. ISO), a theory that simply plays out the implications of atomistic rights, one is entitled to the 

unencurnbered. indienable right to one's holdings. i.e. property. if its first possessiono or "original 

acquisition" (A.S.U. 150) \vas made through just means, Le. representing the 'fmit of ones own Iabor', or 

if the propem was subsequently transferred to one through a means that was itself jus (Le. earned or 

freely given to one by its legitimate possessor). Property acquired through any other means, such as 

redistributive taxation, would then violate this pnnciple of entitlement and therefore be unjust. 

Beginning then from a thcorctically postulated state of nature. Nozick attempts then to show how 



the dominant protective association can Iegitimately come to possess these two otheMfise contentious 

characteristic?. Unlike Hobbes, Nozick does not wvish to tip the suies in his, the libertarian's, favor by 

assuming that this state of nature is so temile that any state would be preferable to i t  For those unwilling 

to accept this view of the state of nature, the conclusions reached from any subsequent theorizing would 

not prove compelling. A perron alwvays could, against Hobbes, continue to favor the state of nature. It is 

for this reason that Nozick begins by assuming "the ben anarchic situation one could reasonably hope for" 

(A.S.U. 5). By demonstrating to the committed anarchist, the theory's hard case, that the m i n i d  state. 

wvill anse through an intemal logic of its own, i.e. an invisible-hand process - as individuals each acting 

sepantely to respond in the most rational manner possible to the attendant defects and insecurities of this 

best conceivable naturd state - one has demonstrated to al1 others that the libertarian state is, at al1 times. 

prefenble to the state of nature (A.S.U. 5). 

From this state of nature. wherein one is ndically individuated. we move, through a monlly 

permissible Sep, to associations of mutual-protection. In the state of nature one could not help but see the 

benefit in forming associations of mutual-protection with other individuals. The wvisdom contained in the 

principle of 'strength in numbers' \vil1 be apparent to al1 (A.S.U. 12). Indeed, wvhen one sees others 

entering into such agreements, one cannot but see the danger in remaining on one's owvn. if al1 were 

honest, and could be msted to act as impartial adjudintors of their owvn actions. accepting punishment 

As noted it is only because Nozick begins with an atomistic conception of identity that the state of 
nature allegory becornes a theoretically usehl fiction. We \vil1 of course have occasion to cal1 this 
assumption into question later. Nozick believes that the political reâlrn is ontologicalIy reducible to the 
abstract individual. Showing how the state could arise through a process in which at each developmental 
stage, the rights of this individual were preserved would constitute a "Fundamental expIanationn (A.S.U. 
19) of its existence; an explanation that could not, in short, be analytically reduced any liirther. This 
esplmation, as historically improbable, wvould then have as its most important function the task of 
legi timiza tion: 
"Fundamenta1 ewlanations of a redm are e?cplanations of the realm in other tenns: they rnake no use of 
any of the notions of the realm. Only via such esplanations can Ive explain and hence understand 
eveqthing about a realm; the less Our eqlanations use notions constituting what is to be eqlained, the 
more ( ceterisparibus) we understand" (A.S.U. 19). We should note the normative aspect implied in this 
venture. The night wvatchman fnmework wvould represent the libertarian analogue to the 'blue print' that 
Plato provides in The Republic, To the eh-ent that any, or indeed al1 states are found to differ to some 
degree or other from its design. to that estent are they illegitimate: "Stateiif-nature e.xp1anations of the 
political redm are fundamental potentiaI eh~lanations of this realm and pack explanatory punch and 
illumination, even if incorrect. W e  Iearn much by seeing how the state could have arisen, even if it didn't 
arise that wwy. If it didn't mise that wvay, ive leam much by detemining why it didn't; by trying to eqlain 
why the particular bit of the real world that diverges from the state-of-nature mode1 is as it isw (A.S.U. 9). 



when deserving, there tould be no rason to renounce one's radical autonomy. On any reafistic view of 

the world however, we would e q x a  the l e s  honest arnongst us to take advantage of our numenul 

tulnerability. The move totvard the formation of such associations is not then guided by any conscious 

intention on the part of certain individuals, against the wishes of others, to form a -te-like enîiw, rather, 

in keeping with Our invisible-hand esplanation, there is a logic interna1 to the situation that inclines each 

individual, of hidher own free voIition, toward joining this kind an association. 

Further sources of tension arise for individuals once wvithin these associations, tensions which are 

not accidental, but endemic to the situation. In the process of resolving these tensions, behind our backs as 

it tvere, the protective association wvill corne to take on the form of the minimal, night watchman state. 

Once a participating member of a mutual-protective association one becomes. in effect, part of an alwmys 

standing army or police force. At any time one could be drawn away from one's private interests to corne . 
to the aid of another rnember, perhaps a person given over to the delights of creating unnecessary confiict. 

This then could place substantial strain on one's time. Through the principte of the division of labor, some 

penons will be hired to protide protectix sewices. This will then frees others from performing such du&, 

allowing them to devote their energy and attention elsewhere. We thus see the commodification of 

protection. It is then simply a service. Iike any other. that one u n  purchase on the open market from 

competing police-like agencies (A.S.U. 24). Perhaps rnost signifiant amongst these inconveniences 

however. is the occurrence. sure to anse at some point. of confiicts amongst rnembers of the same 

association. Nozick. within this discursive game. is correct in arguing that the association could not 

simply remin a neutral observer of such disputes. To do so would Ieave those who are victimized, or 

believe themseives to have ken, no other option than to form "subgroups" (A.S.U. 13) to protect 

themselves and e.sact whatever compensation they feel is wmanted. This dynamic - the formation of mer 

further subdividing subgroups, competing and struggling nith each other - would eventually Iead to a 

complete fracturing or dissolution of the association as a whoie (A.S.U. 13). Further. if protective 

associations maintain nonintenfentionist policies w-ith respect to their owvn rnemben then al1 the "potential 

aggressorW arnongst us need do to establish a de facto immunity from hisher crimes is to bccome a 

mernber of a11 the available protective agencies pnor to comrnencing hisher career of criminality (A.S.U. 



13). A vigilantirni. uncontmlled by aIgv ystem of checks - retnbution for punishmencs believed by the 

perpetrator to have ken escessive, and counter revibutive meanires in response - will begin a cycle of 

violence that will spin out of control. 

The p r o t d v e  agency thus becomes cornpelled to esfûblish some sort of judicial procedure to 

impartially resolve codic t  amongst its memben. Of course, as Noùck points out, no one, other than 

those who wodd unfairly benefit from it. would becorne a member of a protection agency that decided 

interna1 disputes in a completely arbitrary fashion. Costly contlin will also be avoided between competing 

agencies if such arbitration is extended to conflictç benveen memben and non-clients. One's protective 

agency \vil1 not wish to espend the resources sheltering one from the punishment it believes one deserves 

If it did, many of its rnernbers could be inclined to commit crimes against non-memben. Protecting a band 

of criminals . 
vulnenbility. 

they wi11 not 

could Iead other agencies to attack it: leaving its honest members in a position of 

Additionatly. and significantly, clients of an agency are going to demand assurances that 

be subjected to the arbiuary determinations of right by an other agency, or an individual 

acting on hidher own behalf. For a protection agency to allow those persons unaffïliated with any 

established agencv, "independenis", whosc methods of adjudication have not been publicly scrutinized to 

enforce their own rights against its clients would be to place their clients in a dangerous position. A client 

may receive senous loss to person or property as a result of an independent's excessive retaliation (A.S.U. 

55).  Such a loss may not be of the sort for which adequate compensation esists. Thus a protection agency 

;vil1 undertake a policy of punishing those persons who attempt to enforce tbeir o~vn conception of justice 

against its clients, For the independent to act as hisher own enforcer uithout fear of a retaliatory strike, it 

must first establish to the satisfaction of the clients agency that the procedures it uses are sufIiciently 

reliable (A.S.U. 110). Unlike larger, recognized agencies ho~vever, it becomes problematic for the 

protective agency to make this kind of determination in the case of each and are- independent. Indeed in 

the case of individual enforcers. s e  would not e v c t  them to have any distanced, unbiased method; or, if 

the? did, they might, if angry enough, 'forget themselves' in the heat of passion. As a general principle 

then clients \vil1 demand that their agencies protect them from independent enforcers. 

From the perspective of those afiliated with a protection agency this seems a reasonable step to 



take; however, from the independent's side. this monopoly on the use of force cannot be r a d  as anything 

other tban a vioIation of their right to act as their otvn enforcer, Assuming the role of the anarchist, 

Nozick points out that it is possible that an independent m y  act without ever violating anyone's nght to 

non-arbitrary judicial procedure. Without such evidence, the agency would have no right to interfere with 

this person's selfenforcement. To prwent the independent from acting on hisiher own behaif without 

evidence suggesting that fheir procedure. if they in fact have one, is u n j w  constitutes a violation of this 

person's autonorny. Yet, as ive have seen, the protection agency cannot sirnply wait until its client has 

suffered an injustice at the han& of an independent. It is at this point that Nozick introcluces the 

"principle of compensation" (A.S.U. 110). By denying individuals the right to seIf-enforcement, the 

protection agenq places the independent in an e~tremely wlnerable position. ïhey no longer can 

effectively deter those who would 'trespass against them*. The protection agency has then violated the 

independent's rights. and has damaged this person's situation vis a vis those ilthin a protective agency. 

The principle of compensation demands that a person suffering as the result of a violation of their rights 

be compensated to the estent of the loss incurred. As Nozick's discussion makes clear, anything short of 

suff~cient money to pay for the senices of a protection agcncy would be inadequate compensation for 

those who now find themsehes unable to enforce their rights. The most espedient means of compensation 

turns out to be sirnply pqlng for coverage to be estended to these persons. 

Whether we decide to pal them out or provide them with our agenq's senices. the logic of the 

competitive free enterprise ?stem 4 1  et-entually lead to a singIe. dominant protective agencv. possessing 

a monopoly on the use of coercive force wvithin a given geographical area (A.S.U. 17). As Nozick points 

Out, the value of the senices one acquires from a protective agenq depends upon its relative strength. It 

must be able to secure one from k i n g  victimized by members of other agencies, or by these agencies 

thernselves. Everyone \vil1 thus seek to employ the strongest agenq. Until one agenq possess a monopoIy 

on the use of force, clashes amongst them \vil1 continue to anse. Once one agency begins to show a sIight 

lead against its cornpetitors however, the others will become caught in a "declining spiral" (A.S.U. 17). 

Evepne  wviI1 transfer their patronage to the most powerful agency. This wilI of course continue to 

improve the Iead of the now dominant agency's relati~e position. distancing it ever hrther from its 



cornpetitors. This process must then eventuate in the cornplete dominance of one particular agency. The 

others are simply driven out of business. 

Taking stock of where we now are, Nozick finds we are, for al1 pnctical purposes, within the 

night watchman fnmetvork. The dominant protective agency ni11 have wellestablished judicial 

procedures in place, one's which it and its clients deem sdfïcientiy "reliable and fair" (A.S.U. 108). ïhus 

not onIy t i l l  it not alIow other agents to punish its clients, it wvill not alIow its clients, or anyone else, to 

defend against its judgements. Further, by virtue of k ing  the dominant protection agency, it has come to 

be the only protection agency around, and thus represents the sole locus of coercive force. It has not. as 

Nozick points out, corne to possess this unique statu through any illegitimte rnonopolization of poiver as 

the anarchist charges: rather, as we have seen, it derives this special sutus through a process of fair 

competition, Thus it does not daim any special rights or privileges against others: rather the right it . 
esercises as the sole enforcer and determiner of right. is simply the espression of the unique position it 

has legitimately come to assume. Nozick has then demonstrated that the monopoly of powver the dominant 

protective agency has come to possess is not incompatible vit11 individual rights; or. rather, to the estent 

that is, it has fiill!* compensatcd the individual. Finally. as wve have aIso seen. the estension of protection 

senices to those unable to a o r d  them is not based upon any redistributive principle, i1licit on 

individualist terms. but upon the pnnciple of compensation (A.S.U. 1 14). Thus Nozick has demonstrated 

that the dominant protection agenq. possessing the necessary and Mxcient conditions for king a state. 

is also compatible with individual rights. The dominant agency is a de ficto state, and has k e n  

constnicted through a series of legitirnate moves. 

Although Nozick has established a sphere of legitirnacy for the state, we find that it has k e n  

purchased at the cost of any nght to direct as a community, our institutional and political lives towvard 

resolving such social probiems as the often tragic dispanty in material well-king that esists betwveen 

individuals: "The Minimal state is the most estensive state that a n  be justified. Any state more estensive 

violates people's rights" (A.S.U 149). Nozick has quite self-consciously, through his deduction of the 

monl/politicai priority of side consuaints. established a position of incompatibiliQ nith respect to any 

more "robust" (A.S.U. 276) conception of the state. As Nozick points out. and as the above discussion 



demonstrates, there could be no way in which an "asymmetry in rights*' (A.S.U. 276) between the 

individual and a -te, grounded in libertarian presuppositions, could legitimately anse. The state's 

authority resides solely in the power individuak have placed in its han& to act as the guarantor of their 

rights. The state therefore has no supererogatory power it cm draw upon to effect such aims as the 

redistribution of material wealth6. Simply stated, the sum of the date's power is the equivalent of its 

constituent paru: "The rights possessed by the state are already possessed by each individual in a state of 

nature ... the state has no sper=ial rights (A.S.U 118). Political frameworks rvhich seek actively to direct 

individuals toward an "end-state maximizing" (A.S.U. 33), imposing upon diverse individu&, each, as 

we are told, with their own peculiar interests and self chosen ends, a supervening, unifjing program or 

"patterned conception ofjustice" (A.S.U. 173), must be condemned both morally, for failing to respect the 

side constraints, and theoretically, for not recognizhg this as the theoretically foundational principle it 

6 Although 1 wiI1 not pursue the rnatter further, one should note the e~~los ive  impIications that the 
libertarian principle of "Entitlementn (A.S.U. 150) has for the theoretical manageability and subsequent 
value of the framework. It followvs from the libertarian position that one's right to esclude others from 
one's property can be valid only if one has justly acquired it, either through one's own labor, or through a 
process, however lengthy, of legitimate transfer. if the original possession of this wvealth \ a s  itseff 
legitirnate. and each in the senes of succeeding transfers is as well. the property becomes the inalienable 
nght of i ts current possessor. WeaIth hoivever, acquired through ilIegi timte means, p n  ncipally, the@ 
fraud or slave-, constitute violations to this principle. This will mean, as our discussion of transfer 
suggests, that 'fmit gathered from the poisonous tree', the materid ilvalth, though perhaps legitimately 
transferrcd, but originaliy acquired illegitimately, is subject to forfeiture. Because of the illegitimate 
alienation of wealth some individuals will have missed out on opportunities for social advancement that 
such wealth would have afforded thern. This raises, as Nozick points out, the question of "the rectification 
of injustice in holdings" (A.S.U. 152). Given that the material iveIl-king of the western wvorld has b e n  
purchased at the cost of the rights of those in the third worfd through colonialism, of black Americans 
through slavery, of native north Americans through the illegitimate possession of their land, this 
principIe, rectification. if applied. would undermine beyond recognition Our current property relations. 
How could we begin to compensate black no& Americans, natives, and the third wvorld for the strategic 
damage they have suffïered from violations to their libertarian property rights, effects that wiI1 continue for 
many generations making themselves felt? The issue of repantion wvould h o m e  so complex and 
contentious, succeeding groups each accusing the other of violation to their legitimate, first possession. 
This Iitigious process would divide and re-divide the world hundreds of times over. In libertanan terms. 
viewing the individual agent as the locus of social meaning, we would have to esamine how each 
particular individual !vas adversely effected, finding themselves, perhaps many generations removed from 
the 'scene of the original crime', in a much poorer socioeconomic position than they othenvise wvould be. 
How could wc even begin to determine this? And for those of us, white Anglo-Saxon males 
predominately, who benefrted from these illegitimate holdings. assuming at birth positions of relative 
social pritilege. we must ask how much of the father's sins \vil1 be visited upon the son. The principle of 
rectification. and indeed the question of legitimate propertv, wouId make the libenarian framework 
pnctically useless. If its principles are, in principle. unmanageable. requiring, either social anarchy if 
adhered to. or , in its own terms. supporting malefactors in their illegitimate holdings. then WC must 
abandon libertarianism as an impossible program. 



irnplicitly is. Howvever wvell intentioned the perfectionist state, through its el3ernalIy irnposed monl 

teleology, must be condemned for using the particular individual, a k i n g  wvith its own infernal@ posited 

ends, as a mere means7. Over and againn the ends that individuals have posited for themselves, the m t e  

simply imposes its own blanketing moral teleology. ït is in this contel? that the Kantian duty to always 

respect the person as an end in himself is esplicitly appealed to: 

Side constraints upon action reflect the underlying Kantian principle that individuals are ends and not 
merely means; they may not be sacrificd or used for the achieving of other ends without their consent. 
Individuals are inviolable (A.S.U. 3 1). 

It is. Nozick argues, only by virtue of an absolute adherence to the principled priority of side 

constraints that society is prevented from sacrificing the private ends of the individual to its conception of 

the greater good. Such a conception, once posited wvill inevitably esert a teleological pull toward 

achieving its owvn realization. It is not therefore Micient  for the state to have monl side constraints 

embedded in its framework at some other theoretically spccified location, thereby sa t i s lng  its obligation 

to respect the rights of the individual. while stilI allowving it to hnhcr its social aims (A.S.U. 29). Unless 

the root idea Iiolds a position of primacy, the teleological imperative to siitisfy the social end \vil1 

inevitably drowvn out the right of individuals to be selfdetermining. Thus Nozick concludes: 

No rights esist in conflict nith this substmcture of particular rights. Since no neatly contoured right to 
achiwe a goal \vil1 avoid incornpatibility with this subsuucture, no such rights esist. ï h e  particular rights 
over things fil1 the space of rights, leaving no room for general rights to be in a certain material condition 
(A.S.U. 238). 

AIthough Ive oAen, wvithin our own individual Iives. wvillingly "undergo pain or sorne sacrifice for a 

greater benefit, ive do so relative to Our own self chosen agendas, our own over al1 good" (A.S.U. 32). In 

this instance we have a clearly identifiable, autonomous entity making its own choices as to which 

sadces it \vil1 be necessary make X it wvishes to achieve the ends it has itself posited. The individual thus 

decides. on the basis of his or her owm interests. wvhich sacrifices are worth what costs. Society, as an 

' As wve shall have occasion to note. this issue. theoretically isolated by Hegel in the concept of 
"e~?ernali';", is a theme that fomis a developmental thread. linking together, through a serics of 
discursive transitions. the works of Locke. to whom the Nozick of A.S.U is most closely identified 
ideologically, through to Kant. and from him. to Hegel and the lacer Nozick. Each will attcmpt to theorize 
the problematic in a more criticall~ warrantcd fashion. 



aggregate of nich rationally self-interested individuals, acknowledging the force of Our root idea, cannot 

similarly be viewed as an entity "~4th a good that undergoes some sacrificen (A.S.U. 32). End-state 

maximizing, intuitively desinble as it may seern, must then be condemned as the estemal or dictatorial 

imposition of a unmng form upon an alien, often resistant content This attempt to irn* the ends, and 

thus the "existence of distinct individuaIsn, through a perféctionist agenda is nothing l e s  than 

totali tanan: 

The svonger the force of an end-state masimizing view, the more posverfhI must be the mot idea capable 
of resisting it chat underlies the esistence of moral side constraints. Hence the more seriously m u t  be 
taken the e.&ence of distinct individuals who are not resources for others. An underlying notion 
sufficiently powerful to support mon1 side constraints against the powverfiil intuitive force of the end-state 
maxirnizing view \vil1 mflïce to derive a libertarian constraint on aggression against another (A.S.U. 33). 

Nozick as promised, in deriving the libertarian-state in the manner sketched above, appears to 

have lefi us no alternative to accepting his libertarian conclusions. Quite literally, he has demonstrated 

that the justfication for the minimal state. and the inviolability of its side constraints. espticitly draining 

more "robust" political frameworks of their legitirnacy, is analytically embedded within the root idca. 

There is nothing in his concIusions that we cannot derive from Our constitutive premise. Early on in 

AS.U. Nozick signais the "prornising" deductive process he ni11 following: 

Thus we have a promising sketch of an argument from moral form to moral content: the form of morality 
inchdes F (moral side constraints); the best eqlanation of morality's k ing  F is p (a strong statement of 
the distinctness of individuals).and from p follows a particular moral content, namely, the libertarian 
constraint. The particular moral content gotten by this argument, which focuses upon the fact that there 
are distinct individuals each with his own life to lad. d l  not be the full libertarian constraint. It will 
prohibit sacrificing one person to benefit another. Further steps would be needed to reach a prohibition on 
paternalistic aggression: using or threatening force for the benefit of the person against whom it is 
wielded. For this, one must focus upon the fact that there are distinct individuals, each with his oun life to 
lead. (A.S.U. 31). 

How then is it that Nozick in his later nntings cm. in obvious contradiction to the position of 

incompauiility he has left us sith, find it theoretically responsible to tiew the state on analogy to an 

organism? UtiIizing the metaphor of "organic unity" (The Exartrineci Life 92) clearly implies that the state 

m u a  in some sense. be interpreted as an internally related entity. The aggregate view of the state has 

clearty k n  replaced. For the later Nozick. the libertarian conception of identity, assuming, in turn t b t  

the sum of the state's rcali- is simply equal to its constituent parts. \,il1 prove to be entircly 



'reductionist"(Philosaphica/ Erplnnations 628).Thus the allegory of state of nature must be rejected as 

k i n g  altogether too abstract an idea men to serve as a useful theoretical fiction. Consistent with Nozick's 

"gestalt swvitchn, for instance, is the belief that the state may legitimately intewene within the Iives of 

individuals and their disposal of personal property. He no longer feels constrained to necessari4 view 

such end state maGmizing as the naked exploitation of some individuals for the sake of certain others. He 

now argues that a communiîy can, and indeed sometimes ought, to undertake, even against the wishes of 

some of its members. projects consistent with, and necessary to fiiffiII, its shared sense of identity. As we 

have seen, ho\vever, the early Nozick clearly believes that if one begins political philosophy with the 

Iikrtarian root id= one inesorably ends. as the series of brilliant deductions Nozick has made for us 

demonstrates. with the minimal state. To resist the coerciveness of the libertarian deduction, and move to 

an understanding of the state as constitu~ng a larger identity. a "we* that is ontologically more than a 
b 

mere accidental aggregate of individuals. one must find a theoretically responsible ~vay of rejecting its first 

principle. This is, 1 hope to show, the approach Nozick hirnself has implicitiy taken. From what has been 

said, it is clear one cannot get to where Nozick now is beginning with the libertarian's root idea. 

As we shall see. the early Nozick's work is necesmrily implicated. through its inherited Lockian 

moral theory. in this social atomistic tradition. Only because it falls within this tradition can the root idea 

appear as a brute constitutive given. Surprisingfy. given that the entire weight of the libertarian 

framework m u t  rest upon it, Nozick does not e.samine the theoretical stability of the root idea. Satisfxed 

with the principle's Lockian parentage, Nozick simply assumes its value (which for the libertarian is 

absolute): 

In advance. it is possible to voice some general theoretical tvorries. This book does not present a precise 
theory of the monl basis of indiiidual righ ts... Much of what 1 sa? rests upon or uses general features that 
1 beIieve such theories would have nrere they worked out. 1 would like to wvrite on these topics in the 
future. If 1 do. no doubt the resulting theory will differ from what 1 now eqxct it to be, and this would 
require some modifications in the superstructure erected here (A.S.U. siv). 

Or Again: 
The completely accurate statement of the monl background, including the precise staternent of the moral 
theory and its underlying basis. would require a full-sale presentation and is a task for another time 
... That task is so crucial. the gap Ieft without its accomplishment so yawning. that it is only a minor 
comfon to note that ive here are following the respectable tradition of Locke. who does not provide 
anything remotely resernbling a satisfactoq eq~lanation of the status and basis of the law of nature in his 
Second Treatise (A.S.U. 9 )  



What is interesting to note is that Nozick simply assumes here that this critical inquiry could result in 

nothing more radical than some slight "modifications in the superstructure". The only reason this 

theoretical "gap" is at a11 problematic for Nozick is because it disrupts the absolute coerciveness of his 

deduction, If the conclusions he reaches regarding the night watchman state are not built corn the ground 

up, establishing valid concIusions drawn from true premises, then his libertarian conclusions are 

ntionally coercive on- to the estent that its first principle, or "root idea", is assumed suflïciently obvious 

that al1 parties \vil1 concede to its validity. Nevertheless. the goal of cornpIete deductive certainty cannot 

be met until this gap is fiiled in. The idea that the radical independence of the subject could be called into 

question hoivever. dong with correlative notions of self-sufficiency and individual autonorny, is never 

seriousty entertained. If it were. ive would not have had an entire treatise grounded upon its presumed 

validity. Nozick wvould in short. have begun at the beginning, first demonstrating, if possible, the rational 

of accepting political philosophy's constitutive first principle. then. 

the libertarian moral background from doubt undertaking the deduction A.S.U. has given us. 

Sorne undentanding. howewr, should be given to Nozick's critical lapse. The self-aidence the 

atomistic conception of selfhood has wi thin our religious and pliilosophical traditions is not easily 

challenged. Both assume the esistence of a relationles "soul-pellet" (Philosophical Explunations 60). 

John Dewey speaks to this ideological equivalence in the foI1owving: 

We fail to note that so-called laissez-faire indivïdualism. wvith its estreme sepantism and isolation of 
human beings from one another. is in fact a secularized version of the doctrine of a supematural sou1 
which has intnnsic connection only with God (Hunran Mmre and Conduct 3 1) 

As we shall see however. critical inquii). into the identity of the subject \*dl require a radical re- 

conceptualization. both of the libertarian root idea. and the atomistic epistemology from tvhich this first 

principle is deduced. The libertarian side constnints are grounded in a conception of identity based upon 

what Nozick has called the "Intrinsic Abstract stmcturing concept" (Philosophicai explunations 37), or in 

my terrns. a conception of identity rooted in an atomistic epistemology. The later Nozick cleverly suggests 

as much in the following: 

In -4nnrchy. Srnte. nnd Liopia. I presentcd a political philosophy bascd upon a certain vicw of the content 



of rights but did not (as 1 said there) present any moral foundations for chat view. One might attempt such 
a foundation eiiher by working back from the view, step by step, or by starting at the very foundations of 
moral philosophy and working fonvard. U this later course, pursued without too much glancing ahead, 
does succeed in linking up with the specif~ed nghts, then it !vil1 provide them with independent support. 
There also is the risk, hoolvever, that this fonuard motion /rom the foundations d l  lead to a completefy 
different view , as the construction of a transcontinental railroad storting from both coasts could fail to 
fink up. feuding tu hvo full railrond lines (Philosophical fiplanations 499 italics added). 

It is this fonvard development that 1 now wish to follow. As noted in the introduction, it is not 

simply that the hvo lines, represented respectively by the early and later Nozïck, fail to meet. This would 

irnply bvo separate, but equally valid, philosophical systems. What shall emerge as we follow the 

discursive transitions, or logical moves the libertarian tradition is compelled to make in order to respond 

to its o m  theoretical inadequacies is the complete epistemic reversai frorn epistemic atomism to 

interpetive holism.' Toward realizing this end. 1 would like to situate the early Nozick's work rvithin the 

epistemic tradition from whicli it has emerged. 

The Epistemic Foundations of Libertarianism 

This tradition, the modem. rel4lng on the "intnnsic abstract structuring concept*' (Philosophicai 

fipfmntions 47). is a vision of the rvorld that identifies the isolated atom as the basic constituent unit of 

tnith. As the follorring definiuon of Nozick's suggests. it is upon this epistemology or structuring concept 

that the \aIidity of the abstract. self-identical. indi\idual must finaIl' rat :  

A concept C's holding at a time is analyzed in terms of an abstract structural description involving only 
monadic predicates holding at that time. The personal identity of something is an intrinsic feature of it, 
most usefully discussed without considering any entities other than it or any of its features at any other 
time. (For example, the identity resides in the soul.) (Philosophical Erplanations 48). 

8 One might attempt to argue. against my reading. that the lines do in fact meet. the location of 
conjunction residing in the apparent priority Nozick gives in his later neorks to "the ethic of respect". As 
we shalI see. this ethic seems to reinstate the principled priori& of the libertarian side constraints. 
Although 1 tilll resem the right to esamine this objection in greater detail tater, 1 would like to point out 
at this point. in hopes of shifiing the burden of proof to the opposition, that in Libertarian terms, the state 
is nater free to undertake the redistribution of ivealth to alleviate material disparity. Regardless of the 
differential in material well-being. the state can take wealth away from the individual only in instances 
where it u n  be established to a moral certainty that the \valth ivas acquired through illegitimate means. 
For the state to presurne othenvise. would be a failure on its part, in Nozick's Iater terms, to 'respect' the 
individual. Such action on the part of the state could only be read as the naked "esploitation" of somc for 
the sake of othen ( A.S.U. 232). In Nozick's later works this restriction on social intervention is no Ionger 
inviolable. and does not necessariIy. though it could. constitute disrespect. 



It is important to note then, that the radiully autonomous individual who temains substantiaily the same 

throughout the many and wied relationships s/he contracts into, and upon whose validity the theoretical 

import of the state of nature aIlegory necessarily depends, represcnts the political correlate of this 

atomistic world view It is the validity of this world-view, or ordering concept, that the libertarian Nozick 

simply accept?. By examining the wvorks of Hobbes and Locke, the progeniton of Nozick's Libertarianism, 

ive can situate Anarch-v State and Utopia within a particular discursive tradition. In so doing, we will 

gain, it is hoped, a bener understanding of the theoretical limitations of this position. Understanding 

A.S.U. in terms of this broader tradition - whose constitutive premises have not been hilly esamined - will 

allow us to avoid the semblance of seifevidence the librtarian's first principles have for the Nozick of 

A.S.U.. Unlike the early Nozick then. ive \\il1 take the Kantian-Iike criticavreflesive glance back. The 

e h y  Nozick, in short, in appropriating the Lockian moral frarnework begins i t h  the assumed self- 

evidence of a certain constitutive principle. specifically. the radical autonomy and ontological self- 

Nniciency of the isolated individual. He does not recognize that this principle is the product of a 

particular discursive hhistory. one whose validity can be questioned. In faa, the later Nozick's work is 

usefully tienfed as the product of a critical questioning of received assumptions. Implied in my approach, 

then, is an argument that the later Nozick, specifimlIy in the dmelopment of the "Closest Continuer 

Theory" of identity. belongs in the tradition of those mho have carried. like Hegel and Adorno, Kant's 

cntical impulse foniard. Along nith the later Nozick, we will s e  that the discursive limits of 

libertarianisrn are not equally the limits of philosophy. Likrtananism will be found unable to theorize. in 

any but the most abstract of wys. the identity, through change, of the individu 1 and society. 

Both Charles Taylor (Hegel 4) and John Dewey (Hunian Nature and Conducr 155) have traced 

the genesis of this modern world-view to the epistemological and scientific revolutions occunng during 

the seventeenth centuy. Each project confirms itself and gains credibility through the achievernents of the 

other. The validity of this world-view is established through its unprecedented eficacy, not merely in 

9 In chapter hvo, in the contest of dmeloping Nozick's "Closest Continuer Theory", we shall have cause 
to esamine this structuring concept at length. It is to the limitations of the Intrinsic Abstract smcturing 
concept that Nozick's ncw theory of identity is intended to respond. 



accounting for change, as other views could do equaIly well, but, much more significantly. in its mer 

refined ability to predict and control change (Hegel 7)- The Aristotelian vision of the universe which saw 

an infinite, though for subjectivity estemal, meaning in motion, gave way to one which saw mere1y 

contingent correlations esisting between atomistic eiements dispersed into a boundless infinity. Once 

subjectivity discovered that it could, simply by manipulating variables independently of one another, 

control processes of causal interaction, produce such changes as would conduce to ends it has itself 

posited, it no longer felt constrained to submit to a defacto order of being, valid beyond its particular 

aims. The concept of extemal teleology thus loses a11 purchase. Chartes Taylor speaks of this moment as 

the "emancipation frorn rneaningn(Hegel 8). It is this freedom that subjectivity now claims frorn meanings 

to which it must submit that Kant's concept of rational autonomy speaks in the suongest possible termslO. 

John Dewey speaks to the senitude that subjectivity, through this episternic turn, has freed itseIf from: 

'When men believed that fised ends esisted for al1 normal changes in nature. the conception of similar 
ends for men t a s  but a speciat use of a general belief. if the changes in a tree from acorn to full-groivn 
oak were regulated by an end which was somehow immanent or potential in al1 the less perfect forms, and 
if change was simply the effort to realize a perfect or complete fonn, then the acceptance of a like view for 
human conduct w s  consonant with the rest of what passed for science. Such a view, consistent and 
systematic, l a s  foisted by Aristotle upon Western culture and endured for two thousand years. (Human 
Xature and Condlrct 1 54) 

Subjectivity. in forcing nature to serve its ends, affïms for itself a new and higher digniiy. The natunl 

tvorld a n  no Ionger be seen as eshibiting immanent purpose or intrinsic \malue. Human subjeciivity, as 

that which lends direction and purpose. both to itselt in positing its own ends. and to nature, constraining 

it to serve these ends. is now the locus of mch value. As Kant formulates i t  each human being, as a being 

capable of positing its own ends. can never be used as a means for sorne further. purportedly higher end 

esisting outside it, but musi be respected always as an end in itself. As Hegel niII remte this equation. 

10 Kant. as Ive shall have occasion to see. by postulating the esistence of God, returns. unhappily. to an 
elqernal teleo1og)l. Although the concept of God, as posited by reason. is man t  to be hlIy responsible to 
its demands. ansiverable to its intrinsic interests. reason cannot ultimately control the concept once 
posited. G d  by Kanuan description, wodd have to have a real existence independent of human 
cognition. Thus although ive could attempt to understand God only nithin the finite categories of our 
understanding. God would rernain. as a "thing in itself'' par excellence. estemal to the controi of reason's 
categories. G d  like the Platonic forms. tvould thereforc be estemal in this radical sensc. This thcn 
rnitigates against the presumed autonomy of the ntional subect. 



human beings are valuable in themselves because they alone. in positing ends. are for thernselves. 

As I have suggested above, this atomistic worId viewv, the interpretive correlate of the 'intrinsic 

abstract stnicturing concept", radically influences the self understanding of individuals and their reIation 

to each other within society. Under atomistic premises, society cannot intelligibly be viewed as an organic 

unity. Society must be reinterpreted as the limited aggregation of rationally self-interested individuals. 

The sate  is simply an esternal or artificial unity. Although Nozick differs from Locke and Hobbes in 

arguing that the state is best interpreted as arising through a "invisible-hand process" mther than k ing  

formed through a contractual agreement one onIy mer implicitiy consents to, the reasons the parties give 

for remaining nithin its constraining boundaries are the same. Once, as Taylor notes, the "emancipation 

of meaning" wvas achieved each becornes free in the state of nature to define hidher o~vn private ends. 

The Iaw of nature simplp commands one to permit others the freedom to do likewvise.": 

fndividuals in Locke's state of nature are "in a state of perfèct freedom ro order their actions and dispose 
of their possessions and persons as they think fit, within iiie bounds of the law of nature, wvithout asking 
leave or dependency upon the will of an? other man" (sect 4). The bounds of the Iaw of nature require 
that "no one ought to ham another in his life. health. liberty, or possessions" (sec. 6). (A.S.U. 10). 

Although îÜlIy autonornous in the state of nature, one is howvever in a place of radical insecurity. Entirely 

absent is the coercive force of law to restrict othen in pursuing their owvn persona1 ends, ends which might 

threaten the life or property of oneself. Thus purely out of self-interest one "enters", Le. remains within. 

the confining boundaries delirnited by the state's laws: 

Fjor  k i n g  now in a new state. wherein he is to enjoy rnany conveniences. from Iabor, assistance. and 
society of others in the same community. as well as protection from its whole strength; he is to part also 
with as much of his natural liberty, in providing for himself. as the g d  prosperity, and safety of the 
society shall require: which is not only necessary, but just since the other members of the society do the 
like (Second Trearise ofGovemntent 67). 

" In so far as Locke speaks of the esistence of a 'lan of naturew, a principle of action not grounded in the 
human subject but esisting as a constraint upon hisher actions. he wiII be cortvicted by the Kantian 
Philosophy of retaining vestiges of unnananied esternality. Like Hume afier him. Hobbes sees through 
the inconsistency of attempts to inscribe Iawvs upon the heavens to which reason must respond once the 
emancipation from rneaning is complete. This results in the rcduction of nght or good to the autonornous 
individual. whose contingent appetite. not Platonic fonns. provides the only standard. In Kant's project we 
see the attempt to retain a universally necessas., regulative moral order. UnIike Locke, this Iaw remains 
hlly situated wvithin the autonomous subject. The early Nozick, in simply "fotIo~ving the respectable 
tradition of Locke" (A.S.U. 9) never questions the critical warrant of assuming Locke's law of nature 



Not bound intemally to others through rclationships intrinsic to one's identity, the individual is. as 

Hobbes has noted radically separated from 311 others by appetites, desires, and drives peculiarly hisher 

own, One's fellowv citizens become seen as cornpetitors for the finite amount of socially available 

resources. It is for this reason that the early Nozick's discussion of the possibility of "contracting into 

particular limitations" (A.S.U. 14) on one's o m  freedom rings hollowv. He attempts, through the 

construction of "voluntary" interes groups. to unite like minded individuals in common cause to assist in 

the alleviation of the "needs and suffering of others" (A.S.U. i). Apart from the fact that poverty in 

libertarian terms is read as punishment for king unmotivated, thus inclining society to blame its victims, 

material wealth mua. as Hobbes points out be understood as a strategic wveapon. The resources of society, 

and in Nozick's state. those netessary even for basic subsistence. wvill go to those who can best &Tord 

them. Given that the desired and perhaps despentely necessary goods go to the highest bidder. one tvouid 

lx foolish to place oneself in a position of ndnerability by giving away resources one may need to dmw 

upon later. In a contingent world, one must insulate oneself. by amassing as much \valth as possible. 

from the threat of poverty Although, as Hobbes points out, it rnight ofien be a good strategy to be seen as 

charitable, placing those whom one assists in a position of obligation and controI. One does not however 

want to be so to the expense of one's strategic interests. Seing oneself as radically autonomous, pursuing 

goods in competition nith others. one cannot but see that there is a logic in place working against our 

desires to elevate the estate of others. It is for this reason that Hobbes argues that mankind possess as "a 

generall inclination ... a perpetuall and restless desire of power after power. that ceaseth only in 

Deathm(Leviarhan 70). Once the radicatly isolated individual is recognized as king the absuaction it is. 

honwer, the adversarial Iogic of IibenIism \vil1 no longer assume the appearance of a universal law. 

Wealth would then c a s e  to be the iveapon one uses to secure oneself from faIling into an autonomy- 

threatening dependence upon others. One sees this freedom from the adversarial logic of libertarianisrn 

represented in the later Nozick's discussion of "qmbolic u t i l i ~ "  in The Narure of Rarionnli~.  One would. 

as his discussion suggests, be freed from a social fnmework that reduces people to Hobbesian u t i l i ~  

masimizing machines, conditioning us to seek at every turn the satisfaction of our contingent appetitive 

urges. and improve Our relative strategic positions to the detriment of others. who always rernain if only 



implicitly. o u  social competitors: 

A large part of the richness of our lives consists in çqmbolic meanings and their espression, the q'rnbolic 
meanings Our culture attributes to things or the ones we ourseIves bestowv. It is unclear, in any case, what 
it would be like to Iive without any symbolic meanings, to have no part of the magnitude of QU desires 
depend upon such meanings. What then wvoufd we desire? Simply matena1 cornfort, physical security, and 
sensual plestue? And wouid no part of how much we desired these be due to the way they might 
symbolize materna1 love and caring? Simply ~vealth and power? And would no part of how much we 
desired these be due to the w a y  they might symbolize release h m  childhood dependence or success in 
competition ~4th a parent, and no part either be due to the symbolic meanings of what ~vealth and power 
might bring? (The Nature of Rationality 30). 

As wve shall se, symbolic meanings provide the interpretive space in which Ive. as 'rational 

choosers', can open Our socially 'insulated selves' up to the possibility of realizing Iarger social meanings 

or 'utilities' that others can share in, There could then be real utility, or value, realized for the individual. 

in git-ing up a certain amount of utility value - compromising, to some degree or other. their Hobbesian 

stntegic interests for the sake of realizing a social meaning that they value highly and with which cause 

bey l l s h  to be identified, Through their actions they would define themselves, and show others that it is 

possible to define oneself. as the 5~ of person who represents. and supports. this particular social 

meaning. Through such actions. one demonstrates that this meaning is wvorth at least the amount of utility 

value one has given up for it. This then challenges others to do the same. and e~xending to others the 

opportuni- for them to show you that there are other meanings worth this amount of utility value, or 

perhrtps even more. Indeed. the Iater Nozick's discussion of "civil disobedience" (Philosophical 

Explann~ions 390) can be representcd in these terms. One accepts a degrce of utiliw loss in willingly 

accepting punishment in order to show society that the cause for which they suffer is wvorth the price. 

It is this son of meaning. as we have seen, that the logic of the libertarian-state prevents us from fiilly 

rediu'ng. It is then not surprising that the Nozick of A.S.U. !vas unable to find adequate disCU~ive space 

for the p e n c e  of symbolic meaning: 

The political philosophy in Anarch-y, Stme and Lhopia ignored the importance to us of joint and officiai 
serious sqmbolic sutement and e~pression of our social ties and concern and hence (1 have written) is 
inadequa te, 
We Iive in a rich s\mbolic world, partIy cultural and panly of our own individual creation, and ive thereby 
escape or espand the Iimits of Our situations, not simply il~rough fantasies but in actions, with the 
merinings these have. W e  impute to actions and events utilities coordinate wvith what they symbolize. and 
we strive to realize (or avoid) them as we would strive for what they stand for. A broader decision theory 
is needed. then. to incorporate such synboiic connections and to detait the new stmcturing these introduce 
(The Nature of Rotionalin, 3 2) .  



As the above quotation suggests. Nozick fin& it necessaq to espand the parametcrs of traditional 

decision theoretical ~Iculat ions to account for the legitimate influence spbo l i c  meanings u n  have upon 

the ntional calculation of benefit of a proposed action. Given the manner in which such calculations are 

currently stnrctured such influence a n  on- be seen as inational. As th- are now represented, the 

rational caldation of utility frorn an action is determineci solely by the value the action has in terms of 

the causal influence it is eqected to e s e n  The likelihood of an  action causally producing a posited end is 

quantified. This becornes the basis of the action's "espected utility" (The Nature of Rafionality 27). What 

value. in short, a n  this action be e~pected to have in bringing about a particular desired m t e  of affairs? 

The decision that one is Ied to by means of this calculation does not however, take into account the value 

that a particular action can have in symbotizing a meaning that e ~ ~ e n d s  upon itself. An action's meaning 

is rarely. if ever. abstractly closed in upon itsclf. The interpretive value of a given action, trithin a 

particular situation. is generally undentood to fall under a larger class of social rneaning. Once we view 

this partimlar action. in this situation. as symbolically representative of an important definite class, we 

cannot simply decide Our response to it without concern for the Iarger meaning it is taken to represent. We 

must consider how our response to this situation will be read in terms of the meaning it stands for." Thus 

in attempting to masimize our decision value - to make the most of our strategic options as ntional 

deciders - we must include qmbotic utility in our cdculations. Thus as Nozick points out. we a n  concede 

that the action ive have chosen to undertake in this particular situarion wvill not be strategically valuable as 

far as espcted utilip is concerned and yet continue with it. In such instances. it wiI1 not be enough to 

criticize. as does the Utilitarian. the decision solely on the basis of a iow value on an expected utitity 

calculation. The action w e  have undertaken. motivated by a consideration embolie utiIity. gives 

espression to a larger meaning ive nish to give our support to - an espression of meaning that semes to 

encompass and transfonn the interpretive value of this particular situation. It is to the realization of this 

largcr meaning that one is looking in the particular instance. In calculating the utility of the present action 

ive m u t  then tàctor in the cost to this meaning should ive abandon it when confronted by a situation in  

" Indeed. arguments about what is the right thing to do. or to have done. often center around the issue of 
what class the situation itself. its merining. is assumcd to bc reprcsentathve of. 



which there is nothing to be gained, in the immediate smtegic sense, from continuing to determine our 

actions by it. To abandon it now would qmbolize our willingness to 'sel1 it out' or 'to sel1 it short'. By 

rnaintaining our resolve however. we attach a value to the action that it othenvise would not possess and 

challenge, as noted above, othcrs to value this meaning also. The inclusion of symbolic utility ~ithin our 

calcuiation of decision value allows us then, to make sense of our reluctance to abandon moral principIes 

in the face of countervailing e~pected utility calculations. The Utilitarian is simply unable to prwent their 

ethical actions, decided on the basis of expetted utility calculations alone, from undermining principles 

that s e  are reluctant to be wayed so easily from. As critiques of Utilitarianism demonstrate, ethical 

principles. when reduced to this kind of calculation, become seriously undermined. Part of their very 

meaning though. is üiat they must not be sold short simply for the sake of a quick retum in additional 

expected utility. This does not however commit us to the Kantian categoncal esclusion of expected utility 

considerations. Nozick's contriiution to decision theory allowvs us to bridge the ar,aumentathfe ditide 

between the Kantian deontologist and the Utilitarian. Where the Utiliiarian considen only eqected 

utility, to the abstract exclusion of synbolic meaning. the Kantian demands that 1t.e do precisely the 

opposite. This is perhaps best demonstrated in Kant's cfassic esample of the "inquinng murderer". We 

see in this esample that there is no usefiil benefit in tclling the mth to the murderer that could possibly 

balance out the great cost ( in expected utilitarian terms) that we nrould incur. The inclusion of symbolic 

utility within decision theory does not then mean ignoring the value of eqected utility. 

Retuming to Our main discussion - enriched it is hoped by a consideration of symbolic meaning - 

ive see that in the libertarian state. no longer viewing oneself as belonging. intrinsically, to any larger 

organic body of meaning, nithin which one's life could play an integral part in furthering, and in terms of 

tvhosc larger purpose one's finite life would grow (what Nozick will later cal1 giving one's life "wveight"), 

one's life bccomes radically finite. This social Iogic makes anything like qmbolic utility appear foolish. 

Many of us ho~vever share the wish Nozick espresses below, hoping that Our lives \MIL make real contzct 

with the n-orld in a manner that is both substtintial. and espressive of the ourselves: 

The kind of impact we might n-ish for makes a large positi\ve difference to something's sense of rneaning 
(or to some other appropriate evaluative dimension). We w n t  this difference to stem from something non- 
trivial in us. To accidcntally bump into someone with large and cascading effecu - a positive version of 
"for wrnt of a nail.. ." is not enough. We want the large effect to be due to a characteristic ive value. better 



yet. to an integrated combination of them (The Exa~nined Lfe 177). 

It is kind of meaning, the sociaUqmbolic, that the logic of the libertanan framewvork fnisuates 

our attempts to realize. The Later Nozick \vil1 identiQ the fear and resentrnent that comes to darken a 

person's life as they confront death with the experience of the radical finitude felt by the person who has 

understaxi himfherself in l~&ertarian terms: 

Attempts to find meaning in life seek to transcend the limits of an individual life. The narrower the limits 
of a lifk, the less meaningful it is. The narroivest life consists of separated and disparate moments, having 
neither connection nor unity (Philosophicai Frplanations 594). 

As we sha11 see shortly, this randorn assortment of disconnected moments of life are a11 that the intrinsic 

abstract conception of life can reasonably espect. The 'dissociated Iife', as ive might cal1 it, represents the 

psychological correlate of the atomistic vieiv. As the above quote suggests. one's life, lived under such 

tèrms, lacking the espressive integnty of a coherent meaning. wvould be a cheat. One moment would 

simpIy drift randomly into the nehd., producing a self alienated individual. incapable of a stable identity. 

Even the freedoms that one has so jealously guarded would become a further source of alienation. 

Enmeshed tvithin the infinity OF reciprocal relations constituting the social nesw. and identifying oneself 

in this purely private manner, confrning one's conception of identity in other words to that srnaII social 

vace one has, through one's efforts. a n - e d  out for oneself. one cannot but find one's freedom shrinking 

to, as indeed would one's whole Iife. a "vanishing quantity" (Phenorrrenologv of Spirit 214). The self. 

conceptualized in this intnnsic abstract manner becomes alienated, both synchronically, in the manner ive 

have seen, and, in not recognizing itself as situated nithin a society whose Iived history has placed one in 

the determinate position one has found oneself in, diachronically. Mark Halprin within his novel A 

Winter 's Tale etoquentiy espresses this sense of dislocation: 

The deep mate of the city, its winding streets, tumultuous avenues and remote squares, circles, and courts 
with their teeming thousands. swallowved him up easily and he becarne one of the great army of the 
unknowm the ragrnen, the wanderers. the ones wvho cricd on the streets (183). 

A society founded upon such an understanding of identity cannot, as the Libertarian believes. 

reaIly escape the beliunr oi~rniuni contrn onrnes of the =te of nature. Lacking any overarching principk 

through which individual projects and aims might be coherently unified. agents. and the particular ends 



thq posit, Kant points out, unnot but come into practical conflict or ̂ contradictionn with one another. 

Discord and dissonance are then sure to occur. Contemporary problems of social isolation, gratuitou 

violence, dmg abuse, etc. appear to be strongIy related to this alienating, adversarial social esistence. 

Society governed under Iibenl ptinciples, deduced from this atomistic epistemology, inevitably, given its 

interna1 Iogic, becomes, as American urban life demonstrates, a "condition of Ia~vlessness, demoralization, 

and brutishness" (The Philas~ph~v ofMnd 22). This is so because, in the absence of any "logicn (Hegel) or 

"forcen (Kant) able to un@ the individual interests people choose to pursue, members become engaged in 

caseless, selfcontradictory, self negating struggle with one another. One person's projects are fnistrated. 

and their chosen ends reversed or simpIy negated, through the projects of another. The state simply 

attempts. as best it Gan. given the restrictions placed upon it, to regulate the hostility- 

What is interesting to note here, in Iight of our discussion of Locke's illegitimate conception of 

'natuni law, is that Hobbes n i I I  see the figure of the sovereign as that eserna1 force necessary to impose 

coherent unity upon an othenvise disperseci diversity. The earfy Nozick. within the logical space of his 

libertarian doctrine. is also found Iacking any such overarcliing, unifiing principle. For the protective 

agenq to embody this principle and provide the sort of regulative unie  the state appears to need. it woutd 

fint have to violate the terms of its contnct. One sees this objection raised by right-wing political groups 

in the United States. Attempts on the part of government, e g ,  on such issues as pornography or gun 

control, to act in the broader social interest become fnistrated by groups that imbed their particular, 

socially unpopular. cause in the universal rhetoric of individual rights. In this way they are often abte to 

gain a broad masure of judiciat and social credibility. Such laws that do get passed - placing restrictions 

on behavior once tolented. while attempting. in the same gesture. to demonstrate their compatibility with 

an individualistic account of rights - appear to be the judicial equivalent of the squared circle. The 

government cannot simply side step this problem by attempting to balance the interests of society against 

the rights of the individual. As the early Nozick argues, society is simply an aggregate of seif-interested 

individuals. Stated in these terms, then. society itself cannot have its onn interests. Society becomes 

reduced in this manner to the esternal mechanism of the state and the state is, as Ive have secn, charged 

with the task of protecting individual rights from violation. Pmrnilitary groups esist. in large part. to 



ensure that this contract they have formed with the state is not broken. For Hobbes however, this force, the 

Sovereign, insofar as it niIl inevitably be consented to, is consistent wvith one's autonomy and constitutes 

an improvement to the state of nature which. in the absence of a higher intrinsically unifltng moral order, 

is always implicitly a state of war: 

But the right of Nature, that is, the naturall Likrty of man, may by the Civil Law be abridged, and 
restrained: nay, the end of making Lawves, is no other, but such restraint; without the which there cannot 
possibiy be any pace, And Law was brought into the tvorld for nothing else, but to limit the natural 
liberty of particular men, in such a mariner, as they might not hurt, but assist one another, and join 
together against a comrnon Enerny (Leviathan 185). 

Given that one must smother one's own contingent desires, howvever. and conform one's wiI1 to 

the arbitrary judgments of the sovereign concerning what is to be Iabeled good and what is to be 

condemned as a i l ,  the problem of esternatity recurs: 

But whatsuever is the object of any man's Appetite or Desire; that is it which he for his pan calleth Good : 
Ând the object of his Hate. and Avenioa Evill; And of his Contempt. I z î k  and dnconsider~ble. For these 
wvords of Good Evill. and Contemptible. are mer used with relation to the person that useth them: There 
k ing  nothing simply and absolutely so; nor any common Rule of Good and Evill, to be taken from the 
nature of the objects themsehres: but from the Person of the man (where therc is no Common-wvedth;) or. 
(in a Common-weakh.) from the Person that representeth it: or from an Ahitntor or judge. whom men 
disagreeing shall by consent set up, and make his sentence the Rule thereof (Leviathan 39). 

The libertarian state, aIthough constituting a single community, Iike the dispersed aggregate of the 

Hobbesian individual's life in which. as ive shall see. each contingent desire stmggles for assertion over 

against aH the others. represents merely an identity in difference. an aggregation of isolated inditiduals, 

united in their mutually shared desire to remain radically independent. Although necessary to presewe 

one's estate, in limiting the absolute freedom one would have in the state of nature, the state is necessarily 

seen as Janus faced. The Irkral state thus retains. for al1 its instrumental value, the aspect of a limiting 

coercive other. imposing its \vil1 upon one's othenvise unIimited freedoms. 

Contrary to Hobbes. Locke and the early Nozick wvill. wvith the positing of the natunl law. 

attempt to establish an authority whose validity is such that even the sovereign m u t  conform to it. The 

naturd law, simply Nozick's side constraints in other terms. wouid place limits on the sovereign's 

arbitrary use of poiver. The "perfectionist state", of which the Hobbesian would represent in ironic 

e-sample. introducing as it does a moral order, if one grounded solely upon the sovereign's contingent 



interests. must be refused. Hobbes. more consistent in following the discursive logic of intrinsic abstract 

ordering concept, however, rejects this attempt to posit an authority higher than that of the Leviathan. As 

he sees it, in the state of nature, we. understood in atomistic terms, are ontologicalIy distinct, autonomous 

atonrs of selj-interest. We could then have no principle of "the g d  higher than, and extemal to, that 

constituted by our contingent appetites and posited ends: 

For morall philosophy is nothing else but the science of what is Go04 and Evill, in the conversation, and 
Society of man-kind. Good, and Evill, are names that signifie our Appetites, and Aversions; which in 
dinerent tempes, cunoms, and docîrines of men, are dinerent: And divers men, m e r  not onely in their 
Judgement, on the senses of what is pleasant., and unpleasant to the taste, smell, hearing, touch, and sight: 
but also of what is conforrnable? or disagreeable to Reason, in the actions of common Me. Nay, the same 
man, in divers rimes, di'ers jhnr himse &.. Frorn whence arise Disputes, Contmversies, at fast ;Var 
(Zeviathan I IO, my italics). 

We must not miss the strong suggestion that this condition of war applies equally to the internal life of the 

individual. ïhis  is made even more exqlicit in the definition Hobbes gives of happiness, or in his tems. . 

Felicity is a continua11 progres of the desire from one object to another. the attaining of the former k ing  
niIl but the way to the later. The cause whereof is, That the object of man's desire, is not to enjoy once 
oneIy, and for one instant of time: but to assure for ever. the way of his future desire. And therefore the 
voluntary actions. and inclinations ofall men. tend. not one- to the procunng but also to the assuring of 
a contented life; and differ onely in the way: which anseth panly from the diversity of passionso in divers 
men; and panly from the difference of the knowledge. or opinion each has of the causes. which produce 
the effect dcsired (Levi~than 70). 

In short. the picture of human existence Hobbes paints. folloiiing out the implications of his 

atomistic presuppositions, is one in which Ive m u t  understand ourselves as ceaselessly driven from one 

contingent desire to another. What is absent in this invinsic abnract conception of life is any principle of 

priority goveming which desires are aorthy of satis&ing, or how these desires themselves might best be 

related to one another. just as amongst individuals each puming their "diversn ends. Each desire or 

inchat ion regardless of what direction it wishes to assert iiself, would have as much intiinsic right. as 

Hobbes points out. to be Fulfilled as any other. We remember ihat iiith the emancipation from meaning 

there is no standard e m m a l  to the abject that could claim authoriv in arbitrating between them. In the 

absence of which autliority however, Our internal life becornes a battlegmund in which the random and 

vaned appetites mua struggle amongst themsehres to decide which one Ive shall fulfill. Hegel gives 



espression to this interna1 division, the psychological correlate of the social contradictions: 

That contradiction which is the arbitrary will makes its appearance as a dialectic of drives and 
inclinations which conflict with each other in such a wiy that the satisfaction of one dernands tint the 
satisfaction of the other be subordinated o r  sacrifïced, and so on; and since a drive is merely the simple 
direction of its own determinacy and therefore has no yardstick within itself, this determination that it 
should be subordinated or sacrificed is the contingent decision of ahitrariness (Philosophy of Right 50). 

Nozick in follotving Kant's point regarding the necessity for some principle of unity to be brought to 

bear upon one's life, that "acting automatically without any guidancew is not enough, will take the first 

step in moving bcyond his Ix'bertarian atomism: 

The Kantian tradition tends to hoId that principles fiinction to guide deliberation and action of self- 
conscious, reflective crea tures: hence. pnnciples have a theoretical and practica1 function. We are 
matures who do not act automatically, tithout any guidance. We could imagine having automatic 
guidance - ~vould that make principles completely otiose for us? - or. more to the point, acting in a way 
that does not utilize guidance, for instance at random. (would acting completeiy at mndom -ce to free 
us from the domain of causality, the function Kant reserves for principles?, doesn't this show that the 
purpose of principles is to @ide us to something whatever it is, that ive would not reach at nndom? And 
doesn't that leave principles as teleologica1 devises? Kant howwer. would also hold that principles are an 
espression of our rational nature. constitutive of rationality. To think of act rationally just is to conforrn to 
(certain kinds of) principles. Hence it tvould be a mistake to look only for el-trinsic functions that 
principles serve (The Nature ofRationali~ 39). 

The Kantian Influence 

1 would at this point like to follow Kant's critical questioning of the limits of the libertarian 

tradition. Doing so niIl assist us in marking out the discursive junctures that can take one, Nozick for 

esample. immanently from the libertarian position toivard the interpretive wholistic vietv. If Kant's 

position. though identifjdng theoreticai weaknesses that the libertarian position lacks the discursive 

resources to remedy, is itself found insui5cient to respond to the deficiencies it has isolated, logically 

necessitafing the adoption of interpretive holism. and this is atso dernonstrated irnmanently, not 

borroiving assurnptions from the outside. then we wvill have established that there are not two mutually 

esclusive philosophical systems to choose from. the atomistic/iibertarian and the holistic. We tvill have 

demonstrated that the only way to adequately address the theoretical weaknesses of a libertarianism 

grounded in epistemic atomism is to become its antithesis, an interpretive holist, Stated in the most 



ciramatic t e m  possible, interpretive holism is, in this Hegelian dialectical sense, critically presupposed by 

the atomistic Iibertarian. 

Kant's critique of libertarianism wvill show us that on the t e m  laid d o m  by the atomisi, life 

could not be lived, at least in the manner that wve would recognize as minimally meaningful. Without the 

unity h t  Kant seeks to find the necessary conditions for, life would be utterly dissolute. There would be 

no supervening purpose present that could integnte? and thus give the coherence necessary for the 

stability of meaning to the othenvise disperseci infinity of an agent's atomistically segregated Iife 

moments. It is for this reason that Kant says of those who give themselves over to "the unregulated pursuit 

of an inclination of his o m  devising" that they become "an object of utter contempt" (Lecfures on Ethics 

123). They would be. in the eh*eme case. likc an animal, an "unreasonedn beast, simply came& as 

Hobbes' discussion of felicip dernonstrates. frorn one appetitive impulse to another. One impulse, like 

fndividual puming hisiher radicaily self-posited end. nould become negated through the appearance of 

another. 

As ive shatl s e .  this raises for Kant, and thinkers followving in his critical tradition the later 

Nozick for esample. serious questions regarding the identity of the individual. In his work on subjective 

identity Nozick follows this Kantian Iine of questioning. Precisely who, or where, in this random 

collection of desires could the self be located? The annver appears to be. as Hume argues. nowhere, at 

least in the sense that Ive. or they themselves, could corne to some knowiedge of this identity. To whom 

could these displaced moments belong? We could not simply establish such knowledge on the basis of 

attempiing to grasp al1 of this d i spe rd  self s aggregate parts. As Hobbes points out, there is a continuai 

succession of these drives. demonstra ting no underlying necessity or coherence. Represen ted here is what 

Hegel caIIs a "bad Infini@", just one random atomistic element. in this case inclinations, endIessly 

followhg upon another. Hume. when he attempts to locate the self introspective1y mns into this problem 

of finding a stable locus for individual identity. AI1 that he meets with is the randorn succession of 

thoughts but no stable. self identical Cartesian substance. the self, wvithin which they al1 inhere: 

For my part. when 1 enter most intimately into what I cal1 ntysee 1 always stumble on some particular 
perception or other. of heat or cold light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure. 1 never catch m-vseyat 
any time without a perceptions. and never can 0bsen.e anything but the perception (Taken from 
Philosophical fiplanofions 1 1 1). 



John Dewey in the foliowving discusses the prenipposition, undentood in its strong Kantian, 

transcendental deductive sense, necessary for Our knowing someone: 

Were it not for the continued operation of al1 habits in every act, no such thing as charader could esist. 
There would be simply a bundle, an untied bundle at that, of isolated acts....conduct w d d  lack uni- 
k i n g  onIy a jus~position of disconnected reactions to separated situations.(Human Nature and Conduct 
3 0) 

In other ixmis. our ability to know someone. or indeed even to know ourselves. depends upon the 

integriîy of chander, of the son Kant conceives the faculty of reason imposing. If people's actions and 

interests dramatically shifted each day, as wvould be the u s e  if reason were simply in the employ of our 

contingent appetites. lacking any implicit coherence, we could never gain an understanding of others, nor 

could othen corne to know themelves. KnowIedge of self and othen depends upon our ability to see. for 

the most pan at lean. how the various moments of an individual's life cohere with one another. presenring 

an intelligible, integrated unih. It is clear that the "untied bundIen De- refers to esemplifies this 

subjectless ~ b j e c t  we have k e n  dimssing. The later Nozick d l l .  folloiiing the movement Kant fim 

initiates. reject the fractured identity that this atomistic philosophy laves us riith. A self, so Nozick 

argues. acknowledging Kant's critique into the limits of ihis ontology. necessarily presupposes more than 

this Humean nndom aggregate of diverse esperiences. Nozick makes clear his view that the selc in a 

strict Kantian sense, presupposes a coherent regulative unity amongn its various moments: "A life. a 

person's existence. is not simply the unordered set of these things: it is the panicular ivhole they make up. 

wvith the seIf at the center" (Philosophicai fiplnnations 533). In the absence of such coherence we would 

not be selves at all: 

We are not empty containers or buckets to be stuaed wvith good things. with pleasures or possessions or 
positive emotions or men with a rich and varied intemal life. Such a bucket has no appropriate structure 
wvithin: how the esperiences fit together or are contourcd over time is of no importance escept insofar as 
some panicular arrangement rnakes Further happy moments more probable. The vierv thaf only happiness 
matten ignores the question [ Le. an ontologiul issue] of what we - the very ones to be happy - are like 
(The Exn~nined L I ~ C  102). 

As for the "autonornous will" that the libertarian had taken such pnde in. it becomes a fiction, 

reduced to nothing more. as Hobbes acknowledges, than "the last Appetite in Delibention" (Leviathan 



47). The powver of reason, within this atomistic orientation, becornes "the slave of the passions". To 

respond to the threat this represents to the intrinsic dignity of the individual, a dignity the libertarian had 

sirnply assume& Kant tvill initiate a process of reflection on rational identity that d l  end in the radical 

re-conception of 'the faculty of reason'. Reason for Kant, like the Hobbesian Leviathan, becomes that 

force that strives to itnpose coherent unity upon an othenvise dispersed diversity: 

Reamn is impelled p.e. is purposive and thus. contrary to Hume, has its own interests] by a tendency of its 
nature to go beyond the field of its empiricd employment, and to venture in a pure employment by means 
of ideas done, to the utmost Iimits of al1 knowledge. and not to be satisfied Save through the completion of 
ils course in a self subsistent systematic whole. (The Critique ofpure Reason 630). 

The above represents an esample of reason in its theoretid empIoyment. In its practicd employment the 

same teleoIogica1 "imperative" for the qstematic unity of diversity is also manifested: 

Al1 maxims as proceeding from Our owvn making of law ought to hannonize wvith a possible kingdom of 
ends as a kingdom of nature. This progression may be said to take place through the utegories of the 

'uni@ of the form of wilI (its universdity): of the multiplicify of its matter (its objects -that is. its ends); and 
of the torality or completeness of its system of ends. (Grounthvork ofihe ,Llefaphysic ofi\forals 104). 

This interest of reason is aIso esemplified in the purely f o m l  mannet in which Kant understands the 

categorical imperative to work. Kant. as IR shall se. identifies reason with something like a Hobbcsian 

'Leviathan of the soul*. 

This atomism of the soul has thus raiscd for Kant a very serious challenge to the concept of 

individual autonomy and. by estension, to the very possibiIity of mordit).. UnIess the critiques Hume and 

Hobbes issue against the integrity of the subject a n  be anslvered. moralin: becomes a myth. It is 

ultimately upon this integrity that morality. in the logical sense. necessariIy depends as its condition of 

possibility. Locke had simply dismissed the Hobbesian threat on the basis of precritical assumptions 

regarding the presumed powver of reason to know Gd ' s  law. This approach. howvevcr, raises for Kant the 

Platonic probkm of how nre can knowv a lm extemal to us  and hom we can know that we know. Kant wviI1 

respond to the Hobbesian moral nominalisrn by utilizing, as 1 have suggested, the transcendentai 

deductive method. Given the fhct that Ive have moral du&. feel its cal1 apart and often against Our 

inclinations, al1 Kant need do is argue back from its esistence to the conditions of its possibility. Kant 

asks. in other words. what conditions mun we necessarily presuppose to account for the existence of 



rnorali~. As I have already noted. individual autonomy is the condition without which morality would not 

be possible. Following this transcendental deduction. we have estabIished that individuals, contrant to the 

logic of the intrinsic abstnct conception, cannot simply be slaves to their passions. Kant now need only 

show, in turn, hotv this autonomy, given that it does esiq presupposed as it is in the fact of morality, is 

itself possfile. If the Hobbesiaflumean account of identity, determined through an atomistic 

epistemology, was al1 there \tas to it. Ive could account neither for the esistence of a coherent subject, nor 

for the moral duty that this subject is called upon to perfon. The implication is that the intrinsic abstract 

conception of identity lacks the conceptual resources to provide an adequate explanation of how 

subjectivity and moral duty are fim 

Cha~ter Two: The Turn to Interpretive Holism 

6 

In following the discussion in Appendis 1. we have seen that the Kantian -stem is unable to 

adequately address the contradictions within libertarianisnt that it has identified. Specifically, Kant's 

criticisrn of Iibertarianism is that it fails to account. indeed within the logicaI space its premises have 

established carmot account, for conditions it must. nevertheles. presuppose. The Kantian philosophy, 

though. recognizing the rationa1 necessity in accounting for these conditions. becornes, however, 

inex-tricably entangled in its o\vn contradictions. This does not imply, then, that Nozick, or ive with him. 

couid simply retum to the atomism with which our narrative began. Our reconstructed Nozick. 

acknowledging the interna1 logic of his discursive position. finds himself compelled, finally, to adopt the 

holistic ciew. OnIy by doing so is Nozick abIe both to avoid the contradictions intemal to Kant's 

philosophy, rejecting as ive11 his conception of rason as autocratic, while at the same time allowing 

Nozick to provide an explanation for the unie that subjectivity necessarily presupposes. To demonstrate 

this, n e  \\il1 need to take a close look at Nozick's "CIosest continuer theocy" of identity, paying ureful 

attention to the rational necessity motivating the theocy's construction. As shall be apparent, the t h e q  

13 See Appendis 1 for a discussion of Kant's failcd attempt to theorize this issue. Nozick's oim account is 
perhaps best understood when r a d  as a response to the theoretical insuff~ciency and moral Puritanisrn of 
the Kantian conclusion, 



represents Nozick's attempt to give us a satisfactory account of individual identity. Nozick will conclude 

that the conception of identity upon which iibertarianism was constructed is, fundamentally, incoherent. 

The notion of the pre-constituted self contracting into the strite is simply pre-critical. We recall from 

chapter one that I~krtarian side constraints were deduced from the presumed 'fact' of our individuai 

identities. Nozick, as we shall see, will find that our identities are, radically reversing the libertarian 

assumption, socially constituted. There simply are no pre-political, rights bearing selves that could 

contract into the political realm. Once Nozick reverses the libertarian's point of departure, he, then, is no 

longer constrained by the side constraints that wvere once thought to set the inviolable, pre-political, 

boundaries of political philosophy. 

Our discussion of Kant has k e n  usehil in orienting this discussion. Kant recognized, through the 

morks of Hobbes and Hume. that on the premises the libertarian begins with neither society nor individual 

âgengency would be possible. Ironically, the mistake Kant makes is to take this threat to identity ta> senously. 

For the later Nozick. followïng Hegel. the fear of a ndicalIy dispened self to whom the regdative force of 

reason would have to be apptied. ab exrrrcr, no longer represents a real thrat. Such a disintegrated 

esistence is simply not a practica1 possibility. Kant, in other words assumes. as a real possibility, radically 

self-alienated or psychologica1Iy disperscd individuals. People are, hoivever. as Nozick notes, intrinsicaIly. 

if not firlly. rational. Were a person to behave in a manner such that their actions were continually 

entenng into practical contradiction with one another, they wouId, and properly so. be placed under 

psychiatrie are.  Suniting in the world and realizing practical projects necessas. to this end. demands at 

least an implicit. if not tembly well govemed. relative stability. (The same is of course true of the state. It 

is for this reason Nozick rejects as too strong Socrates' assertion. one Kant's philosophy as we have seen 

endorses, that the "une-samined Me is not wvorth living" (The fia~nined Liye 15). Nozick does add 

howver. that when our kes are self consciously guided and thoughtfiilly integrated. "it then is Our Iife 

that we are living. not someone else's. In this sense. the unesamined life is not lived as fûlly (The 

Eia~tiined Li/e 15). 1 cake Nozick to mean that taking sctf conscious possession of one's life through 

principled action allows one to esclude self deferiting. unconscious motivations. As Nozick's discussion of 

"disequilibrium" (Philosophicnl Explannrions 3-19} suggests. psychoanaIytic treatment can perhaps best bc 



understood as the attempt to bring to conscious awareness, and therefore 'ouf control, those hidden 

motivations that lead individuals to perpetuate behaviors that are, jFotti the infernal perspective of out 

long term goals and strongly held ideals, self destructive. Taking possession of one's life in this additional 

sense would remove the influence of latenc counter productive impulses, and our unconscious servitude to 

them (Kant's heteronomy). This then permitting us a greater degree of personal autonomy: "This increase 

in (awareness of) integration of previously isolateci parts enables one to act with more powver and a wider 

band of intense focus. and thus feel more real" (The Exntttined Li/e 132). In contrast then to the 

resentrnent before death that the libertarian world view engenders. i.e. a life as dispersed amounting to 

nothing, at least in the sense of presenting a coherent retrievable meaning, interpretive holism allowvs us to 

view our littes as a creative, interpretive praject. an eqressive. "organic unie" (Philosophical 

d e a h  are called "untimely" when the' end lives where much still iras left possible that went unfulfilled. 
But when o u  no longer have the capacity to do what is undone, or when you have done al1 that you 
considered important then ...y ou should not be so very unwviliing to die (The Exa~nined Life 2 1). 

Nozick in making this discursive move is now able to retain the unity eshibited by the Kantian 

moral puntan. whiIe rejecting at the same time the status of reason as an alien sovereign mling 

'autocratically' over the other faculties of the self. In his owm words. Nozick rejects the ehqernal legislative 

status of reason for the sake of a "harmonious uni& rather than one part ruling the others" (The Ekan~ined 

Li/e 18). For Hegel and Nozick reason. implied in the move to interpretive holism is interna1 and 

constitutive of the identity of the self: rather than mereiy esterna1 and regulative. As Nozick himself notes. 

he can in this instance be understood to further. with Hegel. Fichte's ndicalization of Kant's 

transcendent31 unity of apperception (Philosophical Explunations 76). The self, in followving out the 

implications of this radicalization. then need not ignore its phenomenal interests for the sake of its 

rational autonomy. The self. as Nozick defines it in The Closest Continuer Theory" (Philosophical 

Explanations 29) of identity is. in the essential sense. the coherent, intemally regulated, though evolving. 

unity of needs. desires. and relationships: whose identity is rnaintained at the level of its evolving unity. 

and not in any one particular feature or unchanging attribute. 

Unlike the Cartesian conception of identity. upon whose presumed existence the libertarian 



deduces the minimal state. ive need not posit a necessary, or essential portion of the self, e.g. a "sou1 

pellet" (Phiiosophiccri Expinnations 60). that m m  remain substântialIy the same throughout the many 

changes that the self undergoes in order for us to plausibly consider a drastically changed person as an 

instance of the same self at a later date. Al1 we need do to rnake this assertion of identity meaninglkl is 

dernonstrate the continuity of self beneath the apparent flux of change. Nozick hopes in this discussion to 

esplain how identity is possible tfirough continuous change. Some such discussion seems necessary if he is 

to undennine the soul pellet conception of identity. The positing of a self-identical self seemed to be 

necessary to account for identity through tirne. If Nozick, within the parameters of his new position, is 

unable to ek~Iain the possibility of identity then the libertarian presupposition, dong with its correlative 

notion of individual rights. would become reinstalled. 

It is for this reason that Nozick undertakes a phenomenological esamination of the issue. Nozick. 

&casioned by Bernard William's work on identity. \vil1 deny the possibility of fmding any completely 

stable, self-identical locus around which merely periphenl change might subsequentiy revolve 

(Philosophical Erplmations 60). (In relation to political philosophy, this suggests that we are not self- 

identical selves. free to contract into or out of Our social relations.) For the latcr Nozick. rejecting the 

libertarian soul pellet hgmthesis, what constitutes an essential aspect of the self, as distinguished from its 

merely periphenl qualities or accidental features, is to some degree - the scope and direction of which we 

shall have occasion to esamine more MIy later - a 'deciciable feature' of the self. To anticipate, Nozick 

wilf argue that the identity that the self decides upon depends. as a necessary condition of its possibility, 

upon a pre-esisting. interpersonal contest of meaning. This implies. logically. that the seIf cannot sirnply 

contract into these constitutive relations: rather the! precede the actions of the self-defining agent and 

make them possible. 

As we shaI1 see, in the process of its evolution, essential fatures of the self. ofien onIy implicitly 

decided o n  can bc decided against later in favor of other subsequent contending features. Nozick's 

discussion of Bernard Williams' work on identity does nothing if not f m t n t e  Our attempts to identiS, a 

thing with a partinrlar feature or propew this thing possesses - reducing in this fashion the discussion of 

identic to a discussion of the simple self-equivalencc of something to itself o i w  time. We also see herc 



the related point that a thing's identity is not suff~cient unto itself but is to a certain degree a 'decidable 

feature'. Nozick reaches this conclusion by contrasting his Closest Continuer theory of identity with what 

he calls the "Intrinsic Abstract S tmctural" concept of identi ty (Philosophical Explanarions 47). 

As Nozick points out. this theory relates - aside from the issue of self synthesis, addressed in our 

radicalization of Kant, the peculiar proces whereby a self constitutes itself as a self by appropnating its 

othenvise ownerless moments and features into itseif - to the general question of identity over time. 

Personai identity is then simpiy a special case of this more general issue. Esamining the conclusions of 

Bernard Williams' essay T h e  Self and the Future", Nozick fin& that a mholly inadquate philosophicai 

ordering concept, the "Intrinsic Abstract Structural", is. implicitly. at the root of Williams' inabilil to 

adequateiy theorize the notion of continuity of identity through time. More signifiant to our project is the 

fact that it is this ordenng concept. establishing the rational for assuming the validity of the self-identical 

&lf, that fundamentally determines the libertarian project 

For LVilIiams' the identity of something can conceivably relate solely to questions of its self- 

identity, the equality of itself wvith itself. over timc. Thus whether something is an instance of this same 

thing at a later date cannot, for Williams. depend on any actually esisting, or rnerely possible third thing. 

but only upon this thing itself and the relation it has. abstracted entirely from its relational contezll with 

itself at a later time: 

If x at time t l  is the same individual as y at later üme t2, that c m  depend only upon facts about x, y, and 
the relationships behveen them. No fact about any other esisting thing is relevant to (deciding) whether s 
at t 1 is (part of the same continuing individual as) y at t2 (Philosophical fipinnafions 3 1). 

if this thing's identity at a later time could be problematized, called into question ontologically, by the 

appearance of some separate other thing. then identity does not in fact continue to reside in this later 

thing. and cannot possibly constitute an instance of this sarne thing at a later tirne. Something is, in the 

ontological sense, for Williams, simpIy, relationlessly, what it is. Hot, Williams asks, could the 

appearance of some later esisting thing influence. ontologically, the self-identity of something else at a 

later time? On the terms Williams Iays d o ~ n .  it could not. Whether sornething continues to esin at a later 

time couId depend upon its own continuing features alone. The existence or non-existence of something 



else then is simply irrelevant. From his first printiple regarding self-equivalence, fol lo\~ng from 

Williams' notion of self-niff~ciency, an espression of the Intrinsic Abstract concept, in our terms an 

atomistic orientation, Williams has inferentially draivn this, his second principle: 

Ky at i2 is @art of the same continuing individual as) s at t l  in virtue of standing in some relationship R 
to s at tl ,  then there cou/dnot be another additiond thing at t2 also standing ( along with y) in R to s at 
tl .  If there also were this additionaI thing z at t2, then neither it nor y wouId be identical to S. If that z 
could esist, even if it actually does not, then y at t2 is not identical wvith s at t 1 - at leasî, it is not in virtue 
of standing in the relationship R (Philosophical Ekplanations 3 1). 

As Nozick points out, Williams uses this pnnciple as a means of establishing that "bodily 

continuity is a necessary condition of personal identity" (Philosophical fiplanations 32). We can see how 

this is so; if R is the relation of bodily continuity, îhen only some one thing could conceivabIy hold the 

place of the same thing at a later Ume. This escludes the possibility of something else claiming the same 

identic. If there could. even as a logical possibility. be some such entiiy, then. togically, there could not 

have been any real bodily continuity. and consequently no later identity. As plausible as Williams 

argument seems. indeed from his premises unavoidable. Nozick vil1 nwertheless take issue tvith it. In 

fact, Nozick makes the strong daim that the two principles. discussed above, from which this argument 

draws its conclusion, are false (Philosophical Expinnations 32). To undermine their validity is of course to 

cal1 into question the Intrinsic Abstract Stmctural concept from which they in turn were deduced. 

To avoid obfuscating the issue by confronting directly the subtleties. and sensitkities. 

surrounding the issue of our own identities, where we might be inclined to harbor certain long held 

prejudices regarding Our onn self-sufficicncy, Nozick begins by first testing the interpretive adquacy of 

the Intrinsic Abstract Stmctural concept against a case in which this issue a n  be looked at without 

reference to persona1 identity. Nozick takes as an esarnple the Vienna Circle and its continuity of identity 

after its departure from Austna and Germany during the Second World War. Nozick asks us to imagine 

that there are twenty members of this group. Of these, three move to Turkey and continue to meet and 

discuss issues central to their organization's concerns throughout the war's duntion. In view of the other 

17 members still living. continuing to meet and discuss organizational concem elsewhere. this group of 

three views itsclf and is bieived by others as simply a smaller unit within the broader organization. In 

1913 however, they receive word that al1 these others have been killed. Nozïck argues, and properly so, 



that the group in Istanbul is now, in faa. the Vienna Circle (Philosophical Explunations 32). It is this 

srna11 group of individuals alone that perpetuates the original group's ideals and identity. It becornes, then, 

the sole locus of the organization's identity. For nvo ymrs they continue to meet as the Vienna Circle. 

Then. in 1945, they receive word that nine of the original members they believed d a d  had in fact escaped 

to America. This group of individuals, like those in Istanbul, routinety met throughout the war, to 

continue the Vienna Circle's projects. Nozîck argues that it is this group that now rnust be considered the 

Vienna Circle. The group of three were simpIy, though for good reasons, mistaken about their status. 

Rather than k i n g  the group itself these members of the Circle simply represent an isolated offshoot 

Nozick at this point does not present an argument for this conclusion. The basis of it, as we shall 

see hoivever, rests upon his Closest Continuer theory of identity. We are given the opportuniw to draw this 

conclusion. unaided, ourselves. The ~ i n u e  of proceeding this tvay is that it a l low us to see how Nozick's 

theon a n  make sense of our intuitions on identiîy, intuitions that rernain frunrated on the terms 

Williams lays down. Williams we recall. argued in accordance with his Intrinsic Abstract Structural 

concept that the identity of something in this case the Vienna CircIe, could not be influenced by the 

presence. possibIe. or actual, of some other thing. In Nozick's esample however, we saiv that the identiw 

of the group in Istanbul. whether it \vas the Vienna CircIe or not. depended upon whether or not there w s  

another more representative group around. 

Precisely mhat are the intuitions that Nozick theory of identity is, in contrast to Williams', able to 

presewe? Or, the samc question stated in another form. why are we incIined to shift the identity from the 

first group to the second? If Williams nas right, then the esistence of the American group would be 

imlevant to the question of whether the group in Istanbul continued the identity of the Vienna Circle; but, 

as Ive have seen, it is not. If the group of three were the only sumi\+ing group then it would be the sole 

locus of the original gr0up.s later identity. Honri.er. when ive discover the esistence of the group of nine 

in Arnerica we recognize that it is much more Iikely to cany the complesity and flavor of the originai 

group. The group in Istanbul ive fear, possessing onIy thrce members, is more inclined to be skewed 

towrd the particular biases of the three members. The American group. much more representative of the 

original's composition. and also. as witli the group of three. continuous nith it. is then the Vienna CircIe 



at this later date. The Amencan group is the Closest Continuer of the earlier, pre-mr, Vienna Circle and 

its identity is then continuous with this American group. 

Uniike William's theory, Nozick's can rnake sense of our decision, and the problem - the fact 

that there w s  a "z", the American group, that could place the "y" at t2, the Istanbul group, in doubt as to 

its identity - that fim made a decision necessary. The Closest Continuer theory as Nozick presents it is not 

strictly speaking prescriptive. though it caq as we s b l l  see, help us to sort out problem cases. Its virtue 

lies in its descriptive. stnicturing ability. We can, utilizing its resources, show how the identity of 

something often is a decidable feanire of it: a feature that depends upon the particular matrix of closeness 

ive use to establish identiv- Noick d e s c n k  his theory as follows: 

The closest continuer view holds that y at tî is the same person [or thing] as s at t l  only if, first. y's 
properties at 12 stem from, grow out of. are causally dependent on s's properties at t 1 and, second, there is 
no other z at t2 that stands in a closer (or as close) relationship to s at t l  than y at t2 does. 

Closeness, here. represents not merely the degree of causal connedon, but also the qualitative 
iloseness of what is connected. as this is judged by some weighting of dimensions and feûtures in a 
similaril metric (Philosophicnl fiplanation 37). 

In the case nre Iooked at the decision regarding identity \vas rather straighîfonvard. We could, 

howeever. complicate the features of it, reversing our decision simply by changing our implied matris. 

Where would the Closest Continuer lie if the three members in Istanbul were the central intellectual 

figures around whose creative output the group of nine in Arnerica merely fo1lo~ved. perhaps offering the 

occasional modest insight? The conclusion seems to be obvious. The intellectual leaders would be the 

closest continuers of the original group. Nozick asks us to consider the possibility of competing matrices 

of determination. Using the "traditional puzzle of identity over time", the ship of Theseus, Nozick 

demonstrates that depending upon which rnatris one is working nith. one can arrive at one of two 

different yet equally warnnted decisions regarding the later identity of this ship. The ship as we recall, 

during the course of a long journey has. one plank at a time. each and eveq one of its planks replaced by 

new pieces. Over the course of time there are no original pieces of the ship left. If al1 the planks were 

replaced at one time Ive would of course have an entirely new ship. When each p1an.k hoivever, is replaced 

individually rve haïe the old ship as the contest of identity in t e m  of which each new plank assumes its 

place. The ship does not suddenlx disappear nhen the last of its original planks has k e n  replaced bu new 



ones, nor is it slotvly k ing  replaced by a new ship. A single plank does not a ship make; nor indeed does 

the simple aggregation of them. The single planks become part of a ship by asnrming their place within 

the continuing identity of the original ship. As Nozick points out, in each instance of replacement, it is the 

"same ship with one plank different" (Philosophical Fxplanations 33). As ive shall see, this process has 

its correlate in the case of personal identity. We undergo changes in beliefs and atmbutes al1 the urne. 

This does not mean that \ire case  to be ourselves and suddenly become somebody else. The contest 

against which the change takes place, a change attributable to some identifiable someone, ourselves, is our 

ongoing individual identity. Nozick asks us now to consider what ivould happen to Our view of the ship's 

identity if we discover chat each plank chat had b e n  replaced wvas preserved somewhere and later 

reassembled. We now have hvo ships before us- each with a daim on the identie of the original ship. 

Which ship. Nozick asks us. is the ship of Theseus? 

a 
Now. as Nozick points out. the closest continuer conception does not determine for us - though it 

does help to "sort out and structure the issue* (Philosophiccil Explanarions 33) - which of the two ships is 

the originai ship of Theseus at this later date. It does not tell us which is the closest continuer because, as 

this instance dernonstrates. the issue of identity uirough tirne oAen turns on w h t  particular rnatns we find 

most meanin@ in determining closeness. In this instance, ive find that "spatiotemporal continuity with 

the continuity of parts" tompetes with the quality of k i n g  cornposed. in the esact confrguntion. of the 

original pieces (Philosophical fiplanarions 33). Which one takes precedence? As Nozick points out. there 

is no neutral matris that can determine the answer for us. Interpetive vatue wi11 end up deciding the 

issue. If'our interesis and understanding is served better by one judgement rather than the other then ive 

!vil1 make our decision on that basis, We might find however, as in this instance, that ive are unable to 

rnake a strong decision for one claimant over the other. As hvo individual things cannot both be the 

continuer of some one thing. Ive might be forced to conclude that there is no continuer. Situated in a 

practical contehl one in which the question of identity has real. \*ersus abstractly theoretical, import, ive 

espect, however, that the matris ive use to determine identity wi1I appear al1 but self-evident. 

Although not prescriptive regarding the matris one uses to detennine identiv, the Closest 

Continuer theon, does speci- features that something must posses to be the continuer of something. The 



qualities possesses must have been causally produced by its wrlier identity, or grow out of this identi'y as 

an e-\?ension of itself; not simply share qualitatively similar features produced othenvise. The continuer 

a h ,  as a necessa- condition. must be "causaIly dependent (in an appropriate way) on the earfier ones. 

The condition that something is a continuer incorporates such causal dependence" (Philosophical 

Ekplanntions 35). These criteria restrict the scope of possible contenders to those that can demonstnte 

continuous material a f i h t i o n ~  through time, with the original. Nozick also points out that the concept is 

somewhat of a misnomer. It is not sufficient for something to be a closest continuer of something in 

Nozick's theoretical sense for it to be the closest continuer. As confusing as uiis first seems, Nozick 

simply wishes to point out that something can be more closely related to an earlier something than 

anything else and yet not be this thing's closest continuer (Philosophical Ejiplanations 34). This later 

thing might not be close enough to meaningfully qualiQ. The earlier something wiII not then have any 

cbntinuer at all. It will have ceased to esist. This thing that is doser to it than any other esisting thing 

rnay in fact be the closest continuer. in Nozick's sense. of some independent other thing. Thus, as Nozick 

argues. Ive m u t  also focus on the issue of the "closest predecessor" (Philosophical fiplanations 42). 

Although this later thing is closest to some earlier thing than any other esisting thing, this later thing 

might have as its closest predecessor some other thing. If something is the closest continuer of something. 

and has this earlier something as its closest predecessor, then it is the closest continuer in the Nozick's 

technical sense. Nozick tems this relation a "mono-relation". and this relation is required for something 

to be the closest continuer of anythi ng (Philosophical fiplanafions 43). 

In relation to personal identity, Nozick's closest continuer theory serves to move us beyond the 

theoretically Iimiting confines of the atomistic, "sou1 pellet", conception. The Intrinsic Abstract Structural 

conception of identity. prevented adequate theoretical access to issues of identity through time. With this 

new interpretive tool. ive cm begin to theorize aspects of personal identity that were once beyond our 

grasp. The Intrinsic Abstract Structural conception had limited the question of identity to the notion of 

simple selfequivalence. For something to express this quaIity hotvever requires that there be some 

immutable center, the "sou1 pellet*, or some functionaI equivalent - the Cartesian substance within which 

the thinking of the subject tvould inhere. or Kant's noumenal identity. As Nozick's discussion of Hume's 



criticism points out, there simply is no such féature of the self that stands entirely at rernove. 

ontologically, from subsequent change. 

E'rtending, as now Ive mut. the issue of interpretive matrises to include individual identity, we 

can s e  how others, in mapping our identity, might find that the selves that we have becorne are so 

changed in the "weighted sum ofdimensionsn (Philosophicd Expianations 33) used to track our evolving 

identities that ive are 'no longer the same person'. The weights used in the implicit interpretive matrix 

esclude the cunent self from k i n g  accepted as close enough. Very often it is only after some cirastic 

change that the implicit weighting dimensions become ex--1icit. Husbands divorcing their wives afler a 

mastectomy mn serve as an unhappy esample here. Indeed, we might ounelves undergo some change. 

drastically altering Our profile on our otvn personal "weighted sum of dimensionsn, in signifiant areas. 

such that we can no longer see ourselves as the same penon. The developmentally mentally handicapped 

(end to cope much better with their situation than those similady handicapped through an accident. Those 

whose self-identity relates strongly to their mental acuity might find. subsequent to such an event that 

they are no longer living their own lives. The self that they have become is no longer sufficiently close to 

stand as the continuer of their former self. Suicide in such cases is a concern. A professional athlete. 

driven into retirement as a result of injury or a strongiy athletic person permanently confined to a 

wheelchair might have similar eqeriences. Nozick's closest Continuer theory aflows us to make sense of 

these phenomena. Therapy, in implicit acknowledgment of Nozick's closest continuer theory, involves 

changing the dimensions dong which one weights one's identity. or balancing the other aspects of the self 

to outweigh the strength of the other dimension. 

The interpretive value of the closest continuer theory is readily apparent when Ive look to certain 

problerns that the field of psychology is challenged by. This is especially tnie in the phenomena of 

amnesia and fugue where the question of identity is at issue. An amnesiac is, to some degree or other. 

unable to recall who they are. Salient aspects of their personal history have become lost to them. If they 

cannot recover their past. who are the!? Are they a new person? This would depend. apptying the lessons 

of the theon. upon the degree of discontinuity. I f  this person is able to appropriate, through recolIection. 

enough signifiant details of their past they may have the interpretive materials nccessary to re-establish 



meaningful continuity. Indeai, this is how treatment generally proceeds. The thenpist takes the patient on 

'inferentid wvaiks', beginning from the dispersed bits of memory the patient has, toivard the relationships 

that these esperiences imply. It is not enough that others possess these materials, or that the patient be 

told of theit past selves. if the later self'cannot meaningfirlly establish a continuity of identity then for al1 

practical purposes there is, in the strong ontological sense, a new person. This is acknowledged in our 

treatment of mch individuals. We do not simply force them into 'the old mold'. Real affiliation with the 

s e r s  past m u t  be expressed. If mch affiliation cannot be gained, the (new) person begins from where 

they are. Aithough the closest relative view aids in Our understanding of the puzzles surrounding persona1 

identity in the case of amnesia. it does not appear however to have the interpretive resources to deal 

usefiilly with the phenornenon of fiigue. In instances of fugue an individual ~pica l ly  discovers themselves 

after some period of time, ocasionally long p e n d  of time, in a location some distance from where they 

réside vithout any memocy as to how they got there. Unlike the amnesiac. this person at the later date 

does remember their past sel\-es. It is the intewening p e n d  tliat is lost to them. Did the first person die 

and become replaced by a stranger occupying their body, only to be returned to themselves Iater? Certainly 

the person while in the fugue does not carq nith them a real practical affiliation or continuity of identity 

nith the original seIf. The contest in which th- now are. the acts they undertake, do not grow out of the 

intentions. plans. beliefs, and desires of the original. Aside from bodily continuity, which in the case of 

the amnesiac did no& appear to be enough to make the daim for identity, the self nithin the fiigue wvould 

seem an altogether new pcrson. Indeed like the amnesiac. if they remained in that state, if their past lives 

were lost to them, rnaking no pncticaYsocial connection with it, ive would have to say that the originai 

person is no longer - that it has been repIaced. In t e m  of the closest continuer, or closest relative theory 

there has not been the necessary continuity of identity to reunite, at least in terms of psychic continuity, 

the earlier and later selves. The self in the hgue did not grow out of the original self, was not its closest 

continuer. At that point. there is no continuity of identity. How then can this person &er the fugue be tiie 

same person as the original self? If bodily cont inui~  was not enough during the fugue to establish 

identity, how can it be now? Nor can we say that this Iater self grew out of the person in the fugue. Just as 

the self dunng the fugue had no practical continuip with the original self. so the person aAer recovering 



from this state has no affiliation rvith the self that is in that -te. Must ive then posit a sou1 pellet to 

account for the identity we feeI there somehow mua be? This is a thesis howver whose validity we have 

undermined elsewhere. In the case of the amnesiac the sou1 pellet hqpothesis would have done nothing to 

assist the person in re-establishing their identity. The hypothesis simply would have done no work. To 

assert identity now where none is esperienced, as in the case of the amnesiac, is completely fatuous. 

Retrieving the soul pellet now would seem less than responsible. Although the ciosest relative view seems 

unable to help us here, its natural estension does. It is here where we might best look at Nozick's "Global 

vied' (Philosophical fiplanafions 50). It is d e s c r i i  as follows: 

For some topics, a global condition and structure is a natunl successor to the closest relative one. It 
widens horizons. holding that something satisfies concept C only if it stands closest in R to a specified y, 
and also is a (necessary) part of any nider thing that stands closer in R to any y than do other companbly 
wide things. Thus. one might hold that an acceptable theory not only must fit the evidence as well as any 
alternative theory of the same phenomena. but also must be part of any wider theory of more inciusive 
phenomena that fits the evidence more closely than any other theory alternative to it (Philosophical 
fiplana fions 50). 

Nozick is very c l a r  the global view is an estension, not a replacement of: or alternative to, the closest 

relative stmcturing concept (Philosophical Explanarions 5 1). The global view works, in the case of 

identity. to reconstruct the continuity of identity over a decisive break. The global view allows us to unite 

the earlier and later selves into a (once again) integnted identity. The intervening penod is then 

contained witfün a larger contest of meaning where its presence ceases to be a threat to continued identity. 

We need not f a r  the accusation that that this 'creative elaboration* of the closest continuer theory is 

simply contrived. We do se .  as the closest continuer theory requires, that the attributes and aspects of the 

later self, recovered from the esperience of fugue. have grown out and are direct es pression^^ of the pre- 

hgue self. ït is only beuuse of this continuity between earlier and later seh*es that nz felt the need to 

postulate the soul pellet. We have seen that this is unnecessary. that the closest relative view, and its 

natural e~3ension suffice. 

Nozick's closest continuer theory further alloin us to usefi~lly apply the "ship of Theseus" 

allego- to our understanding of persona1 identity through time. The features with which 1 define myself- 

hood by. essential to my self-conception. may in later years becorne rejected in favor of 'new essentiai 

features'. Ch-er a period of time 1 can change eventhing about myself. appeannce. sexual orientation, 



favorite flavor of ice-cream, vocation, po1iticaVreIigiow affiliation, etc., and stiI1 recognizably remain the 

same person throughout for someone who has followed this process of evolving identiiy. For someone, my 

rnother for esample, who sees in each instance of change, the broader background of sameness, against 

which each change becomes meaningfiil as the change of a particular someone, me. rather than a mere 

Humean flux, there is no problem in identiQing me as the self beneath the change; there is then a 

continuous self that undergoes this series. as yet unfinished, of adaptations, and lifestyle r ~ e r s a l s ' ~ .  For 

someone who has lost touch with me for a long time however, my best friend in high school let's Say, this 

continuity over time tha t rny mother esperiences niIl not be present, he will no t have a sense of continuity 

against which 1 a n  be recognized as the same person. For him I ni11 simply not be the person that he 

once knew. This does not however imply that he. and society nith him. are presented, in contras to my 

mother, with only a the Hericliran flux of random change, that my old friend will have no means to 

identm me as that person he once knew. As Nietzsche points out, there is a social need king  served in 

maintaining the continuity of identity. This interest places constraints on how far 1 can distance my future 

self fiom rny current self. Radical rupture is, at least in some aspects of my identity, socially proscriid. 1 

am limited to the changes 1 crin 'get away withT, or that \il1 be seen as socially legitimate. 1 cannot wvithin 

this society 'become a different person' as a in-. for esample, of escaping contractual obligations. Society 

compels me to identif'. myself-hood, in pan at least, with my past commitments. institutions such as 

promise keeping, maniage, famih, friendship. etc., cary with thern the espectation that the self- 

qnthesizing subject. the seif that appropriates into itself its esperiences and reorders its Me on the basis 

of iis evolting interests. \vil1 appropriate into the new self that it is in the process of becoming the 'piece 

of itself that it has comrnitted to them. Nietzsche argues then, that it is the expctations placed upon us by 

these institutions that serve toivard the constnicuon of continuous identities. It is not because we have an 

enduring sclfhood. a sou1 identity, that we can have institutions that might bc seen as presupposing it: 

t 4 It is intercsting to note that this process of evolving identity is fûrther complicated when one considers 
that there very often are battles concerning the tracking of identity. As ciramatic as this sounds, they easily 
and fiequently occur. The best and least esotic esample of this phenomenon is perhaps instances in which 
adolescents corne to fm1 that their parents no longer really know them, that 'they have become a different 
person'. The tension and frustration centers around the conflicting Tstem of weightings used to track the 
eolting identity. The parents are not givïng nrfkicnt weight to those fatures that this adolescent secs as 
central to hidher idcntity. 



rather. Ive becorne stable selves. to the degree that we do. because our social institutions dernand this 

As our discussion demonstrates. society will provide rny old friend with the interpretive resources 

to locate a closest continuer of my former seK This wiI1 be the seif that has the credit rating, ernployment 

history, ana other such social markers of my (thus far) continuous identity. We find in esaminhg the 

problem ases Williams has given us. that there simply is no one fature that can always reliably serve as 

the locus of identity. Any fature that we might try to posit can, as Nozick's discussion shows, be out- 

weighed by the balance of other features that another self. not the one that we ir, our intrinsic abstract 

concept are constrained to select possesses. This other self. even though it does not possess this 'essential 

feature', may be much more Iike Our original self. representing its closest continuer. We are compelled to 

accept this self as the changed version of the first. recognizing that it is in fact much closer to the original 

than any ehisting alternative. and is close enough musally so as not to mate  a gap in the continuity of 

identity. This then leads Nozick to replace the search for the hidden identity beneath change with the 

discussion of how the self cornes, through the reflectïve act of self synthesis, to appropriate and uni@ its 

othenvise dispersed Humean moments. 

With this revised conception of identity we are also in a position to approach the issue of 

moral/iegal responsibility in a much more theoretically satisfiing manner [han previously. The closest 

relative structunng concept alIows us. in short. to bring our theoretical statements on the issues of 

1s Although it may appear to. this Nietzschean thesis does not contradict the notion. discussed earlier, that 
the self is seif-synthesizing. It does hoivever reject the notion that the self has abdute  interpretive 
freedom to 'decide on itseIf. That would make the process completely ahitrary and unstable. From where 
would the identity. not yet formed. get it standards of merit and relevance? There is simply no seif- 
conscious self present to provide it with any. The self is, as ive have seen. an ongoing interpretive 
construct or project. This is equally tme from the first pcrson perspective. The construction of identity 
always takes place nithin a particular sociocultural contest. one which favors certain appropriations of 
character and past esperience over others. Some appropriations. as noted above. are obligatory. and 
through constant reinforcement Ive corne to intemaIize the felt need for choosing to continue to synthesize 
this bit of self over other abstract competitors. These other bits are not r d  competitors because in this 
context this bit. unlike those others. is functionally necessary. We simply are not born fiilIy constituted but 
become so. By the time we 'find ourselves' and can begin to pay self-conscious attention to the self that we 
are in the process of becoming, Ive have already acquired an interpretive ballast that centers our fbrther 
choices of self-sqnthesis. We are thus social selves prior to becoming private selves. We are able to 
undertake the procws of self-rcfiection and. consequently, acts of self-synthesis only by virtue of the 
interprctive tools that socict?. provides us wiih. 



culpability and coercion into coherent agreement with Our current practices. At present, our theoretical 

statements not only seem counter intuitive. th- are not acted upon. This then leads to a situation of 

interpretive dissonance. In t e m  of Our current theory, oriented by the intrinsic abstract stmctural 

concept, certain of our m e n t  legal and moral practices seem unjustifiable. From the perspective of these 

practices howwer, our theoretical statements seern altogether too limited in their understanding to do 

justice to the complesity of their presumed field of application, Nozick looks at the principle of the 

"a tiribu tion of action" as structured by the intrinsic abstract conception (Philosophical EXplanations 48). 

Examined from this perspective. responsibility for an action is "an intrinsic feature of the action" 

(Philosophicd Explunations 48). In the determination of culpabiIity, we need only detennine whether or 

not the person who committed the cnme in fact intended to do so. if the agent possessed the requisite 

intent, that action is theirs. This then makes the issue of coercion secondary in terms of the attribution of 

the act itself. Although coercion constitutes a crime against the person to whom if is applied. it 

nevertheless does not shift the attribution of the act coerced ont0 the coercer. The act, though coerced, 

rernains the property, stemming from hidher intentions, of the perpetrator. In our IegaVmoraI practices 

however. this simple judgement is not in fact made. What we in fact do is look at the heinousness of the 

crime itself and the amount of coercion to which the perpetrator was subjected. if the cnme wvas great, and 

the amount of force used minimal. ive continue to attn'bute the act to the perpetrator. If however the 

reverse is m e ,  or at least the forcdthreat used !vas al1 but irresistibk under the circumstances, we do not 

attn'bute. as a matter of social practice. the crime to its perpetrator but to the person doing the coercing. 

Although inesplicable on an intrinsic abstract structural conception of attribution, this practice 

nevertheless seems proper. Once lve restructure the moral/legal field in t ems  of the closest relative 

concept homever, Our practice falIs agreeably in line nith our theoretical understanding. In its tems, it is 

not M ~ c i e n t  to ask if the perpetrator possessed the requisite intention. Ive must ask the further question, 

do the actions stand in a closer relation in terms of intentions. motivations and interests to someone else? 

Lf the act is coerced. the act is not simply desired more by some other person, a coconspirator perhaps, it 

is not desired at al1 by the perpetrator. The act is entirely external to the identity of the agent and not an 

ekqension of their self-hood. In the principle of a statute of limitations on a cnme the same tension 



bet\veen our theoretical understanding of the attribution of action, based upon the intrinsic absuact 

stmctunl concept, and Our practices occun. In practice, moral as well as legal, we recognize that with 

sufEïcient tempord distance it becornes problematic to simply iden- the perpetrator with the act ç/he 

committed rnany years earlier. Under the previous conception, the person who comrnitted the crime, as a 

self-identical self, remains, forever identifiable with the action In our closest continuer view horvever, this 

Iater person in a very real, ontological sense may not be the sarne person that committed the crime. The 

motivations that guided hirnfher to the crime may long since have ben personally repudiated. The act is 

then no longer an extension of the agent, but has become ester 3 an extension of the agent, but has become elqernal 

original perpetrator were someone else entirely. What keeps this discussion verging on the metaphori~l is 

of course the continuing social need to ascribe responsibility. A h ,  as the Closest Continuer Theory helps 

us to sort througk there is no other cause that is c a w t l y  closer to the act. Taking a glance backvard, we 

sec t h t  this discussion has Iefi the altogether a b m c t  libertarian conception of identity behind- Rather 

than presenting a pre-constituted identity. the self must be seen as an interpretive, evoiting construct; as 

such, state of nature allegories, so fundamental to the libertarian project, can do absolutely no r d  

theoretical work. 

In dialectical fashion Nozick is able, with Hegel, to give coherent theoretical espression to the 

one-sided truths disclosed in what would a p p r  to be the mutuaIly esclusive conceptions of selfhood 

discussed by Hume and Kant. With Hume. Nozick and Hegel acknowledge the absence of any etemally 

present. self-iden tical self (Philosophical Explnnations 1 1 1). and wi th Kant recognize that a self couId 

not simply be a bundle of perceptions. a "Heracli t a n  Fius* (Philosophical FJplanations 60), but must, in 

an intemal or reflesive act of self enthesis, corne to uniquely possess its esperiences (Philosophical 

Explanations 110). Only by doing so could a self corne to tmly possess itself, Le. establish its identity: 

"Only a theory of such a self synthesizing self can explain why, when we reflesively seif-refer, Ive know it 

is ourselves to which we refer" (Philosophical Ekplanations 90). One should note the implied 

transcendental deduction in the preceding quote. The argument is that we must prcsuppose that selves are 

reflesively self refemng as the condition without which a self could not authoritatively possess its 

esperiences. n i e  self. as Nozick describes it. following Hegcl in qnthesizing the insights of both Kant 



and Hume, is "an ongoing, changing, and evolving unification of psychologicaf traits, plans, bodily 

features, etc., tvhere identity is maintained at the Ievei of the ongoing whole, not by some part that never 

changesn (The Exonrineci Lve 141). Reason therefore, contnry to Kant's concept, is not exteml to the 

interests of the situateci self. Unifying one's IXe through principled action does not then imply an ab extra 

imposition of reason's autocratie teleology. Rather, the unity that one establishes, one's identity, is an 

e.upression of one's thoughtfùlly considered interests. Certainly, as Kant tvarned, contingent desires may 

arise, ones incompatible with the estabiished unie constituting one's identity, Rejecting them however, if 

one does, will be from a position internal to one's evolving identity: 

Where are ive standing when wve say that avoiding the temptation is the better alternative, and why is that 
standpoint more appropriate than the person's standpoint within the time intend B [Le. the "moment" of 
temptation]? ... The time interval B is not the appropnate benchmark for deciding what the person ought 
to do because B is not a representative sample of her view of the matter. The time interval A [ the point at 
which one's long term goal is posited] and C fits culmination] mm to a larger intervai (The Nature of 
Rqtionalip 16). 

The long term goal. unlike the temptation. is able to uni@ more aspects of oneseIf and situate itseif much 

more coherently within one's other projects than can the diverring interest. This does not entail the 

immediaie rejection of al1 new interests and esperiences that create tensions wvithin one's unifïed identil. 

The seX though a reiativeIy stable, intepied unity. is nevenheless fluid enough to respond to shifiing 

and evoIving needs, interests, and ex.Terna1 esigencies. Given suff~cient time, the self may, like "the ship 

of Theseus" metaphor Nozick uses to descn i  this process, change in its entire'., Adorno within his work 

Negntive Dialeclics describes the process through which a scientific paradigm resolves its illsuffrcienq to 

its o m  content of interest: 

Rational science, which imagines itself to be the basis of truth's Iegitimaq, trims objects doivn to size and 
processes them until they fit into the institutionaIized "positive" disciplines, and does so in the senice of 
its own ordering concep ts... What motitates Hegel's concept of reification is the idea that science is 
concerned l e s  with the life of things than with their compatibility with its own d e s  (73). 

For the p a ~ d i g m  to serve its use. to conceptually un@ its objects of interest, it must diaIectically resolve 

the inrnranent contradiction. In the same manner, as Nozick descnis  it, one's identity wiI1 need to adapt 

itself, restructure its internal order, perhaps even reversing. in the estreme circumstance. certain aspects 

of self separated into the categones of the essential and the contingent. so that it cm incorponte this new 

interest. As with the scientific paradigm howver, the uni& that the self possesses is not simply abandoned 



for the sake of the new interest. It is only tiithin this unity b t  the disruptive appearance makes its 

presence felt and before which the need to coherently integrate it is demonstnted. It is imponant to 

recognize that there then remains throughout this procas of re-alignment, a valued content to which the 

rational individual remains responsi'ble: 

One fùrther word can k said about the cornmitment involved in the bestowal of weights. Acting later on 
those weights anchors your later choices to them, and them to later choices. Part of this nonrandom 
character of the weighting is shown by the life built upon them; perhaps it not merely is eshibited there 
but esists there (Philosophical Explanutions 3 06). 

This process then places constraints, flexible and evolving, upon the degree and direction 

subsequent change may take. Long held values. central esperiences. relationships and meanings in a 

person's Ise, although they to u n  be displaced in light of hinher eqenence. esen a strong gravitational 

pulI or act as interpretive ballast: 

n e s e  bestowed weighb (or comparative weightings of reasons) are not so evanexent as <O diwppear 
immediately after the very decision that bestotvs them. ï h e y  set up a framework \ilthin which we make 
future decisions, not eternal but one ive tenutively are committed to. The process of decision fises the 
weights reasons are to have. The situation resembles that of precedents within a legal F tem;  an earlier 
decision is not simply ignored though it rnay be over-tumed for reason, the decision represents a tentative 
cornmiunent to make future decisions in accordance iiith the iveights it establishes. and so on 
(Philosophical fiplanarions 297). 

Change, in respowe to neiv inter- and encounten mut ,  unless these core eqeriences are, in 

the face of deep esistential crises. radically undermined. as in instances when people come to believe that 

th- have been living a lie, presewe the relative coherence that is one's identity. Such crisis, by way of 

contras& is radically unstable, and indeed oAen requires the aid of the p-hothenpist to assist the agent 

in 'putting the (dispersed) pieces together again'. An intcresting Iiterary esampie is presented in Pat 

Barker's work Regeneration where such a process of "reconstmction" is undenaken on soldiers d e r i n g  

frorn severe shell shock. Barker makes clear horv tnily radical and ideologically implicated this process 

can be. Absent as we are of any essential self to provide a iùndamental point of departure, an original 

identity around which one's subsequent esperiences sirnply revolve. al1 the thefapist is left with are the 

dispened radically incommensurable aspects of a former self. unable to coherently integrate in one stable 

subject position the horrimng espenences they have undergone. The demands of du&, allegiance to 

counq. ethical views. including the respect for life. a desire to live, etc.. represent incommensurable 



values. The thenpin cannot then be understood to be engaged in an archeological project, uncovering or 

recovenng the 'me identity' of the patient in nich radical cases therc is no interpretive ballast present 

that could decide authoritatively for one herrneneutic 'reading of the patient' over an other. Nozîck in the 

following questions the possibility of "mnfiicting seif-subsuming decisions". What prevents the decision 

the seff finaIly arrives at from king entirely arbiîrary is that it can be s h o m  to have been guided by the 

previous weighting alignments it has made, the interpretive balance it has thus far maintained: 

A self-subming decision does not happen inespIicabIy, it is not random in the sense of being connected 
to no weighted reasons (including the seif-subsuming ones then chosen). But although it doesn't happen 
just randody, still, there are different and conflicting self-subsuming decisions that could be made; just as 
there are different fundamental, self-mbsuming Iawvs that could hoId tme, could have held me. 1s it not 
arbitrav then that one self-nibsuming decision is made rather than another? (Philosophical Exphnations 
301) . 

In the case at hand. the patient lacks precïsely this sense of appropriate weighting to which it m m  

constrain ifs  further self-subsuming decisions. The 'reading' that the therapist undertakes is then, at the 

same tinte, a construction. The weightings that \vil1 determine the subject's interpretive integrity d l  be 

decided upon during the course of treatment, The process. as Barker makes ctear, represents more of a 

constructive artistic process than any re-constructive process governed by its own intemal necessity. The 

therapist situated as we al1 are in a determinate discursive conte- is in this case an oficer in a military 

hospitai. He is then heId responsible to certain institutional n o m  and values, and is then never free of 

objective standards of devance. He is in fact constrained to effect the "regeneration" of his patients. 

compose his object in other wvords, in a manner that serves very determinate social interests. Zn other 

words. the weightings used to decide the patient are objective and are thus obIigatov wvithin this 

discursive contest. The appropriate reading of the subject. to which an irresponsible or merely subjective 

reading can be found deficient. is one that 'malces sense' in terms of its institutional weightings. This is of 

course merely the institutional analogue of the value weightings that in society at large, provide the 

conditions presupposed in subjective identity. The pervading sense of appropriate, practically conceivable 

weightings determine thereby practically possible subject positions. Such comrnunities of shared meaning 

are- as we have seen in Our discussion of identity, never simply contracted into but represents the 

discursive contest or language game that provides the conditions for intelIigible individual espression to 



first be possible. Thus when Nozick discussing the freedom individiials have to decide the weightings that 

shape their identity. he does not assert that this decision is ndically undetermined, as the esistentialist 

Sartre wvould imagine it. allowing us to impose whatever meaning. including our radicaIIy unsituated self 

identity, upon a meaning neutml wortd. Rather, our self conceptions are constrained by the conditions of 

mutual intelligibility. The weightings, if a little esoteric, providing one with a degree of 'interpretive 

pIay', still must make contact wvith the world, allowing one, and others, to make sense of their objective 

subject position: "the measure is part@ up to the individualn(PhiIosophical fiplanafions my italics 

Again: what is speciaf about people. about selves. is that what constitutes their identity through time, is 
partial@ detemineci by their owvn conceptions of themsef~es~ a conception which may Vary, perhaps 
appropriately does Vary, from person to person ( Philosophical Explanarions my italics 69) 

\FChat ~ve  might find objectionabIe in such cases as Barker narrates is that. unlike our internally motivated 

decisions of self subsumption, here the decisions are made ekqernally, made according to standards that 

the therapist, not the patient, is rcsponsible to. The self undergoing this constructive process does not, as 

in the normal situation. "shape and choose them [ processes of its own change] initiat[ing] and mn[ing] 

thern" (The Ekanrined Life 128). On the other hand, there is a very real sense in which there is no self in 

the case at hand that could make these self-subsurning decisions. Stable change in the subject men when 

challenging certain very central aspects of the self. preserves and reintegrates. perhaps with a large 

amount of interna1 re-arranging. the greater pan of the old identity. There remains. in other words a self 

for whom these decisions rnerely represent the ongoing process of interna1 readjustment. 

Nozick, as wve have seen, is now able to ansver Kant's concerns by dernonstrating how the 

conditions necessary for the coherent uni5 of the subject are first possible, doing so without recourse to 

pre-critical postulates Kant thought were conditions without which such unity could not be thought. W t  

remains to be discussed in relation to Kant's concem is establishing the conditions ive must presuppose 

to explain rationatity. or the coherent ünity of diversity, at the social level. Just as the various moments of 

an individual's Iife must be organically related to one another to establish the coherence presupposed in 

identity, so. in the political realm, each individual's life, to eshibit itself rneaningfirlly, must integrate 



itseif within the social totality in such a manner that their personal projects, subjective meanings, and 

identities, a n  be articulately intenvoven in the broader fabric of shared social understandings and 

projects. To the e~?ent that my particular projects of self definition presuppose, again in the Iogical sense, 

a particular historical conte..? of meaning, a shared social game in other wvords, as the background against 

which they become the intelligible (to myseIf as wvell as others) social moves that they are, to that extent 

y projects are, and necessarily so, socially and internaIIy, related. Having abandoned the sou1 pellet 

notion of identity, an identity fully constituted pnor to any relationships it may subsequentfy join in, and 

to which the identity of self remains at ontoIogica1 remove, we must see the self as wolving through the 

course of its engagements. Kant represents here an excellent esample of the kinds of absurdities one 

becornes involved in when one retains the atornistic. self identical, notion of the self. For al1 his criticai 

insight, Kant is able to see. rigorously following the logic of his atomistic view of identity, marriage only 
* 

on contractual terms. in this case for the "reciprocal enjo-ment of one another's se'rual attributes" (taken 

from The Philosoph-v ofRight 4 13). Nozick having rejected this abstract view of the self, recognizes the 

self in a Ioving relationship does not maintain impermeable boundanes around its identil. The selves that 

enter such a relation really do "constitute a new entity" (The fiantined Lge 70). Given the strong hold the 

atomistic conception of identil has upon us in our culture, finding support in both philosophy, camed 

fonvard from at least Descartes. the 'Father of modern philosophy', and in western religious traditions. it 

would be easy to mistake Nozick on this point. Nozick is not speaking atlegorically or using poetic license 

here. For Nozick this "WeW that has formed has an ontological presence that is more than the sum of its 

different parts: 

A party in a %en is not free to unilaterally and arbimnly abstract itself from such a unity. Each transfers 
some previous rights to make certain decisions unilaterally into a joint pool; somehow, decisions wilI be 
made together about how to be together. Ifyour neIl-king so ctosely affects and is affected by another's it 
is not surprishg that decisions that affect wvell-bcing. even in the first instance primarily your own, wilI no 
longer be made alone. 
The [singular] term couple used in reference to people who have formed a we is not accidental. The two 
peopIe also view themselves as a new and continuing unit.. .They \vant to be perceived publicly as a 
couple, to express and assert their identity as a couple in public (The Exantined Life 7 1). 

As a constituent of this new identity one has an obligation to this entity's well king, its continued 

esistence, el-ending m o n d  simply the particular intercst of the prior esisting pnvate self. That would 



imply that the sum of this unity's value is reducible. as it is for the libertarian, to the mm of its constituent 

parts. As the discrission beiow suggests and Nazick's concept of intrinsic value supports, such 

reductionism is no longer plausiile: 

The intention in love is to form a we and to identify with it as an esxended self, IO identifjr one's fortunes 
in large part with its fortunes. A willingness to vade up, to destroy the very Ive you largely identifL with, 
wouId then be a willingness to destroy your self in the form of your own ehTended self (The Etamined Li/e 
78). 

This analogy, although a proper extension of the wholistic tum, does not dernonstrate how 

radical the implications are for our sense of identity or individual autonomy. It remains m e  that Ive, each 

of us as individuals. are selves prior to entering inio such sociaIly available "we" relationships and thus 

have an identity before joining hem, and continue to do so. though changed to some degree or other, after 

depaning from them. The social contel? however is not simply one project of "we" forming amongst 

others. AIthough through our agenq we u n  effect subsequent change, just as the disruptive appearance 

nithin the unity of the self, this unity. in sharp reversal of the contractanan position, is precisely one 

contel- that Ive can never simply contract into. or construct. as autonomous individu&. This conte..it is 

rather, the condition \vithout which such "ivew forrning, the projects in terms of which Ive as individuals 

corne to constitute ourseIves as the specific individuals that we are, would not esist. It this relatively stable 

contel- of meaning, the shared social game, in short, that prot-ides the conditions necessary for one to 

becorne a self at all: 

To tak of the priority of "society" to the individual is to indulge in nonsensical metaphysics. But to say 
that some pre-esistent association of human beings is prior to every particular human k ing  who is born 
into the worId is to mention a cornmonplace. These associations are definite modes of interaction of 
persons with one another; that is to say they form customs' institutions. There is no problem in al1 history 
so artificiat as that of how "inndi~iduals" manage to fonn "society" (Hurnnn hrcJture and Conducf 44) 

Thus. although Nou'ck recognizes the ability of agents to "choose thernselves". or punue from among 

those socially available identities one equal to their abilities and their particdar needs for self espression. 

he rejects the libertanan implication that individuals can "make thernselves*, simply impose. like the 

Hobbesian sovereign or individual in the "State of Nature", whatever arbitrary, contingent, and mdically 

subjective meaning they choose upon a "value neutraln world. Thus like the self, Ive no longer require an 

esi~ernal sovereign to impose its unie upon an othenvise dispersed social aggregate. Sociee like the self 



possesses its owvn interna1 order or interpretive ballast, a coherence that is maintained at the Ievel of its 

evolving whole. It is to this point that Adorno s p d c s  in the following: 

The economist puts it this way: Everyone pursues his private interest and thus unwillingIy and unwvittingly 
serves the private interest of ail, the general interest. The joke is not that everyone's pursuit of his private 
interest wilI in efféct serve the entirety of pnvate interests, that is the general interest; from this abstract 
phase it rnight as well be inferred that everyone mutually inhibits the pursuit of the other's interest, and 
that, instead of general affirmation, the result of this bellum omnium contra ornes will be genewl 
negation. The point is rather, that the private interest itseif is [always] already a socially detennined 
interest, one that can be pursued onIy on t e m  laid dovin by society and by the means provided by socieq 
(Negative Dialectics 3 3 5) .  

In other tords, Hegel's. the immediate individual is always already socially mediated. Thus, 

contrary to the strong esistentiaiist view, the individual cannot be understood as radically self naking. 

Stated in the form of a transcendental deduction, a necessary condition presupposed in the minimal 

intelligibility of my self defining agency. again, wen to rnyself. is chat it can be tested against the world 

around me. This is a world already structured by social meanings. values and institutional form. It is to 

these that my actions can be shown to be appropnately or inappropnately responsive to. As Dewey in the 

following notes. Our intelligence is not a private affair. Our knowledge of the wvorId is a scia1 know1edge. 

a knowledge that necessarily inchdes judgements of morality and value: 

Our intelligence is bound up, so far as its materia1s are concerned. nith the community life of which we 
are a part. We know what it communicates to us, and know according to the habits it f o m  in us. Science 
is an affair of civilization not of individual intellect (Hun~an hrature and Conducr 216) 

This principle of the objectivity of value is. for Nozick necessariIy presupposed in the possibiliîy of 

meaningfiil agency. or, in other words. of a self king a coherent self'. If one's affective and practical lives 

did not map ont0 the world coherently. one's projects would, again? sirnply be unintelligible. Indeed. such 

inappropriate behavior as laughing at funerals or pursuing ends incompatible with the e-sigencies of the 

world as they are at present, assuming ends appropriate perhaps only for the Queen of France for esample, 

are signs of severe pvchosis: 

~lrnotions are attached to events and objects in their movement. The:? are not, save in pathological 
instances, private. And men an "objectless" emotion demands something beyond itsef to which to attach 
itseK and thus it soon generates a delusion in lack of sornething real. Emotion belongs of a certainty to 
the self But it belongs to the self that is concerned in the movernent of evcnts toivard an issue t b t  is 
desired or disliked (Art ns Experience 320) 



Thus we find critical warrant for positing the objectivity of values, though in a Iater to be qualifiai sense. 

"Emotions are to be connected to a m i i  -...as responses to the facts based upon correct beliefs and 

evaluations" (The Examined Li/e 1 18). 

One's inappropriate responses may however also be the result of a petty, egoistic self identity that 

conflates the value of the world with the dictates of one's own radicaly finite inter-. What such a 

person fin&, rather than a meaningful sociai identity, swing in the infinite neus of social relationships 

and shared values a common identity in which they might join and attempt to fiinher, as our discussion of 

symbolic utility suggests. is, ultimately, alienation. In so doing, they choose a life as narrow and codning 

as their egoistic interests allow: 

To love the world and to [ive in it in the mode this involves gives the world Our fuIlest response in a spirit 
that joins it. The fullness of this response enlarges us too; people encompass what they love - it becomes 
part of them as its well being becomes partly theirs. The size of a soul. magnitude of a person, is m w r e d  
ip par? by the el?ent of what thar person can appreciate and love (The Exa~trined Li/e 266). 

This argument rests of course on Our earlier discussion of forrning a "we". By joining others in common 

cause we, each of us. take part in a larger, more expansive identity. The criminal does not, a s  for &nt, 

simply exclude him or herself from the entirely abstract "kingdom of ends" rather, he or she alienates hirn 

or herself in the very real. esistentially felt sense that derives from the severing of ties to family and 

community implied in the egoistic view. 

Contrary to certain misreadings of Hegel. likely to be foisted upon Nozick, the above does no1 

necessarily imply a conservative thesis, Society, as Nozick demonstrates in his chapter T h e  ZigZag of 

Politics" can, and, indeed as Ive shall see, ought in the moral sense to be as permeable as the self. As vcith 

changes within the identity of the individual howvmer, the constraints on intelligibility stilI, with equal 

necessity, apply. For dflerences to be articulate. the rneanings contended over mut, as a necessary 

condition for their intelligibility, situate themselves within the much broader shared and othenvise 

uncontested  conte^? of accepted rneanings. It is against this background that the contending parties must 

present their respective cases. Only because they share a common discursive community can their 

disagreements cary any substantive force. Indeed. if an argument did not appeal, either directly or 

implicitly to these shared standards. relating to the established body of institutionat facts, necessarily 



normative in their existence, it is unclear in what sense the argument could be seen as taking part in the 

intentions of our social practices and thus k i n g  at d l  relevant to k i r  purposes For disagreements or 

ciifferences to be articulate ciifferences, disagreements about which the contending parties can make sense 

of the intention and significance of their opponents' assertions, they m u s  share enough assumptions, 

indeed the majority of them, to be able to render each other's social rnoves intelligible. OnIy then can they 

begin the process of detennining the relative merit of their opponent's position. Any r d ,  i.e. recognizable 

disagreement h s  presupposes a much broader contm of agreement. Assertions and rebuttals occur and 

are constrained, on pain a cacophony of private languages. by a shared body of assumptions. We, in other 

words. assert, if only implicitiy, that the game ive are playing might be improved. at least for us, if we 

were to adopt this particular change. This background of shared assumptions provides us with a contel? 

âgainst which rve can then test the ment of the suggestion. Thus there is. as a necessary constraint on 

intelligibility, as in the evolving life of the indhidual, a content, 

contending parties must remain at any given moment responsible. 

philosophy are dramatic. 

For Hegel and the tater Nozick, the atomistic individual u n  no 

though changing, to rvhich the 

The consequenees for political 

longer be understood as the basic 

episternic unit of pditical philosophy: nor can reason be reduced to the status of a faculty - if for Kant the 

most important for Our autonomy - esisting apart from. and aIongside of. ofher faculties. As ive have seen 

in our discussion of personal and social identity a "fact". the social one. the individual, or othenvise. 

cannot contrary to positivistic wvisdom. simply speak for itself. A fact. as a meaningfd quantum, versus a 

brute inesplicable appearance, purports to tel1 us something determinate. In abstraction, an isolated 

quantum remains mute. A finite, desperate entity becomes significant onIy after it has demonstrated its 

infernal, thoroughly mediated relation to other such entities within a deteminate contex-tual field. The 

entity asserts its particular meaning by demonstrating its unique situation within the inftnity of reciprocal 

relations and influences it finds itself immersed in. Only as determinately situated can a value be asc~bed 

to a q  particuIar entity. This is no l e s  true if this entity is a person and that context is one's society. This 

necessarily presupposes a dialectical relation. The fact whether an individual wiihin society, or a 

particular ment nithin one's tife. has the meaning it has only by virtue of holding the specific place it 



does wïthin the totality of relations in which it asserts its presence. The constitutive whole, in turn, unlike 

Kant's "faculty of reason", is nothing other than, nor a "force" outside of. the internally artinilated unity 

of these facts- Each side mutually and reciprocally informs the other, The necwsary turn then is to 

interpretive holism: 

One might think that it in science a hypothesis can be estabfished or refuted by isolated data .... However, 
ment theorists ... have emphasized the extent to which the body of scientific knowIedge forms an 
interconnectd web, where particular data can be accommodated or discounted depending upon what 
particular other hlpothesis or theories one is willing to adopt or modif'y (The Exarnined Life 227). 

ï h i s  epistemological reversal \vil1 have dramatic consequences for political philosophy and the 

theory of identity tfiat sustains it. In atomistic terms, as we saw , there was a clear incompatibility between 

the autonomy of the onto1ogicaIly isolated individual and any state that would presume to esceed the 

boundaries established by the side constraints. We now see that the isoIated individual, upon whom such 

$de constnints were deduced. is a theoretically unwamnted presupposition. Acknowledging the abstract 

character of the isolated individual allows us. then. to escape the rigid. dialectically lifeless. confines of 

the libertarian fnmework. This does not mean. as the libertarian fears. that the individual must simpIy 

becorne Ion in an a11 blanketing, totalitarian, unity. As the above should make apparent, an espressive 

unity, the state for esample. requires. as a necessaq condition of its possibility, that its constituent 

moments receive meaningful articulation within the unifiing contehq of the whole. 

It is in this contcst that Nozick's discussion of the "Ethics of Responsiveness" is perhaps best 

situated. This ethic is not simply an ad hoc addition to the later Nozick's Philosophy. It is in fact the 

moral correlate of the interpretive holistic epistemoIogy he has corne to endone. Although this ethic is 

first suggested within Nozick's atomistic period. in A.S.U.'s discussion of the "eqxxience machine" (42), 

only now, as we shaIl see, is Nozick able to make it do any real theoretical work The constraining limits 

of the Iibertarian framework had prmented Nozick from esploiting this ethic's critical promise. In 

contrast with the libertarian. Nozick no longer viervs the self-identical given, the atom, as the basic 

constituent unit of meaning. Nozick asserts nther, that -meaning itself is not a thing but a relationship 

(Philosophical Erplnndons 599). Thus. should this ethic. denving as it does from this interpretive 

theory. prove to have consequences that Ive, for good reason, might be unable to accept we cannot sirnply 



dispose of this aspect of his project. As we shall see. this new ethic a p p n  to reintroduce the threat of the 

totaiitarian subswnption of individuality that ive thought ounelves free from. The ethic of responsiveness 

as Nozick d e s c r i i  it has two intemelated aspects: "the fullness of the response and the hllness of the 

reality responded to. And this last encornpasses both responding to what is most real (that is, to the 

deepest and highest reality) and responding to a11 of reality" (The Exomined Lïje 248). When applied to 

ourselves, however, this ethic appears to seriously undemine the value of those interests and ends pursued 

during the course of our mundane libres. 

It is at this point that one can perhaps, finally discern the philosophical relevance of Nozick's 

fiequent allusions to the 'secret wisdom' contained in Eastern Mysticism and Buddhist philosophy. Unless 

situated in tenns of the implied underlying Iogic of Nozick's work - the logic we are atternpting to 

reconstruct here - one may find mch discussions unnecessarily 'esotic'. One rnight wonder esactly what 

critical weight these discussions are intended to bar .  As 1 shall attempt to trace in what follows. the 

Eastern philosophies represent for our reccnstmcted Nozick the dialectical antithesis of libertarianism, 

totalitarianism. bving  rejected the libertarian position. the question we must ask ourselves is where does 

this leme us? As we shall, see Eastern philosophy will challenge the libertarian on roughIy the same 

grounds that we have. Just as  the philosophica~theoretiul position of the libertarian determined a 

practical or material correlate, the night wtchman state, so this philosophy can be seen to imply the 

assumption of a pncticd stance. Nozick. while clearly acknowledging the ment of the Buddhist's 

negative project, the critical rejection of the libertarian constitutive root idea, w%l seek to challenge its 

constructive aspect. Eastem philosophy in general and Buddhism specifically endones a certain 

relationship of individual to the pervading world. TransIated into political t e m ,  this philosophical 

standpoint, having made worship of the abstract individual no longer possible, appears to point to the 

totalitarian stance as the proper one to assume. 

We recall that our critique of libertarianism has k d  us to adopt the ethic of responsiveness. This 

ethic can usefblly be seen as the point of depanure for Buddhist philosophy. This stance, one we share 

with the Buddhist, a s k  that we make appropriate Our responses to that which is most r d .  Certain of our 

int.olvernents u-ith the world. however. like earning a living. or eating. while they cannot be represented 



as responding to 'the deepest rcality' are nevertheles necessary in the daily reproduction of ourselves. 

Other interests, while not strictiy speaking necessary, represent those ends in tenns of which we define 

ourseIves as  the particular inditiduals that tve are. This sets up a tension. Having abandoned the atomistic 

conception of selfhood - understanding identity to be constituted through our relational involvements - we 
appear now to be calleci upon to deny the self entirely for the sake of responding to ultimate reality. This is 

of course the consequence the Iiibertarian had wanied us of. Nozick hopes, hotvwer, to find a dialectical 

balance behveen the principled priori- of the abstnct individual and the totalitarianism implicit in the 

dationai posture of the Eastern phiiosophies. The virtue of proceeding in this manner is that it allows us 

to articulately contras each position in tenns of its own opposite. We wvill find that the totaliiarian 

position is as absuact and one-sided as its antithesis. Only by dialectically integrating each with its other 

are tve able to achieve a coherent, stable theoretical position. 

It follows from the relationai view. as we have seen. that projects of self definition cannot, as for 

the atomist, be understood as eklemal accretions to an identity tiiat is fulIy constituted pnor to the 

relationships subsequently entered into. In short we, as finite individuals, corne complete with a l  the 

ares, motivations and concerns appropriate to such limited beings. The attempt to assume this relationai 

stance, and the responsiveness appropriate to it, appears to require? when confronteci by the blanketing 

inflnil of the unitferse. the droming out of our al1 too narrow interests in this super-abundant wealth. In 

so doing we would becorne, iderilly, a pure receptor of this infinie. Thus unlike the reductive libertarian. 

for whom al1 the worIdts ivealth is but the means to his/her onn particular ends. reducing this pristine 

infinity to one's al1 too limited categories of instrumental interests. one sirnply allows this vastness to 

wash over one (The Exmrined Li/e 214). To do so, on this relational tiew of identity, is to effectively 

drown out one's identiîy as an individual subject, a subject constituted precisely through its associations of 

particular interests and ends. All those finite ends in t e m  of which one could define oneself would take 

awvay from the responsiveness owed to what is 'most Real'. As Nozick himselfpoints out, contrasted with 

"this highest or deepest realify" al1 of our particular projects and purposes would seem to shrink ta 

insignifica nce (The Exaniined Life 259). To resolve this tension, between the responsiveness owed to 

ultimate reality while yet presewing somc space. hotvever small. for the interests in terms of which can we 



define ourselves as the particular individuals that tve are, we might attempt to adopt some principte of 

proportionality. In so doing. ive could perhaps hope to balance the competing daims made on the side of 

our individual identities, and the reality responded to while so engaged, against those made on the pan of 

absolute reality. Given the ethic of rwponsiveness hoivever, whose fim principle, as Nozick properly 

asserts, must be that "the chient of responses should be in the same ratio as the reality of those things 

responded tom (The Ekamined Lfe 260), we end up with the sarne self-alienating position The hvo 

categories that would presume to compte wvith ultimte reality, Our identity as it is constituted at present, 

and those relationships pursued during the course of maintaining this sense of self, are of course both 

subsumable under the third utegory, absolute realiQ. To preserve such a balance then, would be to 

unfairly distort reality in Our favor, reducing it once again to our limited interests. rather than, as the ethic 

would seem to require, lifting ourselves directly up to its b e l :  

A more adequate wvay to combine the stances would give each one some weight in specdjing the overalI 
goal,..The three partiai goals are one's own reality, the rality of one's relation to other things, and the 
total reality there is (from which total. to avoid double counting, we may esclude the first hvo). ShatI ive 
simply add them up and guide ourselves by the resuking sum? Since the total reality is vastly greater than 
that of your owm realiw or relating- it includes the reality of other people and their relations and 
eveqthing else there is as well - in the above simple sum that total reality would effectively swmp the 
rest (The L-m~ ined  Life 157). 

It is upon this ground that Nozick investigates the merits of those Eastern theories that cal1 for 

the renunciation of self identity. They cal1 for this drastic rnove for three inter-refated reasons: First, as we 

have seen, selves, while engaged in particular projects of self definition, skew reality in their favor and are 

thus i-ciently responsive to total reality. Second. because Ive are attached to the ne& and wishes of 

Our limited selves we suffer. esperience the resentment of the failed Kantian. Our attempts to impose a 

moral order conducing to our Iimited interests upon an infinite universe are seen as futile, and thus 

fraught with disappointment. Finally, and most importantly, these theories find that the Cartesian subject, 

for reasons similar to those Hume gives. is rnetaphj*sicalIy untenable. Tt is uItimateIy, these theories argue. 

this dogmatic. essentially Christian conception of identity that aIlotvs us to believe that the wvorld esists to 

serve Our interests. As ive have seen. Nozick fin& the Kantian position unable to adequately work through 

such issues. This then l a v a  Nozick in the uncomfonabIe position of not k ing  able to turn back to the 



naïve illusions, however mtaining, of the libertarian doctrine. For these reasom then, Nozick must find 

the "Eastern doctrines" (The Exn~trined Lve 118) theoretiully compelling, if not tem'bly palatable: 

Sorne Eastern theones condemn the self on three counts: fia the self interferes with our experienting 
things in general as they are; setand, it makes us unhappy or it interferes with our having the highest 
happiness; third, the self is not our fiil1 reality, yet we mistakenly believe it is. 
The terse recommendation of these Eastern doctrines, then, is to end the seif- This is peculiarly dficult to 
achieve (short of ending !Xe a h )  and this difficulty gets attriiuted to the wiies of the seif: We are 
attached to the self-an attachment the self encourages-and cve won't let it go (The Exan~ined Lfe 148). 

When Nozick esamines this view however, he fin& it aIso lacking in critical rigor. The means it sees 

necessary for achieving an appropriate responsive relation, the drowvning out of the self, in fact contradicts 

a condition necessary for this relation to first be possibk. In short. wvithout the self there is no real 

relational stance at aI1. Absent a self, al1 that rernains is a lifeless. a11 consuming monism- Also, the 

infinite wealth of knowledge supposedly dixlosed in the epiphany of reconciliation appears, when 
a 

challenged to display its riches. surpassingly vacuous: 

The seif then is esperienced differently, no longer wapped up in the eve~day  constituents of 
consciousness or wholly constituted by it, It may be eqerienced as a ~vitnessing consciousness out of time. 
an infinite pure consciousness wvithout beginning or end, a pure mirror and obsenver of whatever is before 
it, a void not separate from the larger universe, an infinite space. or as identical wvith the deepest infinite 
realiry itself. In each use,  the seI€s boundaries are el3ended or dissolved. 

This very different character of the self as it is eqxrienced has Ied some Eastern theories into 
needless difficulties. 1 think. If the self is very different and so rnuch more wonderfiil. then wvhy hadn't Ive 
realized this previously? If it is so rich. how catne it isn *t so srnart? (The Exatnined Life. italics mine 246). 

As both Hegel and Nozick point out. this wisdom is able to tell us nothing. Save that ail the contradiction. 

conflict, and suifi that we esperience in the world as lirnited selves is ultimateiy subsumed in the 

universal "one". By extinguishing the self. one ceases to care about the phenomenal clashes O C C U ~ ~ ~  

amongst i n d i ~ i d ~ l s .  each struggling to secure its limited ends against trie interests of a11 othen. The 

inhite unity within which they al1 inhere is alone what 'uuly' counts. One in renouncing the seif is freed 

from the interests that previously sepanted one from a11 others. For Hegel and Nozick however. this 

atternpt at reconciliation, continually confronted as it is by unresolved division and conflict, becornes seen 

as entireIy subjective. and ultimately futile. Situated as we are in a resistant world, the 'stoic attitude', 

believing that Ive cm. by withdrawing in10 the aff~rmative reccsses of our own mind. relieve the self of the 

constraining circumpressure of the matenal reality surrounding it. without altering either itself, or the 



resistant world, appears more than optirnistic (The Phenomenolop ofspirit 121). Nozick for this reason 

rejects the "no self doctrine" the Buddhist would use to achiwe happiness: 

Some have suggested ive reach this desirable state of not wanting anything else by the drastic route of 
elirninating al! wvants. But we don? find it helpiùl to be toid tofirst get rid of our esisting wvants as a wvay 
of reaching the state of not wvanting anything else (The EEarnined Life 109). 

Arguing from the same neo-Hegelian, pst-Kantian, perspective as Nozick, Adorno wiii 

eqlicitiy reject the abstract reduction of cognitive pain to the subjective psychology of the individual - a 

subjective relationship ive could unproblernaticalIy renounce. Such pain is the consequence of living in a 

tvorld in which the subject/object dichotomy, the materiaf oppositions and contradictions separating the 

self from its world. is left unresolved. It is this objectivity that conditions one's 'subjective' unhappiness: 

The paver of the status quo puts up facades into which Our consciousness crashes. It must seek to crash 
through them. This alone would free the postulate of depth from ideology. Stmiving in such resistance is 
Ge spealative moment: what will not have its law prescribed for it by given facts transçends them even in 
the closest contact with the abjects, and in rcpudiating a sacrosanct transcendence. Where the thought 
transcends the bonds it tied in resistance - there is freedom. Freedom follons the subject's urge to espress 
itseK The need to lend a voice to çuffering is a condition of al1 truth. For suffering is objectivity that 
weighs upon the subject; i t s  most subjective eqxrience, its espression. is objectively conveyed (Negative 
Dialectics 17) 

As this reality begins to press upon this withdrawn. subjective autonomy, its purported freedorn from 

suer ing  ceases to be sustaining. Adorno expresses the speciousness of this freedom in the foIlowing: 

What is decisive in the ego, its independence and autonomy, can be judged only in relation to its 
othemess, the non-ego. Whether of not there is autonomy depends upon its adversriry and antithesis: on 
the object which either grants or denies autonomy to the subject Detached from the object. autonomy is 
fictitious (Negative Dialectics 223). 

What is needed rather, is a r d .  materially realized. reconciliation. For Hegel. and those folIowing in his 

tradition notably Aciorno and Nozick. wvhat this calls for is a dialectical relation between this universal. 

the most ml. and the self that is situated wiihin it. It is here that Nozick's second principte of appropriate 

responsiveness situates itself: "The second principte of proportionality says the extent or responses should 

be in the same ratio as the reality of these c-ery responses themsdves" (The fianiined Life 260). Only by 

p r e s e ~ n g  the self do wve in fact establish. or rather mintain. a r d ,  articulate relation with the most real. 

Simply asserting a blanketing identity of mch in the universal one proves to be altogcther unhelpful. It is 



a unie that remains, until materially resotved. contradicted by experience. Against this assertion, the 

atomistic view retains it valid rights. At least it is able to speak to the e~istence of real interactions among 

particdafi within an othenvise al1 consuming universal: 

Dealing with someihing from the perspective of the Absolute consists merely in declaring that, although 
one has been speaking of it just notv as something definite, yet in the Absolute everything is same, against 
the fidl body of articuIated cognition, which at least seeks and demands such fulfillment, to palm off its 
Absolute as the night in which, as the saying goes. al1 cows are black-this is cognition naively reduced to 
vacuity (The Phenorneno logv of Spirit 9). 

Indeai, as Hegel points out fo11owing Kant, the priority in this relation, contrary to the Buddhist, mua 

finally rest on the side of the seIf; for it is only within the utegories of the self that the reality of the real 

becornes even minimally available. ImpIicit within Nozick's second principle of proportionality is this 

recognition simply stated in other terms. Othenvise than through the mediation of the self, this reality 

"pnscend[s] the very issue of meaning. ha~~ing obliterated what is the necessary background or 

presupposition for there to be any issue of meaning at al], namely. the esistence of some limits or 

other"(The Exa~nined Lve 248). As Adorno notes. it is here that Hegel. by radicdizing the Kantian thesis. 

turns Kant against Kant himsdf. The altogelher unapproachabte noumenal realm, the Kantian "in itseif', 

when confronted by this dialectic of identity. is recognized as already immanent to a consciousness that 

would be escluded from it. Awre. through its Menng,  cognitive and othenvise, of the contradictions it 

m u t  yet resolve, the self has no choice but to "think against its own thoughts", think beyond the 

utegories it would posit as sdEcient: 

Yet the appearance of identity is inherent in thought itself, in its pure form. To think is to identm. 
Conceptual order is content to screen what thinking seeks to comprehend. The semblance and the truth of 
thought enhvine. The semblance cannot be decreed away, as by avonal of k ing  a king-in-itself outside 
the totality of cognitive definitions. It is a thesis secretly implied by Kant - and mobilized against him by 
Hegel - That the transconceptua1 "initself' is void. king wholly indefinite. Aware that the conceptual 
totality is mere apparance, 1 have no \va' but to break immanently. in its own measure, through the 
appearance of total identity. Since that totalil is strucnired to accord nith logic, however, whose core is 
the law of the escluded rniddle, whatever \vil1 not fit this principle, whatever differs in quality, cornes to 
be designated as a contradiction.. .Contradiction is nonidentity under the aspect of identicy; the dialecticaî 
primary of the principle of contradiction makes the thought of unity the measure of heterogeneity. As the 
heterogeneous collides with its limit it esceeds itself (Negative Dialeclics 5). 

Finally. although the Buddhist and Humean critiques of the Cartesian self are valid - against which even 

Kant's concept of identity proves \ulnenble - t h q  do not undermine the interpretive wholistic conception 



Their arguments do have some force against a view of the self as an unchanging piece, a soul-pellet, but 
not against a Mew of the self as an ongoing, cbnging, and evolving unification of psychological traits, 
plans, bodily fmtures, etc., whose identity is maintained at the level of the ongoing whole, not by some 
part that never changes (The Enmined Li/e 141). 

It is for this reason that the "relational stance" (The Examined L~jë 152) will represent for Nozick the 

necessary mean between the interpretive failures separating the al1 too exclusionary egoistic viev, the 

Ii'bertarian, fiom the vacuous absolute stance, the Buddhist or totalitarian. Each sirnply represents the 

dialectical antithesis of the other. Only by coherently integrating their respective virtues can we respond to 

the objections each would mise against its "othei'. 

At the Ievel of the political the same dialectical stmggle is played out. On this b e l ,  the Absolute 

standpoint represented in the Buddhist concern for identil or uni5 that is purchased at the cost of 

individual self expression. is taken up as the demand that individuals drown out their identities in a 

dialectically lifeless, social totality. This totalitarian imperative is of course the obverse side of the 

Iikrtarian's anarchy of dispersed individuals each ^doing their onn thing". Thus as Dewey points out. 

"the term of honor for one has been that of reproach of the other" (Hunrm 1Varure and Conducr 2 12). In 

the totaliiarian state the moment of indhidual self-determination is escluded. this for the sake of 

sustaining a meaning, that Iike the Buddhist uni\-ersal subsmnce. is. or has becorne, esternal to the 

individual, but to whose absofute validity hdshe must nevertheless sunender hirnfierself. One can see in 

this the logic that moves people to join Cuits. fiindamentalist religious groups. and fascist movernents. 

The acute cases of alienation, al1 too amre of their radical finitude in liberal society, spatially and 

temponlly, severed from their ties to community through the adversarial quality of social esistence, 

atternpt. through identifjing themseives with the tnns-persona1 cause to find a sense of purpose, or 

significant 'jveighr' for their Iives. It is a mt te r  of indifference analytically which group the agent 

happens to find h i M e r  self in. What remains common is that the agent, paradosically, is never realy 

allowed to 'find themselves'. It is the absolute validity of the cause alone which has any importance. 

(Kundera's work The Unbearab le Lightness of Being. attempts. in non-ideological terrns, to address this 

dialectic of weightlessness. or in Durkheim's terms "anornieW. and those meanings that simpiy o~envhc1m 



the individual with their importance. These are meanings whose value is so absolute that the particulrir 

individual =mot but feel radidly insufficient to them. As Durkheim's analysis of suicide reminds, such 

acts take place at either end of this spectrum). Hegel in the follorving discusses the danger that such an 

unmediated dnve for unity represents: 

This is the fredom of the void rvhich is raised to the statu of an actuaI shape and passion. if it remains 
purely theoretical, it becomes in the religious realm the Windu fanaticism of pure contemplation; but if it 
t u m  to actuality, it becornes in the realm of both politics and religion the fanaticism of destruction, 
dernolishing the whoIe esisting social order, eliminating al1 individuals regarded as suspect by a given 
order, annihilating any organization which attempts to rise up anew. Only by destroying something does 
this negative wil1 have a feeling of its own e~istence. It may well believe that it wills some positive 
condition, for instance the condition of universal equality or of universal religious Iife, but it does not in 
fact will the positive actuality of this condition for this gives rise to some kind of order, a 
particularization both of institutions and of individuals; but it is precisely through the annihilation of 
partidaris. and of objective determination that the self consciousness of this negative freedorn arises (The 
Philoso&v ofRighr 3 8) 

Such a state. dnven by the desire for the uni@ libertarianism was unable to provide the necessary 

conditions for, demands. like the Buddhin seIf. the 'death', or radical effacement of the particuIar 

individual as individual. Individuals m u t  esclude. as the condition necessary to preserve the blanketing 

coherence of the social identitv, the moment of individual difference. Having denied the principle of 

individual identity. mch particular Iife becomes epistemically indistinguishabte from any other. In other 

words, the pnnciple social of recognition rats upon the state's " paint[ing] its gray in gray" upon the 

manifold diversity i t  is othenvise unabIe to take possession of (Philosoph-v of Righr 23). The self, qua self. 

has. and can have, no true validity. 

It is in this contehq that Hegel, like Nozick wi11, against the totalitarian, acknowiedge the validity 

of the libertrian's pnnciple of the nght to personal property. ï h e  injunction against personal property is 

not simply a contingent aspect of the repression, but represents its essential quality. It is through 

objectmng myseIf in my property that 1, as a specific individual. establish for myseif, as Hegel says. "an 

elqenzal sphere of esistence" (The Philosophy of Right 120). In totalitarian States. such obj-ng of 

selfhood becornes severely resuicted. Libertarians have, Hegel points out understood that in property one 

must first include that prope- one has in one's own person. In totalitarian regimes the individual simply 

has no inalienable estemal sphere of existence - not men in oneself. Thus the ban on pntate property in 



the totalitarian state represents the nullity of the individual as such. Individual dinerence is seen, as the 

Onvellian pichrre portrays. as intiinsically threatening to an identity that has, as with libertarianism, 

rcjected the role of mediation with its opposite. The totalitarian social form maintains, as the Buddhist 

suggests, an absolute indifference to the content it purportedly unifles, The above problematic represents 

for Hegel the unmediated stniggle bebveen a dialectically lifeless social form, the bIanketing uni@ 

totalitarianisrn would impose, and its antithesis, its content, the dispersed aggregate of the Hobbesian state 

of nature. This is, then, the simple separation of substance from its elements. Each for Hegel is as absuact 

and one sided as the other: 

But just as there is an empty breadUi, so too there is an empty depth; and just as there is an e\3ension of 
substance that p u r s  forth as a finite rnultiplicity wvithout the force to hold the multiplicity together [Le. 
the likmrian state], so there is an intensity without content, one that holds itself in as sheer force wvithout 
spread [Le. totalitarianisrn], and is in no ~vay distinguishabte from superfrciality. The power of Spirit is 
only as great as its espressio& its depth only as deep as it dares to spread out and lose itself in its 
esposition (Phenonrenologz, ofSpirir 6). 

Hegel wishes to impress upon us the necessity for each of these two moments to become mediated through 

a responsible relation with its opposite. In this way, the lifeless 'Substance' of Buddhism would have to 

hold itself responsible for integirting the aspect of difference into its othenvise inert identity. Substance in 

this way becomes dialectically responsive or alive, Hegel uses the concept of spirit to signie precisely this 

aspect of dialectical movement or 'Iife' that substance must espress. Tlius connry to both the libertarian 

and the totalitarian. this static, mutually escluding opposition that each represents to its other, is revealed 

to be a false one-sidedness. With our discussion of the turn to interpretive holism in minci, we can see that 

just as the fact and paradigm in which it is situated are mutually irnplicated, so here, both moments are 

rwealed as mutually dependent upon one another for their meaning, and, in Hegel's words, represent 

"moments of an organic unie in which th- not only do not confiict but in which each is as necessary as 

the other" (Phenornenologv of Spirit 22). 

Nozick resolves this false opposition in the same dialecticd or reIationa1 fashion as Hegel. 

Behveen the opposed stances of the "egoistic" position (libemrianisrn) and the "absolute" stance (the 

totalitarian) lies the third mediating. relational standpoint (The Exatrrined Li/e 152). Both Hegel and 

Nozick make use of the metaphor of organic unity to describe this dialettical 'interpenetrating of 



opposites'. This resolution, in principle unavailable to the early libertarian Nozick, becornes inscribeci in 

Nozick's subsequent relational theory of value. The Iater Nozick asserts that d u e  is a matter of the 

internally unifieci coherence of a thing (The Exanrined Li/e 167). Such value, necessarily intrinsic, relates 

to something because it need not refer beyond itseiF for further grounds of meaning or ehqernal cause for 

itself' Unlike the dispersed atom which necessarily raises an infmite regress when questioned as to its 

causation or meaning, continuing at each point to Iead to ever fbrther grounds for itself, sornething 

possessing intrinsic vaIue is a complete, self sufEcient, self-unwng totality. It therefore need not reach to 

anything Wond itself for fùrther grounds for itsell: With this concept of intrinsic value Noùck provides 

us with a standard against which the ~ a l u e  of a state u n  be tested. if value, as Hegel and Nozick assert, 

can be understood only in t e m  of the degree of "organic uni@' (Philosophical Erplanations 422) a thing 

possesses we have a non-ideological ground upon which Ive c m  condemn the repression of differencc that 
a 

the totalitarian frame-work relies upon to maintain its integritv, and can also, nith equal warrant, criticize 

the aiienating, divisive effects the libertarian, or in Nozick's later terms. the egoistic standpoint has upon 

social existence. In the following NoYck illustrates this principle in purely formai terms. Its relation to 

our discussion of poIitica1 regimes is however immediately apparent: 

If the basic dimension of intrinsic Mlue is degree of organic unity, then a conglomerate or aggregate. 
since it itself has no organic unity, wnnot h a ~ e  greater intrinsic value than the totai had by its parts. No 
new intrinsic value is introduced by agglomeration ... New value arises only in wholes, in totalities. The 
value of a whole may be greater than the sum of the values of its parts (Philosophical Explanations 123). 

It is interesthg to note here, in support of my reading of Nozick, that he continues to view the value of the 

Iibertarian strite as simply reducible to the value of its constituent parts. As a libertarian, as ive have seen, 

he had esplicitly denied the possibiliîy that the state could corne to possess any additional value. We thus 

have fiirther confirmation for our kiew that he has made a complete interpretive gestalt svitch. This does 

not mean however that having abandoned libertarianisrri we are for this reason left lacking in the 

theoretka1 resources to critique the absolute standpoint and its political correlate the totalitarian regime: 

"[Tlhe life of one absorbing.. .contradiction wili be less valuable because less unified"(Philosophical 

&planarions 422). In its pditical expression the same absence of mediating difference. or coherentiy 

integrating diversity, into its unie \vil1 be the source of its low intrinsic value: 



1s the most valuabIe society a ughtly organized centrally controlled hierarchid society of fised 
hereditaxy status, temted by some theorists an "organic Mciety"? Although it would have a hi& degree of 
uni@, it would not encompass the same vast diversity as a free and open society. A far-flung system of 
voluntary cooperation unifies diverse parts in an intricate structure of changing equilibria, and also unifies 
these parts in a way that takes account of their degree of organic unity. Enlisting a person's voluntary 
cooperation or participation takes account of his degree of organic unity to a greater extent than 
comrnanding him (Philosophical Erplanations 42 1). 

In this view Nozick receives support from John Dewey, who, when discussing the value or "greatness" of 

a work of art, leans upon the same interpretive wholistic criterion: "But the objective measure of greatness 

is precisely the varie. and scope of factors which, in k i n g  rhythmic each to each, sril1 cumulatively 

conserve and promote one another" G4rt as EXperience 171). In political terms, the relational stance 

requires that there be a space within the mthesizing bounds of the state preserved, and necessarily so, for 

the nghts of the individual. The state. as should be clear from our discussion of Nozick's "closest 

continuer theory of identity", can have the same immanent uniwng telos as the self. Simply by making 

t6e appropriate changes to Nozick's discussion of persona1 identity of the self necessary to discuss identity 

at the level of the political Ive can see how the valuable state will avoid libertarian charges of imposing an 

ehqemal meaning upon individuals. Nozick's intrinsicalty valuable state wiIl present "an ongoing, 

changing. and evolving unification of [individual (substituted for psychological)] traits , plans, 

[institutional (substituted for bodily features)] faiures. etc., whose identity is rnaintained at the level of 

the ongoing whole. not by some part that never changes ( n e  Exc111rincd Li/e 165). The pervading 

(intnnsically valuable) uni- is not then. an estemal imposition of regdative order, but is an internai, 

constitutive unis, in which neither must be sacrificed for the sake of the other. The libertarian accusation 

of totditarianism fails to convict: 

Note that a regimented society of individuals tvill not have the highest degree of organic unity or value. It 
wil1 be less vaIuable than a free society wherein the major relations of people are voluntanly undertaken 
and rnodified in response to the completely intenelated and ever shifting equilibria (The Eramined Lije 
165). 

The dialectical life or spint embodied in the valuable state ensures that there is no abstract separation of 

social form or institutional order from the evolving needs of the individuals within its boundaries. Each 

moment remains mediated through the other. Neither esists. as the libertarian and totalitarian imagine, 

simply for the sake of the other. The validity of each depends upon iis relation to its opposite: 



Concrete freedom requires that personal individuality and its particular interests should reach their k l l  
development and gain recognition of their right for itselr.., and also h t  uiey should, on the one hand. 
pass over of their o\in accord into the interests of the universal [Iife of the state] and on the other, 
knowingly and zvillingly acknowledge îhis universal interest even as their o m  substantiai spirit, and 
actively pursue it as their o w  end (The Philosophy ofRight 282). 

As we have seen, this social order is one that is able to reconcile what for the llkrtarian and the 

totalitarian must n-dy rernain irreconcilable opposites- The necessary condition for Nozick to have 

done so is that he abandon the atomistic epistemology and follozv Hegel's turn to interpretive holism. As 

Hegel makes clear, we could not get here, to the valuable, intemally regutated state, from there, the 

Iikrtarian aggregate of isolateci individuals: 

Thus, there are always only hvo possible Mewpoints in the ethical realm: either one starts from 
substantiality [Le. unitv]. or one proceeds atomistically and moves upwrd frorn the basis of individuality. 
This latter viewpoint escludes spirit [ a "We" in Nozick's terms, an identity that is, ontologicaIly more 
than a contractual association of intrinsically autonornow individuals]. because it leads o d y  to an 
aggregation. whereas spirit is not something individual but the unity of the individual and the universal 
(The Philos~ph~v ofRigh t 1 97). 

This interpretive tum does however mean, as 1 have suggested earlier, that the libertarian side constraints 

are not the rnorally inllolable rights the early Nozick took them to be. This creates, as those familiar wvith 

Nozick's works are sure to recognize* a troubling tension. As Ive saw earlier, the talidity of individual 

rights rested upon a deduction from prernises that we are no longer theoretically constmined to accept. 

The question that the libertarian would then ask is what content c m  we give to individual rights. and from 

what theoretically respectable ground. if not from the deduction libertarianism gives. do they originate? In 

a moment of apparent theoretical inconsistenq, Nozick seems to preserve in his later works a priority of 

place for the libertarian side constraints. As the quote below suggests, the later Nozick appears to continue 

to use libertarian rights as the point of depature for his moral theor).. To do so would, as HegeI asserts, 

prevent Nozick from amving at his current discursive position. a position that atlows, in certain Iimited 

instances, libertarian rights to be over-ridden16. Indeed the fim chapter of our work was intended to 

l6 Nozick structures the competing ciairns of individual rights and communal interest in terms of the 
principle of "Minimum Mutilation" (The Exmtined Li/e 2 12). This pnnciple allows society to "diverge" 
from the requirements of the ethic of respect. inviolable for the libenarian. only if the gain in ethical 
responsiveness ounveighs the cost to the ethic of respect. As our discussion of symbolic utility should 
remind us. this gain rannot be reduced to an e~pected utility calculation. To sel1 these rights short any 
tinte it ma? be momentarily socially advantageous. would make the existence of the ethic of respect 



establish the necessiîy of rejecting the libertarian monl prernises if Nozick wvas to move. as he Iater found 

he must, beyond the narrow confines of the night watchrnan state. In the Hegelian thesis, the content of 

our ethical responsibilities becornes estiiblished through the dialectical svuggle for identity. Agents corne 

to assert their autonomy, eventurilly clairning it as their right, against others who would presume to reduce 

them to the status of mere means. This struggle ends only when there is a complete reciprocity of respect. 

The individual must, as Kant and the libertarians argueci, be respectai as an end in itself . Anythmg short 

of this mutuality of recognition will prove to be, in NoUck's later tenns, an inadequate response to the 

reatity that the other manifkits. In Hegelian terms, categories that reduce selves, who, as a necessary 

presupposition, are self qnthesizing. or are. in other words, 'for themselves', to mere use values will 

prove to be insuff?cient to the content to which t h q  purportedly speak. The onIy means by which this 

contradiction between concept and its object a n  be resolved is through adjusting the concept, making it 

idequate, in the logical sense. to its 'objm'. For selves, this p rmss  of adjustment \vil1 reach a point of 

interpretive stability only when ive acknowledge that the other is like oneself also a self. For Hegel, a 

concept that is inadequate to ifs content will be met tvith 'resistance'. The cognitive tension this sets up 

wvill make the proposed conceptual resolution unstable. OnIy by responding to the r a l i y  in a more 

responsible fashion is the violence that the concept perpetrates upon the resistrtnt content finally rwolved. 

In this dialectic of identity the violence perpetnted and the resistance met wvith are not confined to the 

radically insecure. The m b o l i c  meaning w e  attach to the continuai respect for individual rights must be 
factored in any such calculation. This principle represents an elaboration of the "Balancing Structure" 
Nozick uses to structure moral decisions in Philasophical Expfanations (479). In turn, we can siew this 
structure as a theoretical e'itension of n e  Closest Continuer Theory. Unlike the Intrinsic Abstract 
Conception, the monl value of an act. \vhether it is a good act or a bad one. is not an intrinsic feature of 
the act itself. One must Iook at the act in contes and determine whether the "right-making féatures" 
ouîweigh its "wrong-making features", if it does the action is permissible, if not it is impermissiile. This 
implies that there is no interpretively neutraI algorithm that ive can use to make moral judgements. What 
features we niIl place is tvhat colunin, and with what tveight wvill be determined by the meaning these 
features have within Our social contem. Nozick dwelops this line of thought along established Closest 
Relative theoretical lines. One may not do an act, men if the nght-making features outweighs its wong- 
making ones ifthere is an alternative that affords us the same amount of benefit without incurring as 
much ethical cost This pnnciple woufd apply to the alternative. if there is one. as well. Nozick in the 
final elaboration of this balancing stiucture. argues that an act is impermissible if. in relation to an 
alternative. the ema n-rongness it includes outweighs its additional rightness. In other words. if there is 
an alternative whose right making fecitures. though less than its alternatives, incurs much less debt on the 
wrong-making side (Philosophical Explanations 488). It is to this pnnciple that we mut understand 
Nozick appealing in the concept of minimum mutilation. 



conceptual order, or rather, the f k h  and blood cycle of violence and resistance are simply the material 

correlate of this discursive repression. Nozick appas ,  contrary to Hegel, to begin however from a 

position assuming individual autonomy: 

Ethics is not a single structure; it is built in four Iayers. The first layer, the ethic of respect, mandates 
respecting another adult person's Iife and autonomy.,.its niles and principles restnct interference rMth the 
person's domain of choice, forbid murder or enslavement, and issue in a more general list of rights to be 
respectecl. The second layer, the ethic of responsiveness mandates acting in a m y  that is responsive to the 
other people's reality and value, a way that takes account of their reality and is intrinsically contoured to 
it ... Which takes precedence, respect or responsiveness? Which is to be followed when the two diverge? 
Responsiveness is the higher Iayer, yet rests upon the Iaer  of respect (The Exatnined Life 2 12). 

Once within this framework of individual rights, Ive are, almost as an after-thought, required to retain a 

dialectical openness for the kind of ethical responsiveness that the Hegelian dialectic is predicated on. 

This would then mise the question of what is it about the agent we are respecting, if not attributes actually 

present in the self to which Ive respond? ifthere were some quality that selves possessed that would entitle 

them to respect, then se. as followers of the ethic of responsiveness, wvould be obliged to respond 

appropriately to i t  Le. respect it. This is of course the Hegelian thesis in other terms. Why then does 

Nozick feel the need to supplernent the ethic of responsivçness? 

This discussion appears? then. to lave the difference between the ethic of responsiveness and that 

of respect unresolved reproducing in other words. the difference bet~veen the interpretive tvholistic 

account of ethical agenq and that required by the intrinsic abstract ordering concept. The hvo positions. 

irreconcilable on these terms, become set once again over againsi each other. Contrary to initial 

appearances and Nozick's confûsing manner of expression. this is emphatically not the case. For the later 

Nozick. as for Hegel. the ethic of respect is devoured by the ethic of responsibility. In other words, ive are 

not left wvith two antagonistic ethics. each attempting to assert its priority over the other. Rather, the 

content preserved in the ethic of respect is a content that is realized rhrough the ethic of responsiveness. 

This content is then not the a-historical given it is for the libertarian or Kantian, but represents for both 

Hegel and Nozick the achievement of a dialectical process of dwelopment One need only take note of the 

strong allusion to temponlity in the following passage from Nozick. It is. in short, through a pracess of 

ever more adequate responses to the r a l i t y  of the other that the ethical content presented in the ethic of 



respect is grounded: 

It can come to be seen that recognizing such a domin of autonomy constitutes responsiveness to a value- 
seeking seK, and we can see this dawning realization as moral progress, as more fully developed moral 
insight. (Philosophical Explanations 503) 

Nozick, like Hegel, will also find fault in the Kantian grounding of moral duty, ahistorically, in our 

rational natures. This, Nozick argues, faib to acknowledge the ethicai 'pull' that other selves come to 

exert upon us. Nozick's point, repruciucing the Iogic of Hegel's "Master Slave Dialectic", seems to be that 

by locating the moral duty within our rational faculties, it laves the question open as to whether we will 

respect our oivn rational natures. As we have seen, for Kant our faculties represent a house divided To 

make ethical responsiveness contingent upon our choice as to which amongst our confîicting faculties we 

will respond to fails to recognize the fact that others wii/ nof al/ow us tu not recognize [hem: 

The worry about the described Kantian stmcturing wherein ethics originates in a suucruring of the self, is 
that it makes the ethical pull look ta, Iittle like a pull from him [i.e. the other], and too much like a push 
frorn me ... 1 believe this criticism applies to Kant's ethical theory, as tvell. in which the mord law 
somehoiv stems from my rational nature and makes a cIaim upon me. Aldiough this claim concerns the 
other person. and men might be described as a claim he makes [as a rationai k ing  or end in hirnselfj, at 
the second floor! it does not stem from him at the ground floor. Kant's view makes the moral law 
conceming him anse from me in a nay that does not adequately recognize the depth of the moral pull 
from him. 1 do not say that the moral pull is so deep that no esplanation of it can be offered, but the 
ex~lanation of the moral pull he eserts must not place me at a level more fundamental than his 
(Philosophical Explanarions 550). 

As the lan sentence suggests. it is to a qualin: or qualities. in the other that requires, or calls 

forth. the ethical response from me. It is to these qualities that my response can be s h o m  to be 

appropnate or inappropriate, The test of adequacy, as the logic of identity demands, is simply that the 

concept does not meet resistance from the 'abject'. The task then remains for Nozick to s p i &  to which 

qualities the ethical response in alone appmpriate. Nozick points out chat it is not from everything that ive 

feel this pull. "mhere is something about people, some charactenstic or property of thein, in virtue of 

which they are o w d  moral behavior" (Phiiosophica/ Erp/anations 45 1 ) .  This quality will, as for Hegel, be 

that quality through which we, as agents. case to be mere means and come to be, essentially, for 

ourselves. Selves. as ive have seen, are unique in that we. in our self qnthesizing come to pssess Our 

selves in a manner that other beings do not: 

mhe crucial characteristic in others that 1 feel givcs rise to stringent mon1 daims upon me is "king an 



I", that is, having the special 
Something's k i n g  a self, now 
it in certain morally r~spectfuf 

mode of refiesive consciousness of self which only an 1, only a seif, has. 
Ive can say someone's king one, seems to be crucial to our having to treat 
ways (Philosophiccil fiplunations 453). 

This characteristic, as the above quote suggests, relates back to our earlier discussion of ratiodity and the 

autonomy presupposed in its possession. We. in unifling the othenvise dispersed moments of our lives, do 

not remain 'esteml to ourselves', each moment justaposed to, and alienated from, al1 others, but possess 

these moments in ou. self reflesive acts of awvareness. As Hegel notes in the following, only through a 

diaiecrical process of responding to the other can ive see the mitical necessity in the rights that the ethic of 

respect tvould simply assert. To begin wvith an arbiîrarily stipulated concept of rights would lave us rvith 

the PIatonic problematic. We. in short, might agree that there are rights. although even this is uncertain 

and yet difKer dramatically in our view as to what content to f i I I  them in nith. To what objective standard 

could we appeal in such cases? The ethic of responsiveness is able to bypass this problem entirely by 

&king the ethical contradiction in treating othen as less than selves immanent to ourselves. This follows 

from our discussion and subsequent rcjection of the absolute standpoint, It \vas a position, ive reall, that 

attempted to dispense with the mediation of the subject, for the sake of a 'pure esperience' of absolute 

reality. Following Kant's transcendental turn. Hegel and Nozick recognize the tve must, to avoid the 

vacuity of the absolute stand-point. reduce the reality of the real to our categories. As argued above, the 

rcductive quality of our categories is esperienced, contnry to Kant immanently: 

But the deduction of the definition may perhaps be reached by means of etynology, or chiefly by 
abstraction from particular cases, sa that it is ultimately based on the feelings and ideas of human beings. 
The correctness of the definition is then made to depend on its agreement wvith prevailing ideas. This 
method leaves out of account what alone is essentiaI to science - with regard to content, the necessip of 
the lhing in and for itself (in this case. of right), and wïth regard to form. the nature of the concept. In 
philosophical cognition, on the other hand the chief concem is the necessi& of a concept, and the route 
by which it has becorne a result [is] its proof and deduction. ( f i e  Philosoph-v ofRight 27). 

This revised reading of Nozick's ethics. if it a n  be sustaineci. wvould then faIl agreeably into line with his 

discussion of the relational stance. It was the adoption of this "mnce. Ive recaII, that allowed Nozick to 

coherently appropriate the insights of the nvo mutually escIusive stances. And Ive saw m e r  that the 

ethic of responsiveness w s  logicaily entailed by this interpretive him. By wvay of cotlateral support for this 

reading. asserting that the ethic of respect is embedded in Nozick's ethic of responsibility and cannot then 

serve as a point of depanure. ne cm appeal to the classification that Nozick gives in Philosophical 



[Klant's derivation of the moral content of obligation from the form of morality is an intrinsic theory; 
whereas Hegel's view that onIy obiigations embodied in a particular historia1 community have content is 
relational (P hilosophicai fiplanutions 66 1). 

What this staternent establishes is that that the ethic of responsiveness is recognized by Nozick himself to 

be a product of the relational Mew and that the ethic of respect, unIess deriving from this stance, is a 

product of the atomistic world viav. if these atomistic premises prove vulnerable, as they in fact are, then 

of course the rights denved from them are no longer binding. This wvould then lave  us in an ethical void. 

Nozick however, by situating respect within the relational view is able to preserve, as the interpretive 

wholistic view demands. a place for individual autonomy": 

We can Ioate the place of rights nithin the ethics of responsiveness to value. by noticing that (generally) 
a right is something for which one can demand or enforce cornpliance ... On this vie!, my right that you 
behave in a certain ivay toward me would be a function of how you ought to behave toward me and of how 
&ers (including me) ought to behave torvard you. My rights are constituted by the treatment you ought to 
give me that others ought to demand or enforce of ou-or at Ieast, it is not the case that they ought not to 
demand it (Philosophical Ekplcanations 499). 

In Hegel's terms. the dialectic of identitv, Nozick's Ethic of Responsiveness. ends, as the 

discussion of Huckelberry Finn and Jim in Appendis II suggests. in a mutuaIity of recognition (Nozick's 

"Ethic of Respect"): "th- recognize thernselw~es as nrurr,aI& recognizing one another" (Phenomenologv of 

Spirit 112). The virtue of Hegel's formulation is in illuminating the reciprocaltj- refiesive quality of this 

relation. Each recognizes the other as recognizing himself. In this fastiion Huck esemplifies horv the ethic 

of responsiveness can move us beyond entrenched social meanings, meanings that no longer prove to be 

socially usefiil but on the contrary have become sources of stagnation and repression: 

Sometimes the breaking of frame \\il1 be a direct action, viohting a previous framework of espectations 
that defined which actions were admissible or were allowed to occur, but which escluded the most 
functional actions or even effective ones (The Ejcmrined Ltf i  43). 

l 7  See Appendis li for a liten? esample of how this *Ethic of Responsiveness" can abvert entrenched, 
and repressive meanings. creating the social space within the communin. to allow for the repressed dignity 
of the socially escluded to be finally acknowledged. 



Conclusion: Frorn Modemist Unitv To Post-Modern Fracture 

As we have seen, it is only in the social conte~q that the self realizes itself. The institutional 

structures of sociev are the conditions without tvhich the self couId not be a self in any rneaningful sense. 

It is important then to recognize that because the prevailing Iogic of the social establishes the objective 

rules according to which events are ta be schematized, and as the previous quote suggests, 'breaking 

h e '  will, necessarrily, be viewed as a morally culpable vioIation of the shared discursive structure that 

our socially integrated individual agency presupposes. In our individual agency Ive depend on others to 

interpret events under the same categories that ive do. This as we have seen is a necessary condition for 

the stable, though evolving. identity of society: 

One man's perceptions communicated in reports afford reliable signs: he is a social asset. Another man's 
perceptions yield reports that are conhsing and harmiïd; he is a social liabilil ... State of min4 in other 
words. means a practical attitude or capacity of the indiiidual judged from the standpoint of definite sociaI 
use and results. So far as a person's w a y  of telling. observing and imagining and stating things are not 
connected with social consequences, so far they have no more to do with tmth or falsity than his dreants or 
reveries (Nurrtnn Nature and Conduct 14). 

The only way to escape the status of deviant for subniming events under inappropriate, and thus socially 

inesponsible. categories is to establish through one's agenq. new concepts. detennined through an 

adjustrnent in perceptual weightings. into accepted social currency. This requires that othea become 

convinced of the social value in k i n g  attuned to the perceptual esperienca that one wishes to disninively 

inscrii. If one cannot do this, one must at lean show. in venturing the desired adjustment, that central 

vaIues, beliefs. and normative structures - and the pnctices in which these find matenal e~iression - tMlI 

not be senousIy undermined. The presence and relative stnbility of shared qmbolic rneaning is essential to 

the continuing coherence of social life. Representing social presuppositions - the means by which 

individuals are able to orient their lives - these beliefs. and the practices in which they are embedded, are 

the social correlate of the interpreuve ballast that the evohing self m u t .  on pain of psychic dispersion. 

maintain. As such. these pranices cannot al1 be open to senous doubt. To place them al1 at issue wuld 

l ave  society in a place of radical interpretive instability. Just as indiciduals must maintain. in their osvn 



evolving identities, a contes of stability against which subsequent change can meaningfully d e  place. 

society cannot, or rather wi11 not. open itself up to any and al1 interpretive challenges - too many people 

M l  have t w  much invested in certain social practices. These practices are nothing l e s  than the 

historically situateâ, material presuppositions of their freedom, (Rejected then is the absîract view of 

freedom which defines freedom simply as the absence of restriction. As earlier arguments have suggested, 

individu1 socially-relative projects of selfdefinition imply, in the strong transcendeml deductive sense, 

the presence of very specific social structures.) As a matter of social fact, more people will have more 

invested in some meanings, and the practices in which they are inscnid, than in others. This does not 

imply, then, that the location of dissent is ctearly defined, and that there is a stable central content to 

which al1 concede and only an e~?ernaI penumbra of contention, As earlier arguments suggest, this is not 

how it works within the p ~ c h i c  life of the individual either. Espenences frequently, one might venture to 

say constantly, clash beneath the surface of calm integntion; one brief desire or fleeting esperience vainly 

pulls against the inertia of established direction. This esperience of interna1 conflict is as continual as it is 

non-threatening. The force that such minor challenges esert is inM1cient to condition signifIcant 

change. This is m e  unless other esperiences are recruited in the stmggle and can feed strategically into 

the cause. then the desire, once jailed is reieased the eqerience once lost to the self is recovered. m a t  

this process speaks to, in the case of social stmggle. as earlier discussion argues. is the presence of a 

relatively stable social game or logical space. Within that game certain rnoves will simply have a value 

and strategic significance that others lack. More \vil1 ride on some rnoves than others. This rninors our 

investigation of individual idcntity and the interpretive ballast it presupposes. Andogous to that 

discussion, society, though not a pre-constituted integrity? does have its certain. generally accepta 

standards of merit. 'Common sense' is the faculty that allows one to grasp these standards. These 

standards. contrae to the common perception of them as invariant esamples of good judgement, are 

continually changing. Interpretive readjustment, changes in the relative values of the meanings in play, 

the result of subsequent social esperience. is ongoing. This an, then, make the principled adherence to 

what once passed as common sense counter-productive. In the case of the individual, signifiant new 

eqeriences ni11 resonate with the relatively coherent amngemcnt of meanings within one's psychic 



economy and occasionally \vil1 cal1 for major realignments in established values. This then requires thrit 

the individual make pnctical changes to their world giving this change in identity a degree of material 

expression. The same is tme, mutatis mutandis, of the shared logical space in ivhich individuals move 

about. Interpretive sîruggle can occur at a11 lwels wvith no meaning esempt from present or future 

challenge. (What is questioned here, then, is the suggested adequas, of stnicturalist analysis resolutions to 

social conflia; though at times, such analysis may provide convenient, heIpfuI abstractions.) The 

Hegelian universal 'We', the historically unified 'spirit' of an age, is fhus replaceci by a picture of 

rnaterially situated, socially engaged agents stmggling within the interpretive boundaries that both orient 

them, serting as initial points of departwe. and lirnit them in the kinds of discursive moves they can 

make. The intcrested agenq of these individuals. encountering interpretive restrictions, opportunities. and 

interesting ptays of meaning. alters established relationships and suetch the prevailing social structures in 

&ying and o k n  contending directions. Rejecting the Hegelian .GeistT as an abstraction. w note sirnply 

that unless there is a complete fracturing of social structures through the various heterogeneous 'counter- 

pradces' at al1 level and locations - and nothing of significance Ieft in relative immunity from them - 
there ivi11 continue to be the consensus and broad based support necessary for the maintenance of certain 

central pnctices. This is not to say, however. that through mbsequent esperience and challenge these 

pncticeç will not lose their pride of place to other rneanings. 

The above discussion although analytically useful. rnight. itself, be criticized by the Hegelian for 

making the p r m s  of social change appear more self conxious than it really is. It is only ivhen tensions 

behveen a group. not united initially in common cause. or shared sense of identity, whose desires are 

implicitly repressed by prevailing social boundaries. and those who see that society cannot stretch its 

institutionaI and moral fabric any fùrther to accommodate these deviant desires unless it wishes, also, to 

change the very meaning of these structures. or signifiant portions thereof. do conflicts become acute. 

C~nsert-ati\~es argue that the social cost is simply too great. That is. to make this accommodation, which 

according to the preniling social logic is intrinsically univonhy of such social inscription, 'ive' will have 

to give up structures that are of much more intnnsic value1*. Of course they will generally be proven nght. 

l8  ïhe 'ive' as used here is an esarnple of commenient stmcrunlist abstraction. Frorn the discussion above 
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It is against the standards residing in the prwailing logic that these deviant desires wvill, necessarily, be 

tested. Prior to this stage of conscious conflict, there is merely repressed, often displaced, desire in tension 

with a structure of values assumed to be objective in the universal sense. The reason why there is no 

shared identity presented by the group of those whose actions, if only at first implicitiy, similarly work to 

stretch social meanings to allow for their felt need for espression, is because the prevailing logic of the 

social does not provide them wvith the discursive space necwsary for the simple assumption of a stable, 

rocially acknowledgeb pre-esisting subject position'9. 

The political realm had marked the location where socially situated agents protested against the 

presumed adequaq of the categories through which they were socially digested. Politics, for Hegel. 

although standing in apparent opposition to vuth s a s  the field in which social existence wvas progressively 

r$onalized. The institutional structures now in place. including arnongst them the nstem of values and 

meanings that Our personal meanings presuppose as their condition of intelligibility, are those that the 

free, 'self -actualized' subject presupposes. Thus, for Hegel, the contradictions and oppositions that 

defined the political have been fùlly and final- resolvedlO. Finite. socially situated undemanding has 

become the equivalent of universal, transcendental understanding. The rational potential of the political 

has. now. k e n  eshausted. For Hegel, the contradictions between concept and object, the diff'erence 

betwwen the Kantian "thing-in-itself", or Plato's forms. and Our finite understanding has been fully 

resotved. With this. the problem of 'estemality' has k e n  annvered. The goal that philosophy set 

- - - - - - - - - - --- 

it shouId be clear that my use is not intended to indicate a materially detached, supervenening social 
spirit. The 'we', as 1 intend it. is shon hand for those people who are united in their interest in presening 
the particular social structure at issue. Indeed they are those for whom the necessity of this social 
convention is al1 but self-evident. Membership in this 'cornmittee', as 1 see it. changes almost as 
frequentIy as the issues. 
l9 What the dialectic we traced in Appendis II spoke CO was a need on part the part of an agent, Jim to 
establish a social identity that was equal to himself, a mbject position within society that would provide 
him ~ 4 t h  the opportunity to eshaust his espressive needs. We see this process mirrored, less dramatically 
of course. in the process whereby ive in our lives 'become who we are', assume identities, or social roles, 
that prokide us with the conditions necessary to utilize our potential. ntisQ Our interests, and fiitfill our 
desires. What drives us from one such form to another is the attempt to assume a social identity that is 
equal to oneself. Unlike h ' s  struggle, this process is generally socially unchallenging in that the f o m  
pre-esist us, al1 ive need do is assume them. 
" n i e  dialeaical balance achieved at the end of Huckelberry Finn is where the Hegelian philosophy 
would leave us. The categories through which agents are now socially subsumed are, or nther have 
become. fully ntional - al1 essentid mediations have thus, at Icast for Hegel. already taken place. 



originally for itself has been realized. Tmth has devoured pditics. In Hegel's tenns "what is rational is 

actualn, and reciprocally, "what is actual is rationaln (Philosophy of Righ 20). We see in Hegel's 

formulation the end, in the sense of fiilfiIIment, of philosophy. That endT perhaps best articdated in the 

hn t i an  formulation, was to impose the form that reason dernands upon a morally recalcitmt world. The 

question we must ask ourselves, one that Nozick himseK asks, perhaps marking his departure, finally, 

from Hegel, is how stable is the dialectical balance we have established? 1s there no possiiility of tension 

arising between my espressive needs, the system of weightings that constitutes my identity, and the 

possible subject positions available to me? If so, must this tension always be the mark of my inationality? 

For Hegel, taking as his fundamental point of departure the radicalized Fichtean transcendental unity of 

the subjeçf, the self-mciency that history frnally achieves is a result philosophy necessarily presupposes: 

But the goal is as necessarily fised for knowledge as the senal progression: it is the point where 
knotvkdge no longer needs to go b o n d  itself, where knowledge fin& itself, where Notion corresponds to 
Ôbject and object to Notion. Hence the progress towards this goal is also unhalting. and short of it no 
satisfaction is to be found at any of the stations on the way (The Phenorrrenologv of Spirir 5 1). 

The postulated necessity of absolute closure is for Hegel guamnteed by the foundational role this unie of 

consciousness has; whose macro-logical equivdent. the unity of society, is represented in the concept of 

"Spiritn, Although we apparently begin with two, mutually independent principles, the subject and the 

world that stands over against it. onlg the first principle has any real validity. As we saw in our discussion 

of Kant. the in itself of the worId is an in itseIf that esists for consciousness. The reality of the r d  is a 

reality that amvers to the categories of the subject and thus its presumed independence falls inside the 

u n i l  of the subject. As for Kant, reason, as the principle of unity. cannot fa11 into contradiction with itself. 

Indeed, this ' l a d  has m n  greater force than it had for Kant Hegel's rason  is, as we have seen, 

constitutive of its reality, not merely a replative, estemal addition. Thus through the dialectical process 

of mediation. we are resolved of any dependence upon an 'other of reason', free from the fear that conflict 

mas as for Kant continue nd infinirum. Ethiwl harmony is also established through the same principle of 

idcntity. Reason. really the radicalized uanscendental unity of apperception. a unity that knows itself as 

the principle of al1 king,  simply cannot corne into contradiction uith itself. it is an identity absolutely 

qua1 to iwIf. Again. this uni@ is  the self. not an esternal other as it was for Kant. this prevents the sclf, 



or its universal correlate, from interna1 opposition. 

For Hegel. with the ivriting of the Phenonienologv, al1 the essentiai mediations have aiready 

triken place. Contnry to certain readings. Hegel does not. nor cannot. l a v e  history 'open ended'. The 

Phenonrenology's condition of possibility, and equally its principle of validity, is that it has access to a 

v iav  of history not previously amilable. In short, it must possess the transcendental view if it is to have 

the insight it claims. The only means by which universal Reason u n  assume the G d ' s  eye view, having 

barreci. ivith Kant the Platonic method, and with Hegel, Kant's ahistoricism, is to follotv the mediations of 

Spirit irnmanently to its end. Spirit, by returning to itself, appropriating what \vas seemingly other into the 

coherent unie of the self. is now its owvn self-grounding ground. Although consciousness has always 

remained immanent. it has become, alm. transcendent. possessing the standpoint frorn which to judge dl. 

If the Pheno)~ienofogv does possess this standpoint it condemns a priori. al1 mbsequent f o m  of 

r&inance. If the actual is indeed hl ly  rational. as Hegel argues, then how u n  resistance to the Iaiv it 

prescribes be anything other than a sign of irrationality and thus intrinsically worth? of institutional 

repression? (One a n  see in this equation the logic behind the Ore-education' camp.) Nozick appears to be 

of hvo min& on this issue of interpretke closure. In his chapter "The Zigzag of Politicsw (The Emnined 

Life 286) Nozick seems to recognize that the meanings. values. and purposes that give shape to our social 

lives ivill continue to be contested. that even the idea that there couId be an end to this stmggle over 

rneaning is quisotic. This opinion is furthcred by Nozick's discussion of the ''tics of concern and 

solidarity" for one's feIlow citizens. Given that our responses are to the reality, the "intensity and 

estensive[nessjn of these ties, there is. he argues. no pnncipled boundaries that can limit how these 

feelings corne ta be socially inscnid  (The Eraniined Lge 292). In short. ethical principles are constituted 

relationally, they remain socially situated and cannot therefore give rise to intrinsically inviolable side 

constraints. constraints that we must first respect before determining what scope. if any, is lefi to Our 

responses. In his discussion of "ethical harmonyw, which requires, as docs Hegel's dialectic, that there be 

an esact balance between the ethical push that is esened by me, the recognition 1 require from you, and 

the ethical pull from o u .  your own sense of value that lads  you to respond to me in a way you find 

appropriate. Nozick seems to concede that such a hamon? is radically unstable. Unlike Hegel. Nozick 



doeç not believe that this ethical harmony is "guaranteed" (Philasophical Erphations 30 1). If there is no 

such equality of conceptions. then one mut, with Adorno, see that there is an amount of interpretive 

violence k i n g  perpetrated upon one of us by the other. if your concept of me is not completeIy 

"contoufed", in Nozick's terrns, to my reality, in a manner that Ifrndfuliy adequate, then 1 m o t  but feel 

that the fom under which 1 am socially subsumed is a reductive imposition- This reduction 1 till  

necessarily feel, to some degree or other, as a violence perpetrated against me, a failure on your part to 

acknowledge that the self that 1 'tnily' am. Until there is this balance this dialectical instability \vil1 lead 

to resistance on my part. The absolute social synthesis that Hegel imagines tvill occur only when each 

person is able to fully 'find themselves' in an available subject position. Hegel, of course, believes that 

nich a balance has been achieved and that its stability is for this reason assured. Again, for Hegel, the 

f0.m through which particular individuals are socially subsumed are intrinsically rational. Thus if one is, 

for some reason or other. unabIe or untvilling to find hlfi1Iment through them, such a subject is simpIy 

king  irrational. Rather than recognizing that these forms are presupposed in the very fact of their 

freedom. they chose to indulge their particularities of interest to the detriment of the social order. 

Although tvanting a dialectical openness that could allow for responsive changes in social 

meaning, Nozick seems also to t an t  to insulate the structure of rights present within the liberal 

democratic state against the dialecticd tums that might move to change the social meanings, values, etc. 

upon which such a structure is based (The Ehnrined Lfe 296). As ive have seen howvever, these rights are 

grounded in the ethic of responsiveness. Once 'decided', in other tvords. Nozick cannot then entrench 

them in some a-historical realm. Although holding a central place nïthin our social self-understanding, 

and thus eserting an ememely strong gravitational pull upon us totvard their preservation, they are 

nevertheless susceptible to the same interpretive change to which other meanings are open. Nozick cannot 

then artificially separate this block of meaning from others that they are more or less directiy implicated 

in. As a good interpretive holist, he must acknowledge that changes in one social sphere are conditioned 

by, and in turn condition, to a greater or Iesser el-ent, changes in the identity or meaning of other spheres. 

'Affirmative action' prograrns demonstnte this principle of the rcciprocal interdependence of meaning. In 

order to creatc the discursive space necessary for such a meaning. our conception of rights and identity 



must also undergo a change in their relative values. Indeed. as was suggested in the first chapter, what 

prevents Our acceptance of affirmative action as a socially legitimte response to inequity is a conception 

of identity that escludes this meaning from taking on the appearance of coherence. This conclusion 

follows unless Nozick does in fact agree with Hegel, agree that history has indeed ended. This wodd 

mean that the dialectical openness NoPck now preserves wvould be forecloseci. If this is the direction 

Nozick wishes to take, however, it k o m e s  susceptible to the critiques the pst-rnodernist raises against 

interpretive closure. With these theorists, I beliwe that such closure is guilty of ideological reification- 

They would be charged wvith the same crime for which Hegel had indicted Kant, the forcing of reality into 

dialectically Iifeless forms. 1 believe that in this rnatter Nozick cm be found sitting on the interpretive 

fence. Although he has espressed his doubts as to whether this Hegelian enthesis, the universal 

mediation of al1 menningflul difference into a complete, self-sunicient totality is possible, even as an ideal. 
a 

he still wants to entrench the Iikral democratic framework. (Indeed the issue can be centered around who 

gets to determine, or what interests are. constitutive of 'meaningful difference'.) We must therefore decide 

the issue for Nozick. Are the concepts through which selves are mediated fûlly mtional? Must one accept 

the Hegelian logic as universal in its application? Nozick in the following appears to concur with many 

pst-modernist critics in arguing that the Hegelian thesis. that al1 diEerence can ultimately be canceled, is 

an onto-theologid hope that Hegel should have k e n  more critical of: "The Hegelian story is the stoty of 

the maximum organic unity, the masimurn possible value: this raises the worry ... that it is too good to be 

crue" (Philosophical fipfmnrions 42 1). 

The impIications of this issue are best iIluminated when wve approach the question of justice. 

Nozick appears, at least on one reading. to foIlow Kant in arguing that the difference that makes a 

difference between justice and revenge is the impersonal quality eshibited in the former's mnscendental 

determination. Rather than schematizing the rnonlly interesting ment in terms of one's persona1 biases, 

or rather. constnicting perceptual esperience into a morally interesting event. one assumes the appropriate 

measure of critical distance from it, one assumes the universal perspective that is reason: 

The punishment is contoured to the nature of the wong, to its magnitude and character, so that 
punishment not only is responsive to correct values but also is responsive (negatively) to the wrong qua 
\+Tong. The monlly inspiring figure who changes the wongdoer does not contour his transforming 
behatior to the features of the wong act. though his bchnior ma' be triggercd by the act's wrongness as 



wrongness. In presenting an alternative, an inspiring esample of right or saintly behavior, he is not k i n g  
responsive to the specific wrongness. As a right action is done because it is right, connecting with and 
responding to conect values qua correct values, so an act of rettiiution is responsive to a wrong act as 
wrong. It egects a connection of the wrongdoer with correct values through its recognition and response 
to wrongness as wrongness (Philosophical fiplanarions 3 87, ital ics added) 

The test for Kant as to whether an act is tvorthy of condemnation is whether or not the act can be 

willed as a universal lam. Hegel's criticism of Kant's formulation is that the thief, for esample, cannot be 

condemned on the basis of his purported self contradictory behavior until, or unless. the rational necessity 

of personal property is first established, There is no contradiction in wvilling, Hegel points out, the non- 

esistence of property, as the thief implicitiy does in c a q i n g  out his act, unless one can first demonstnte 

that the thief is undermining the veq structure his freedom presupposes. For Hegel, as Ive have seen, the 

free seifdetermination of individuals necessarily presupposes property. In violating property rights the 

thief is, if Hegel is right about the niional necessity of property, guilty of self-contradiction. His thefi 

violates a condition his meaningful agency presupposes. 

The retevance this has to the present discussion is now apparent: Hegel's theoretical spin on 

Kant's argument requires. now. the situating of moral detemiination in the material Iife of a community. 

One's agency, drawing out the implications of a theme discussed arlier. to be meaningful, requires a 

contest or discursive game against which an? particular move can be tested to determine its specific value. 

This means however. that in adjudication. the twelve juron are not in some remote transcendentai 

position. The criminal or immoralist \lolates, to some degree or other, the structures that their, and, most 

significantly, our, socially situated agency prenipposes. For Hegel the implication that the jurors are in 

some sense always and necessarily interested is not however problernatic. If the structures in place are 

futly ntional, as he believes they now are. then, altliough the Iives of the jurors are implicated, negatively, 

in the actikity of the criminai. the juron hold at the same time, a position of rational transcendence. The 

structures that the criminal violates are rationally necessary, a necessity the criminal hirnself wvould 

recognize if he reflected upon the matter sulficiently. Punishment sentes to condition this rcflective 

procws. The mucture society has uphcld have the character of rational necessity to support them. Frec 

from the charge of idcologicalIy motivated repression. society is rationally narnnted in punishing the 



For Nozick howvever, this wvay out of the dilemma does not appear to be an option Unless he is 

willing to deny, as does Hegel, the possibility of Iegitirnate poli tical agency, in favor of infinite mediation, 

he m u t  acknowledge the biased. interestecl and Iimited character of our moraMega1 judgments. In other 

wvords, if the always situated and aitogether unique individual '1' has not become equivalent to Hegel's 

universai 'We', a 'We' dialectically, and thus rnaterially, resolved of al1 sources of social conflict and 

opposition, then in condernning the activity of those deemed immoral, 'We', simply re-inscri'be those 

structures that our particular, historiully situated interests presuppose. Those whose activity does not 

presuppose these structures. or who find that these structures require the denial or repression of that about 

themselves they find most meaningfiil. will. in this process of "justice", not find an unbiased, rational 

determination of their actions. but simply a reaffrnnation of those conditions wvithout which the bourgeois 
b 

individual, in Hegel's totality, cannot filfiII his projects. Esplicitly stated. the shape of your fkedom, that 

institutional articulation of the world prcsupposed in the material pursuit of your individual ends may be, 

implicitly or eqlicitly, the very m l  shape of my oppression. Unless Nozick wishes to mdce the Hegelian 

claim, then he, and ive nith him, m u s  acknowledge that nothing more ntetaphysical!~ valid than an 

ethnocentrism of the son Richard R o q  speaks of sustains our rno~Uinstitutiona1 structure C'Feminism 

And Pragmatism" in Praptntisn~: A Contemporary Reader 128). In fact. against the conservative reading 

above, Nozick seems to endorse this conclusion, and in so doing, keeps the didectical Iife, or zigzag, of 

social meanings alive. Iust as we try to get resimnt individuals to align themselves to our socially 

sustaining values, so the "civil disobedient" tries to rnove us to accept the validity of hisiker meanings, 

meanings which up tilt now ive assumed were wvorth the moral cost of repressing: 

The civil disobedient. views himself as mrming correct values, and is attempting to connect us with 
these. In his intending that we realize the reasons behind his acts, and intending that we realize we were 
to realize al1 this, and so forth, his act satisfies the Griçean conditions for meaning: he is sending u s  a 
moral message. In attempting to connect us with correct values, we whom he vietvs as flouting these 
correct values, he is performing an act of the same general type as punishment ... And in challenging us to 
punish him, he show us how seriously he takes his moral comrnitment, hoping to kad us to ree.xamine 
ours oust as the punisher shows he takes his moral cornmitment seriously enough to inflict suBering in its 
service, and hopes the punished person will be led to reesamine his actions), and he places his moral 
message athwart ours. engagi ng in a CO mpeting nioral cornmunication- one that sornetirnes is successfiil 
(Philosophical Ejrplunntions. italics added 39,). 



This is the point that feminists, gay activists, and other rnarginalized groups continualIy, if on& 

irnplicitiy, make- Indeed we see this logic clearly played out with respect to the issue of "gay mamage". 

The argument against it is often cast esplicitly in ter- of its threat to the farniIy. In socially 

achowledging these relationships, in this fashion, wve wvill change the very mmning of the concept of 

fâmily. It las however in opposition to these socially escluded relationships that the concept of family 

understood itself. The fear is, then, that such mamages will l a d  uitimately to the dissolution of what the 

institution was intended to inscni, eliminating the contrasts in terms of which it distinguished itself from 

various 'deviant f o m ' .  To change the concept of sornething, in this instance rnarriage and family, is, as 

the HegeIian logic recognizes, to change the very identity of the object. Dissenters to 'alternative' farnily 

arrangements then argue that such relationships are therefore best confined to the private realm. The 

institutions of mam'age and family, as currentiy represented. must be presemed against threats to their 

identity. To allow any relationship to qualifir as family. would be to drain the concept of al1 meaning. This 

approach, regardless of where one falk on the issue, fails to recognize that the freedom the consemative 

gives with one han& s/he withdnws with the other. What is lacking in this a-political approach are the 

institutional structures that would make such relationships matenaIly possible. Issues of spousal benefits. 

legal recognition and other social supports that would make this a coherent subject position are not 

addressed. To satisfjr this desire would. as Our interpretive holistic position verifies. require reciprocal 

changes to other sociaVlega1 institutions. We see here support for the assertion that 'the personal is the 

political'. One's individual agcncy is inex-triubIy intenvoven in a sociaI. political, contehq. Your freedom, 

articulate and espansive. requires certain social presuppositions in order to eqxess itself. If those 

presuppositions conflict nith those that others need to manifest their freedom. there is stniggle. 

conditioning Nozick's "competing moral communication", Nozick in what follows demonstrates his 

aïvareness that freedom. absuactly confined to the personal, is. if not rneaningless. at least drastically 

attenuated. Real freedom, again. requires the discursive structure wvithin which it can fiilly manifest itself. 

Short of this. the dialecticaf tension remains unresolved: 

Part of responding to another as a value-seeking self is to coordinate Our specification of the respected 
domain of others. so that the person does have a generally rccognized domain of autonomy, and also to 
publicly avow our respect for this domain. so that hc is autonomous nithin in it and a n  count on that 
(The ficmined Li fe 50 1 ). 



This means, then, that by creating the discursive space necessary to accommodate your espressive needs, 

society might have to undermine signifiant portions of the prevailing social structure that my freedom 

requires. 

It is Hegel's view, howvever. that the modem state. qualified and adjusted in minor ways, 

possesses that logic of the social, that institutional and moral structure alone presupposed by the Mly 

'self-actualized' subject. And this -te, in turn, has as its presupposition, its condition of possibility, the 

fdly self-actualized 'universal subject'. For Hegel, the dialectical struggle for identity is no longer 

necessary, and consequently is entirely lacking its former justification. The available social forms are 

intrinsically rational and can annver the (rational) subject's need for an identity, or subject position, that 

is equal to itself. These diverse subject positions are. in tum, mediated through the contest of the whole. 
b 

presenting a complete, interdependant. self-sufficient totality. We have in the mutual interdependence of 

these various positions. Hegel argues, a compIete1y rnediated organic unity. in which a c h  of the various 

moments of sociey logically presupposes the presence of al1 the others: 

The state is actual, and its actuatity consists in the fact that the interests of the whole realizes itself 
through the particular ends. Actuality is always the uni@ of universality and particularitv, the resolution 
of universality into partieularit).; the latter then appean to be self-sufficient, although it is sustained and 
supported only by the whole (Philosoph_u oJRight 302). 

At the end of the day, the Hegelian social qnthesis bears a strong resemblance to the reified 

Kantian totality. The difference is merely in how one envisions its establishment. As with the Kantian 

system, the Hegelian philosophy presents an architectonic in which one must find satisfaction in one of 

the social categories availabte. The dialectical Iife of the state, its coherent interna1 relation, demands, as a 

necessary condition of its continued p~ssibility~ that individuals find thernselves within its unified logical 

space: "The state must be regarded as a great architcctonic edifice, a hieroglyph of reason which becornes 

manifest in actuality" (The Philosoph-v of Right 321). The principle of recognition depends upon 

individuals assuming an intelligible subject position, an already esisting social role that is congruent with 

the life of the community The fonn mut. for Hegel. be pressistent. To introduce a dramatically new 

subject position wvould necessitate a ralignment of the current social unity. changing the reIative values of 



the other positions. Lf such change is necessary it wouId of course undermine Hegel's daim that the 

rational is indeed actual. This change would rather be evidence of its insufZiciency. The clear implication 

is that there can be nothing leR to do in the serious dialectical sense. 

Universa1 reason is no longer subject to its previous dialectical unrest, no longer driven beyond 

its Iimited satisfactions. The tensions, contradictions, and oppositions conditioning the dialectical labor or 

stmggle of universal reason have b e n  fully and therefore finally resolved. One must now quietiy assume a 

preesistent social form. In so doing one wvouId, then, represent a dialecticaIly necessary, Iogical 'place 

holder' : 

[Ajt a time when the universali@ of Spirit has gathered such strength. and the singular detail, as isJtting, 
has becottre less important, when. too, that universal aspect daims and holds on to the whoIe range of the 
~vealth it has developed. the shore in the total ivork o/Spirit ~vhich fa/ls to the indii.inuaI con only be very 
maII. Because of this. the individual nrust al! the more forger hinue% as the nature of Science [Le. the 
Absolute philosoph-v] implies and requires. Of course, he must make of himself and achieve what he cm; 
bût / e s  nrust be denranded ofhitn. just as he in turn can expect less ofhirrrself: and nray denzand Iessjùr 
hitrise~(Pheno111eno10~ oflpirit, italics added 45). 

Contrary to certain caricatures. Hegel dws in fact acknowledge with Nozick that complete 

organic unity is not possible. The idea the al1 difEerences could be intelligibIy mediated i\lthin one 

u n w n g  logic is too rnuch to ask. Recognition requires the subsumtion of particular things, each, as 

Nietzsche notes. identical to itseif alone, under universals or concepts (Philosoph-v -4nd Truth 83). In 

placing something equivalent only to itse1f under a concept in which innumerable other, equaIIy unique 

things are place& we mark certain of its features as interpretively salient, these become its 'essential 

fatures'. Other aspects of it. equaily present in the thing itself, Ive dismiss as merely particular variances 

to this essence. and therefore peripheral to the things identity. Thus men in the organic unity that Hegel 

envisions, this separation beîween the essential and the contingent remains. In fitct, it is essential that this 

division between what is essential and that which is rnereIy contingent remin, and do so in a stable 

fashion. For Hegel what is contained in Our concept. at the 'end of histoq*, does ansrver to the essence of 

the 'in imlf. Proof lies in the fact that Ive c m  bring these othenvise dispened, innumerable parliculars 

into conceptuaVsocia1 uni&. As far as this principle applies to social recognition, one camot be 

acknowledged for al1 one's irreplaceabie uniqueness. a11 the rnany particutarities of person that make one 



the absolutely unique k i n g  that one is. This implies that desires that cannot be fiilfilled within any of the 

availabIe subject positions open to one m u t  be repressed. In the Iogical space provideci by the state's 

categories, only certain daerences will rnake a determinate, socialIjv signifiant difference. Social 

recognition requires, in short, that 1 assume an intelligible space, or moment, within the totality of the 

whole. 1 establish for myself an articulate identity within the social by adopting a subject position that can 

give meaningful espression to my particular character. In short my sociaIIy signifiant identity must be 

mediated through a social form: 

The state is concerned only with those aspects of individuals which are objectively recognizable and which 
have been tried and tested. and it rnust pay ail the more attention to such aspects in the case of the second 
section of the Estates, because this section is rooted in interests and activities whicb contingency, 
mutability, and arbitrary wv31 have the right to espress themselves (Philosopjp of Righf 349). 

The Estates then mediate between the interests of the socially situated self. equal to itself alone, 

ànd the universal social form. ensuring that the seIf has its identity preserved within the Iife of the -te. 

HegeI is committed to the view that there are 'objective interests' congruent with Our social identities. The 

Estates esist then to sati* these objective or essential needs. Not any contingent desire, as in the Iife of 

the self. is worthy of. or a n  be given, social attention. In fact, if one is unable to find satisfaction of a 

particular desire through the mediation of one of the available social forms. one must repress it as 

incompatible wvith that institutional structure that alone a n  guanntee one's objective freedom. m i s .  in 

NoWck's tenns. means that there are for Hegel universal and necessary. not simply social/relational, limits 

on the particuIar matris of wveightings 1 a n  use to 'decide' my identity.) One must see that the social form 

is intrinsically rational. One mut. in Hegel's terms. 'raise oneselfup to the Ievel of the Absolute', rather 

than reduce the absolute to the contingency of the self. If attention wvere given to wery contingency of 

desire, if one interest wvas as valuable as any other. or if each person wanted recognition not for their 

determinate place within the state, but for themselves qua irreducible self. the principled uni- of society, 

depending upon the coherent rnediation of difference, would becorne reduced to anarchy. John Dewey 

gives espression to this principle in the following: 

Polarity. or opposition of energies, is everyvhere necessary to the definition. the delimitation, that resolves 
an othenvise uniform mass and espanse into individual forms. At the same time the balanced distriiution 
of oppositc energies provides the meanire or order which prevents variation from becoming a disordered 
heterogeneity (Art as Experience 157). 



It is in this conte13 that one rnust read the discussion that follotvs: 

if the deputies are regarded as representatives, this t e m  cannot be applied to them in an organic and 
rational sense unless they are representatives not of individuals, as a crotvd, but of one of the essential 
spheres of society, i.e. of its major interests. Thus. representation no longer means replacement of one 
individual by another, on the contraly, the interest itself is actually present in iis representative, and the 
latter is there to represenr the objective element he himseifembodies (Philosophy ofRighr 350). 

B is only because of the mediating role played by the Estates that differences and oppositions within the 

state can be meaningfully played off of one another. nimugh this balanced opposition of forces society is 

able to maintain its dialectical integrity. as each group's work to sati* itseif works toward the 

satisfactions of al1 others: 

It is onIy through their mediating fùnction that the Estates display their organic quality, Le. their 
incorporation in the totality. In consequence, their opposition is itself reduced to a semblance (Philosophy 
ofRight 342). 

This means above all. that only those interests and desires that can be articulately played off of other 

opposed interests can be pursued within the mediating logic of the social. There ivill then be necessary 

esciusions. For Hegel these exclusions represent what is simply contingent. peripheral and essentially 

unworthy of social espression. Indeed should they given expression, they would undennine, implicitiy, or 

eqlicitly, the dialectical balance of opposed and integrated forces. Laclau and M o a e  discuss this 

principle, the principle of the reciprocal dependence of the moments irithin Hegel's dialectical clonire, in 

the follotving: 

Notv, in an aniculated discursive totality. ivhere every element ocnipies a differential position - in our 
tenninoIogv, tvhere every eleinent has been reduced to a niot~~ent of that totaliry - al1 identity is relational 
and al1 relations have a necessary character ... Whoever says qstem says arrangement or conlormity of 
parts in a stninun which transcends and eqlains its elements. Everything is so necessary in it that 
modifications of the whole and of the details reciprmlly condition one another. The relativity of values is 
the ben proof that they depend closely upon one another in the qnchrony of a system wvhich is alwvays 
k ing  threatened. alivays k ing restored. nie point is that al1 values are values of opposition and are 
defined only by their difference ...If Ianguage is something other than a fortuitous conglorneration of 
erratic notions and sounds uttered ai random, it is becaux necessity is inherent in its structure as in al1 
Mienire. Necessity derives. therefore. not from an undertying intelligible principle but from the regularity 
of a systern of structural positions (Hegenroqv and SocialÎst Strategv 106). 

For the pst-modernist. the question of necessity in this structure arises. Hegel found satisfaction 

at the sight of this absolute interdependence. Each moment presupposed the totality of the whole and the 



whole \vas nothing outside of, or estemal to, the coherent interrehion of this unity. This for Hegel 

represented the proper figure of infini ty. Unlike the atomistic conception. where there rvere simply 

atominic elements dispersed into a boundless infinity. Hegel understood the concept in these organic 

terms. If one of the essential moments were however to disappear, or alter its relative position with respect 

to this delicate interdependent whole, the dialectical Me of the state rvould be disrupted. The balanced 

oppositions would c a s e  to play rneaningfully off of one another. Difference wvould case to feed into the 

life of the state but appear as an e~qernal force. 

At the b e l  of abstraction one fin& the Hegelian synthesis compelling. However, when one 

understands the implication of complete mediation, the tuming elements into dialectical moments, one is 

given cause for concem. As Hegel indicates beloiv, the stability of the dialectical -thesis depends, as a 

condition of its possibility. on the architectonic he descr i i :  "[Tj he universal differences into which civil 

society is particularized are necesne  in charmer. While the family is the prïmary ba i s  of the mte, the 

estates are the second"(Philasoph~v of Righr 231). By farnily Hegel means. of course, that structure 

esemplified in the bourgeois household. Hegel is explicit regarding the ethical/social vocation of women. 

They are confined. within the logic of the social. to the home. It is there that they must establish an 

identity equal ta thernselves. The man hotvever has, as his rightful vocation. involvement with the Iife of 

the -te. While his lire is defined by effetive agency, hen is merely -passive and subjective" (Philosophy 

of Right 206). To allow women to define themselves othenvise than in t e m  of this arrangement would be 

to disrupt the most basic constituent moment of the organic uni'. of the state. Men a n  wtisfj their 

objective need for selfdefining agency only because women provide them with the social prenipposition, 

the support of family, for this activity. Reciprocally, women c m  salis@ their interests, (more like pre- 

refleciive needs), the desire to a r e  for the needs of the family by M m e  of the agency men engage in. For 

a woman to desire to engage in the same selfdefining projects as men. who are essentially suited for this 

type of agency. would be a sign of her irrationality. Not only would this, if indulged throw the 

established, internally regulated unie  out of alignment, as it indeed did mhen wvornen began entering the 

work force in large numbers. it would be working apinst the essence of 'woman' that history has taken 

such pains to reveal. Hegel assens quite unambiguously, the unsuitability of women for purnits outside 



the home. She is intrinsically unsuited for higher education or meaningful employment. This is traced to 

an innate inability on her part to make the same degree of rational abstraction, necessary for such social 

relationships, as men (Philosophy of Right 206). Given that women have assumed, succssfdly, such 

subject positions, and often out of the felt need for the 'espressive space' these rofes provide, it does 

represent a strong counterfactual esample to Hegel's assertion that the essence of women is satisfied by 

the role of 'home-maker'. 

Hegel was correct in pointing out that allowing women access to these positions wouid require 

major adjustments in the prevaihg social arrangements. It did not however lead to social dissolution. In 

terms of p r e s e ~ n g  interpretive balance, it proved a better social move to rnake, than would barring 

women access to subject positions that could e-xhaust their expressive potential. In turn, gays are 'asked', 

through the language of coercion (often losing their jobs, housing and social standing), to acknowledge 
6 

their threat to the mbility of Hegel's ntionally neceswry structures". For those who find their expressive 

agency stified in the prevailing logic of the sociaI HegeI's assurances of interpretive closure may, however, 

seem ideologically motivated. 

With this discussion tve find ourseIves once again in the stmggle for identity. As does the ps t -  

modernist, Adorno takes issue tvith the Hegelian daim of identity. He sees beneath the assertion of 

identity the difference that has been forcibly repressed or escluded. He si11 thus hold up the Hegeiian 

criterion of adequaq to Hegel hirnseif'. The demand is that there be a "Pure seif-recognition in absolute 

othemess" (The Phenornenologv of Spirit 14). Tnnslated into social tenns. the categories you would 

subsume me under must be ones that 1 identifj- myseIf tvith. What our discussion above illustrated \vas that 

certain groups - out of irrationality if we are to accept Hegel's word - refuse to fitlly identiQ themselves 

Mth an available subject position. Must we though take Hegel's word against those who resist it, that 

there is real or essential identity beneath the contingency of difference? Why do ive continue to find 

" In tenns of Jim the es-slave. he must find himxlf in those categories society has made amilable to 
him. Thus esploring his 'Afncan roots', unless it is to uproot sources of irrationali@ remaining in him, is 
ruled out. To define himself in tems mediated through this past would be to fmstrate the conditions 
necessary for rational mediation. Jim, Iike the dissatisfied housewife or gay person, however might find 
the categories that he is subsurned under inadequate to his espressive necds. that these social forms are 
not presupposed by universal man. but merely represent those that the bourgeois individual finds 
necessary to structure his worid. 



people unsatisfied wvith these intrinsically rational stmctures? We seem to return to the opposition that 

Hegel thought he had resolved in Kant's philosophy, the tension between the social unity, or totalitv, 

required by morality and Our persona1 happiness. For Adorno this residual tension \vil1 be a sign that the 

Hegelian identity is mere ideology. His amver is to turn the dialettic agaiwt itself: 

The matters of tme philosophicaI interest at this point in history are those in which Hegel, agreeing Mth 
tradition, expresseci his disinterest- They are non-conceptudity, individuality, and particularity - things 
which ever since Plato used to be dismisseci as transitory and insignifiant, and which Hegel labeled "lazy 
Esistenz." Philosophy's theme would consist of the qdit ies it downgrades as contingent, as a quantite 
negligeable. A matter of urgency to the concept would be what it fails to cover, what its abstractionist 
mechanism eliminates, what is not already a case of the concept (Negative Dialectics 8). 

As wvith Hegel's diatectic, the goal is complete identity between concept and its 'object'. Within this 

perspective, the mark of inadequacy is determined by the amount of resistance met with. The Hegelian 

synthesis is condemned upon its owvn grounds. Its conviction, howvever. brings for Adorno new promise: 

The supposition of identity is indeed the ideologicd element of pure thought. al1 the way dowvn to formal 
logic; but hidden in it is also the tmth moment of ideology, the pledge that there should be no 
contradiction no an tagonism (Negative Dialectics 1-1.9). 

Within this moment of resistance is. Adorno suggests, the hope of redemption. What is necessant for 

Adorno is not the premature reconciliation that laves difference esduded by decree but real interpretive 

adequacy: "Dialectics unfolds the difference behveen the particular and the universal, dictated by the 

universal.. . .Reconcilement wvould release the non-identical. would rid it of coercion" (Negative Dialectics 

The pst-modernist. Nietzsche for esample, would argue however, that the quest for adequacy is 

misguided. Unlike Adorno - attempting to force concepts to speak against their otni inadequacy, to break 

through the armature of conceptual repression restraining the prevailing -stem of expression - Nietzsche 

\vil1 argue that concepts are. necesçariIy. repressive in character. Repression, for Nietzsche, is a necessary 

condition for expression. By means of the identifjing@rce of its Iogic, concepts. or universals make equal 

or identical. what are in fact unequal or wholly peculiar: 

Evey word instantIy becomes a concept precisely insofar as it is not supposed to serve as a reminder of 
the unique and entirely individual original esperience to which it owes its origin; but rather, a word 
becornes a concept insofar as it simultaneously has to fit countless more or less similar cases - which 
means, purely and simply, cases which are never equal and thus altogether unequal. Every concept anses 
from the equation of unequal things. Just as it is certain that one lcaf is never the same as another, so it is 
certain that the concept "Icaf' is formed by arbitrarily discarding these individual differences and by 



forgetting the disùnguishing aspects (Philosoph-v and Tmth 83). 

items are then found or rather are socially constructed, to present an equivalence of meaning with respect 

to some set of defining interests. Through the unifying force of Our categories rve are abIe to cognitively 

subsume, and therefore practically manage, an indefinite number of particular objects and wents. This 

identity of meaning remains howevet relative to the contest of value in t e m  of which such espressions of 

quivalence are sough~ What could othenvise e.\pIain why, in marking certain features of an altogether 

unique item, equal to itself alone, we select these particular aspects of it to be essentid to its rneaning or 

identity, and escfude other aspects of its singular identity as inessential? Given that we share, broadIy 

speaking. the same discursive contest. and must therefore conduct ourselves in t e m  of the interpretive 

structure it presents, it is no accident that tve are called upon to make the same conceptual distinctions. It 

is for this reason that we. in Nietzsche's terms, have a moral duty "to lie according to fised convention" 

(Phi/osophy and Trufh 84). By this Nietzsche simply means chat we must a11. as a necessary condition of 

social coherence, make our faIse equivalencies in the same manner. NoYck broaches this same issue rvhen 

he discusses the fact that tve, in our various occupations. are always required to be attentive to certain 

aspects of the tvork environment to the necessary exclusion of othen. These aspects define, for one who is 

professionalfy interested, 'what is realIy going on'. Our attention to them. Our gaining a sense of what is 

now happening, requires that we s h a  through and esclude emaneous detail. Aspects of the situation 

which have no relevance to the meaning that ive are constnrcting. relative to our defining interests, are 

then "de jure or de facto" ignored (The Exn~~iined Li/e 122). This irnplies. retuming to our earlier 

discussion of judicial decision. that though the jurors are interpretively biased, they are required to k so 

in an instinitionally responsible fashion. Certain biases. those that the particular individual may harbor. 

a n  be mlcd out as dexlant or merely irrelevant. In the broader social circumstance this picture is 

problematized by the fact chat we do not al1 share the same interpretive space. We often are found lacking 

a structure of authority that can determine, unambiguously, xvhat the right decision in a particular case is. 

Conflicts in interpretation occur as people structure their judgements in rvays that make sense from their 

particuIar contem of decision. One mua be careful not to esaggerate the scope of this interpretive play, 

hon.e~er, to do so would subject Our social judgements to the threat of radical subjecticism. n i e  



mbjectivist, as we have seen, is unable to account for the possibility of a shared logical space and 

consequentiy unable to eqdain how social coherence is first possible. We might also point out that even in 

the purportedIy closed systern of judicial judgement interpretive challenge is ongoing. This does not, 

howvever, prevent practitioners from sharing, within the process of interpretive stmggle, enough 

presuppositions to rnake institutionally coherent decisions. Within this conte-xt there simply d l  not be 

enough room for some meanings, though through continued practice discursive moves once nrled out of 

court may later find institutional favor- Thus there is no absence of an objective, though evolving 

standard, against which interpretations can be tested. This phenomenological fact that Nozick discusses is 

then simply the microcosmic equivalent to the process through which our social rneanings are 

Just because observation has been socially trained. fised b~ education and because classifications and 
appraisals deposited in language have. from the very beginning, woven themselves into every perception 
and opinion socially determined qualities are an inextricable part of any object. And whenwer the notion 
of truth or falsity cornes into play, the socially prescribed feature stands out as the rightful, the 
authoritative, the definition of the object. in contrast wvith the tendency of the individual to regard it in an 
interest which is not merely private, but, according to current convention illicit - anti-social. From the 
standpoint of prrictical cornmon sense. to sap that the truth involves a distinction of the thing, as ir is in 
itself, the "real" thing. from the thing as it appears or is merely conceived to be, is to insist precisely upon 
the contrast between a social prescription as authoritative and a persona1 regard as ternpting but fohidden 
(Huntan Nature and Conducf 17). 

This interpretive violence, forcing the concrete particular, identical to itself alone, to speak to 

equivalence of meaning it would not othenvise espress, is then intrinsic to the use of concepts and not 

then something Ive could avoid. Nor can the dialectical approach resolve this irreducible tension benveen 

concept and object. Our discussion oFsubjett positions confirms Our view that amongst those 'objects' that 

ive subsume under inadequate concepts Ive must number people. As Adorno properly recognizes. real 

"reconciIement would release the non-identical , would rid it of coercion" (Negarive Dialectics 6). As the 

discussion a h v e  suggests. howvever, this hope appears to be completely quisotic. Contrary to Hegel, there 

is no necessary. transcendental arrangement governing which aspects of an individual wve m u t  

acknowledge as essential to his 'rational realization', no single, objective mauis of weights constituting 

one's identity wvithin an established subject position. As ive shall see, one's ethnicity, sesual orientation, 

gender, indeed an? fcature at a11 ma? assume. and do so for only as Iong as it proves conducive to this 



wolving persons interests, the role of the cenîral uniQing value, or essence. To say this is to free Nozick's 

discussion of personal identity, and the weightings that one uses to give form to it, from unrvarranted 

restriction. It remains tme hotvever, that although there are no universal, tnnscendental limits upon 

identity schernes, there are always social constraints. One's self conception must fit, perhaps with a degree 

of dialectical play, intelligibly within the shared logical space of society. These constraints are subject to 

revision, as those with dwiant, peripheral schernes struggle to have their W e r n  of weightings receive the 

social supports necessary for them to truly 'act out their identities'. 

This also esplains tvhy Adorno's dialectic remains alwriys only negative. ReaI reconciliation is 

al\vays deferred, as irreducibte difference continues to speak against the 'lie of identity'. It is for this 

reason that Adorno's philosophy has the appeannce of a negative theology as utopia is perpetuaily 

postponed. A strongpritm fncie case can then be made for indicting Adorno of the crime for which Hegel 

had long ago condemned Kant. The concept of "infinite progress* is simply a contradiction in terms. 

What one really has theorized is not progress. only perpetual change. It is this conclusion that the p s t -  

rnodernist niIl both acknowledge and endorse. 

We see the relevance of this discussion to the moral reaIm. In a concept, rnurder for instance, Ive 

rnake. through Our conceptual arrangement of the details, an event. -tient to itseU aIone, speak to a 

meaning it would not othenvise espress. We do so on the basis of presewing social order. There is no 

question here of rmealing the eteml. immutable essence of 'murder in itself. Socially, we do have our 

justifications for attending to certain aspects of the case nther than others. As our discussion suggests, it 

is perspectival interest that will determine the shape uuth will bar. Thus in subsuming an event under the 

concept of murder. we are interpretively constructing it according to social demands. Given that no 

murder is mer the same as. or equal to, any other. and tliat ive mus& nevertheless. make these interpretivc 

judgernents in order to rest a coherence of social meaning from the 'Hericlitean flus' of disordered 

particulm. we must agree uith Foucault that paver and tmth are not mutually esclusive categories: 

The important thing here, I believe, is that tmth isn't outside power. or lacking in power ... Tmth is a 
thing of b i s  world: it is produced only by virtue of multiple forms of constraint. And it induces regular 
effects of porver. Each society has its regirne of truth, its 'general politics of truth: that is, the types of 
discourse which it accepu and rnakes hnction as true; the mechanisms and instances which enabte one to 
distinguish uue and false staternents. the means by which each is sanctioned; the techniques and 
procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth: the status of those who are charged uith saying what 



counts as G e  ("~ower/~nowled~e 13 1). 

In any social conteh3 there will be perspectives, opinions, and practices that are, implicitiy or 

explicitly, in tension with the established institutional boundaries governing the social production of 

meaning. These institutions both produce, or rather continually reproduce, these meanings, and, in 

dialectid fashion, presuppose them. As a necessary condition to preserve interpretive coherence, some 

interpretive esclusion \vil1 howevcr be necessaq. As the e.sample of slavery in America demonstrates, this 

simple, mechanical reproduction of meaning can and is, to some de- or other, always being altered. 

This alteration occurs in the manner descriid earlier. The perceptual features to which a large number of 

interested agents want to draw attention, to see socially acknowledged. are pressed upon prevailing 

opinion and assumption. At one time, for esample, a husband could not rape his wife. It s a s  in the 

strictest logical sense, inconceivable. AnalyticaIly embedded in the concept 'rape' \vas the necessa- 

criterion, not mamed to the assailant. This intrinsic or essential feature to the identity of a rape, becarne, 

through the determinate political prasis of feminists, an altogether estrinsic fature of the crime. To 

incorporate this meaning, to socially digest it, required abandoning the view that the man \vas the d e r  of 

the house. that the wife esisted merely as an extension of his properp. Although in the detemination of 

fact the marital relation might be relevant, as far as the meaning of the crime is concerned, it is no more 

rdevant than the color of the assailant's hair. Thus through this agency. we find it socially and morally 

obligatory to ignore the mariol relatiowhip in the determination of lau? With Foucault, we m u s  

Raisiting our dimission of Jim in appendis ii, ive see that certain aspects of his k ing  were socially 
defined as central to his identity, other aspects. those to which Huck became attentive, were ignored or 
rather, repressed from the prevailing social consciousness. For Huck, the coherence of his ex-perience 
seemed to demznd ;i raision in the established conceptual order - a raision that would create the 
discursive space nithin which the perceptual elements he found central to his understanding of Jim's 
identity could be discursively and therefore rnaterially inscribed. 

As the above discussion suggests. a social meaning, once lying in the cultural unconsciousness, 
assumed unambiguously valid. escept for socially negligible radicals - of which the women's movement 
was said to have been composed - a n  move ever firrther toivard open contestation. At this point there 
simply is no clear 'faci of the matter', no shared standard against which an individual can test their 
judgement. Even though Ive are hard pressxi to find a meaning that is not, somewhere, challenged by 
someone, it rernains the case that society is not thrateneci svih nihilistic despair, facing open interpretive 
dispute on al1 fronts. Though there remains, for instance, those in our society tvho maintain, against near 
universaï opinion, that our former concept of tape nas the right one this does not seriously threaten our 
conviction in the rectitude of our current judgements in this matter. Functioning societies have, as a 
condition of their possibility. relatively stable shared social meanings. Thus there remain objective 
rneanings that pro\lde structure and direction to our indi\.iduals' lives. 



acknowledge that to conceive of potver as alwvays only repressive is to ignore its productive aspects: 

iF power were never anything but repressive, if it never did anything but to say no, do you t b k  one would 
be brought to obey ? What makes power hold good, what makes it accepted, is simpiy the fia that it 
doesn't only weigh on us as a force ihat says no, but ihat it traverses and produces things, it induces 
pleasure, forms of knowiedge, produces discome (PowerKhorvledge 1 19). 

The Hegelian vision imagined that there ms a rational necessity determining the direction of 

change. This view howvever presupposes the very criterion of adequacy that wve have just calleci into 

question. What then determines the direction social change wvill take? Certainly Ive can and do change our 

social rneanings in Iight of subsequent esperience. This need not be interpreted as getting progressively 

closer to the "truth" \nit large. Rather, speaking in economic terms. societ). wvill find it sometimes less 

costty, in the face of raistance. to open itself up to new meanings, to becorne attentive to features it once 

escluded. This is a point to tvhich Nozick has already spoken. In our theoreticaI unifications, judgements 
* 

of value wiil play a decisive. if oAen unacknowledged. role in determining what gets unifled and what gets 

theoretically discarded: 

Whethet to reject a particular hypothesis. or instead to accept it but make theoretical modif~cations 
elsewhere to accommodate apparently coniïicting data. depends upon how good the resulting overall 
theones would be. This wvould depend be determined by sorne measure of the overaII goodness of a theory, 
compared to that of competing theories, taking account of its fit to the data and to the ongoing probIem 
situation, its e~~lanatory  power. sirnplicitv, theoretical fruitfitlness. and coherence wvith an esisting body 
of knowledge (The Exanrineci Lue 277). 

This principle applies to the unification of competing meanings Ive wish to realize in society. To preserve 

those structures, moral and otherwvise, that our agency presupposes, realizing certain chenshed meanings, 

wvill require escluding other incompatible values. Certain meanings. the data Ive are addressing here, will 

not be able to coherentIy integrate thernselves in a way that does not cost more in social terms than their 

wvorth would compensate us for. Thus wve do not becorne subject to the nihilistic relativity of values that 

Nietzsche feared tvould resuIt from our rejection of trans-historical values. This implies also, that the logic 

of the social, in terms of which our individual actions are oriented, excludes at the same time as it 

includes. It necessarily represses as it provides the conditions for us to espress. This is simpIy to reinforce 

Our earlier point about the productive quality of power. Not able to provide discursive inscription to al1 

perceptions and desires. society (used once again as a convenient abstraction) will alter its meanings in a 



manner that is most economical, involving the greatest unity at the lem cost. The interpretive pull toward 

change will overcome the inertia of conventional wvisdom- This might mean, as the re-conceptualization of 

rape demonstrates, the reversa1 of the categories of the essentia1 and the contingent, We cannot hotvever 

open ourseIves up to al1 rneanings. Certain meanings will be too expensive in terms of our long held 

values. With this we of course return to Our interpretive wholistic position, sans the notion of teleology. 

This same principle applies to the kinds of identifications ive make of individuais. This dialectic 

is explicitiy narcissistic. 1 will stmggle against any form placed upon me unless 1 find my seIfhood in it, 

To find categories and stable subject positions that would a m e r  each particular agent's interests, as 

Hegel recognized, is impossible. Nozick alludes to this irreducible tension in the following: 

1 a n  l a v e  room in my [social] conception of you for your osvn selfconception. 1 can lave  a space, a 
place-holder, in my general conception of what constitutes a person, to be filled in, for each person, by his 
own weighted sum of dimensions which fises what wvill be his own weighted sum of dimensions which 
fmes what wilI be his own closest continuer. My conception of him is as someone whose identity is 
partialIy fised by his otvn self-conception. This may not be as much leewy as he would like; it leaves him 
only some choice within my (largely filled in) general conception of a person ... Some uniformity of 
delimitation is achieved in a social matris- Renards and punishrnent will lead to a boundary in a 
particular location along given innate salient features or dimensions. Recalcitrant individuals who act on 
their daiant  classifications wherein part of their own body includes someone else's arms, wili be 
punished. insti tu tionalized. or killed (Philosophicnl Ekpfanntions 108). 

The sorts of deviations that most frequently concem us socially are not the "innîte" salient features that 

Nozick speaks of. Indeed, one is hard pressed to determine how such features could be identifred non- 

relationally, which is to say socially. The source of real social tension are those deviations in self 

conception that challenge the curent social discursive terrain. In Nozick's terms. individuals want to have 

their particular matris of weightings that constitute their particular self-conceptions socially respected. 

For most of us the discursive space preesists our expressive needs. For others, however, no such space is 

as yet available. To satisQ them \vil1 necessitate changes to our institutional life, necessary to provide the 

conditions this change presupposes. Nozick, in the folloning. recognizes. unlike Hegel, the legitimate 

possibility of cultures having very different interpretive matrices: categorks essential to us, representing 

peripheral values for them and the reverse: 

The choices that are viewed as significant and central to a person's Iife and selfdefinition may Vary from 
culture to culture - we a n  imagine science fiction situations where others view as trivial the choices we 
hold as centrally important while kiewing other choices (trivial to us) as of great signifiunce. In that 



society, the domain of autonomy might appropriately be demarcated differently (Philosaphical 
Explanations 502). 

This ciifference is of course played out on a srnaller, l e s  ciramatic, s a l e  within sociely. In fàct, retuniing 

to a theme Nozick discusses as far back as A-S.U., he poinis out that the differences in weightings and 

values that strucnire our lives, make anything like an absolute interpretive social synthesis imposshle: 

[Fjeople are merent .  They differ in tempenment, interests, intellectual ability, aspirations, natural bent, 
spiritual quests, and the kinds of like they wish to Iead. Ttiey diverge in the values they have and have 
different wveigh tings of the vaIues they share (3 10). 

The implication is. as Foucault points out, that the dialectic of identity carmot be brought to some stable, 

uitimate resolution: 

Humnity does noc progress from combat to combat until it arrives at universal reciprocity, where the d e  
of law finally replaces warfare; humanity installs each of its violences in a system of d e s  and thus 
proceeds from domination to domination (Lnnguage, Counter-Mertioîy, Practice 150). 

We can see in this recognition a freeing of Hegelian philosophy from the Onto-Theological 

baggage inherited from Kant. This recognition does not, however, bring us back, fidl circle, to social 

atomistic anarchy. What works to prmrent radical interpretive chaos is the fact that Ive, each of us as 

inditiduals. always rernain centered by a shared social interpretive contest. It is important to note that we 

are not making a prescriptive judgement. The suggestion is not that one oright to assume the side of 

conservatisrn to prevent the unrecognized consequences of one's actions from spinning out of control. 

This pnnciple rnerdy describes the conditions which articulate disagreements presuppose; it points out 

that in each particular case of interpretive stniggle. there is a greater content whose validity we wilI both, 

if only implicitly, necessarily acknowledge. For disagreements or differences to be articulate differences, 

disagreements about which the contending parties a n  make sense - can understand the intention, 

relevance and signifieance of the particular assertion - the confiicting parties mua share enough 

assumptions, indeed the major body of assumptions. to be able to render each others 'moves' intelligible. 

Only then can they undertake the process of determining the relative merit of the opponent's position. 

Unlike Adorno and Hegel. who posit a necessary content that is preserved and furthered in this struggle - 

accounting in this way for stability and continuity, locating dissension at remove from this intrinsically 



valuable content - we need oniy point out that although people a n  and do disagree over where the real 

tensions lie, in each such instance the conflicting parties wvill implicitly share a broader context of 

interpretive agreement. It is by virtue of playing the same 'discursive game' that one can make sense of 

the strategic moves others wïsh to make. This alIows us then to test the relative merits of various critical 

agendas against the particular Nuchire and esigencies of our shared social conted4.  Various groups will 

howvever find the institutional boundaries impinging upon them in different places. There are no a priori, 

or transcendentai grounds determining which direction, if any, subsequent change will take. This l ads  us 

to recognize, wvith Laclau and Mouffe* "the incomplete, open, and political negotiable character of every 

identity" (Hegeniony and Socialist Strategv 104). Identities are then, never complete, as for Hegel, but are 

constantiy undergoing the process of re-negotiation. Contraiy to Hegel and Mars, there are no objective or 

essential interests that social forms esist simply to represent. Rather, lines of division, determining where 

one's real interests lie. are constantly undergoing re-inscription. Are the Iines of division most 'adequately 

represented* in terms of gender, ethnicity, religious fl~liation, sesuai orientation, or economic statu? Or 

none of the above? Perhaps srnokers versus non-smokers? As our discussion suggests, these Iines of social 

articulation wi11 be constnicted. and replaced. as those situated wvithin the wiai dialectic find 

rnost strategically valuable: 

Political practice does not recognize class interests and then represent them: it constitutes the interests 
which it represents .... The 'ivinning over of agents to their historical interests' is, quite simply an 
articulato~ practice which constructs a discourse wherein the concreate demands of a group - the 
industrial wvorkers - are conceived as steps towards a toial liberation involving the overcorning of 
capitatism. Undoubtedly, there is no necessity for these demands to be articulated in this way. But nor is 
there an essential necessity for them to be articulated in any other wvay, given that, as wve have seen, the 
relation of articulation is not a relation of necessity. What the discourse of 'historia1 interests* does is to 
hegenronire certain dernands (Negenrony and Socicilist Strategu 1 20). 

nie political realm is not then dwoured by tnith. The (social) practice of tmth, as our discussion 

'' This point rendeo the Platonic question moot. As Stanley Fish points out, on- this kind of situated or 
perspectival cnticism has any ral currency. Only critique that can be tested against our social conte13 
cames esistential wveight. Such critique speaks to issues as they are currently socially, rnaterially and 
historically stnictured: its assertions of tmth can then be tested against Our current material contest. 
Transcendent truth. on the other hancl. by definition not bound to any particular condition, nor identir~able 
with any perspectival production, would not therefore, in Fish's elegant phrase, "bc ctothed in any of the 
guises that would render it available to the darkened glasses of mortal - that is. temporally Iimited - man 
(There 's No Such Thing -4s Free Speech 8). 



demomtmtes, is replaced by politics, or nther, is showvn, as Stanley Fish points out, to have been politics 

al1 along. It is to this conclusion that the Noùkean trajectory ultimately leads. We do not finci, with Hegel, 

an al1 constituting, transcendental, self-identical subject at the end of history. Rather we mus agree when 

Foucault says the followïng: 

I do indeed believe that there is no sovereign, founding subject, a univerd form of subject to be found 
eveq-îvhere. I am vexy skeptical of this view of the subject and very hostile to it. 1 believe, on the conuary, 
that the subject is constituted through practices of subjection, or, in a more autonomous way, through 
practices of likration (Politics, Philosophy, Culture 50). 

The se& its meanings, its discursive positioning, are then what is in fact constituted. Although, of course, 

the self can alter, through its agency, the very conditions under which it is constructed. There is no 

stepping outside o c  or above hisîoty, no realm of truth that is not implicated in the "messiness" of the 

political. This is a theme that unifies the earlier and Iater Nozick's tvork; only this time, Nozick does not 

fmd himself within the reified libertarian framework. which, contra- to its own self-understanding, does 

not allow individuals to pursue ndicalty different 'Iifestyles'. Like al1 social games, oniy certain moves 

can be made within i t: 

One persistent stnnd in utopian thinking ... is the fceiing tliat there is some set of pnnciples obvious 
enough to be accepted by al1 men of good rvitl. precise enough to give unambiguous guidance in particular 
situations, clear enough so that al1 \vil1 realize its dictates, and complete enough to cover al1 problems 
which actually will arise. Since 1 do not assume that there are such principles, 1 do not assume that the 
political realm \vil1 ivither away. The messiness of the details of a political apparatus and the details of 
hom it is to be controlled and limited do not fit easily into one's hopes for a sleek, simple utopian scheme 
(harch.v. Stnte, and Utopin 3 3 0). 

Although providing us with the interpretiwve resources to theorize identity. both at the level of the 

individual and the social. Nozick's work does not - nor do we believe any work can - give us any special 

authority in the construction of our criticallinterpretive judgements. We simply do not have access to an 

apolitical pIace of transcendence from which to mark out the field of social stniggle. The resources 

provided us are of value descriptively. not prescriptively. Unable to transcend the political, we must 

acknowledge that ive. political philosophers. are caught up in the sarne ongoing process of negotiating our 

discursive space as are others. 



It is with Kant that the attempt is first made to iden@, in a cnticaily warranteci fashion, those 

conditions necessary to bring unity to bear both upon this implicitiy antagonistic diversity of individuals, 

and the similar hostility tocated within each particular individual. In this m y  Kant gives theoretical 

acknowledgment to the s p e d k  virtues of both the libertarian and totalitarian positions. At the outset, it is 

clear that the Hobbesian sovereign, whose specific aim is to protide the coherent "regulating" (Leviathan 

148) of social actions will not fùlly anmer Kant's theoretical needs; although the fear motivating both 

theorists is the same. First, although the Letiathan might establish a certain Iimited coherence amongst 

ipdividuals within the state through the repression of incompatible diversity, it can provide nothing of a 

similar sort for the interna1 life of the individual. Given the fact of subjective autonomy, there mut, Kant 

argues, be a psychological correlate to the unity imposed by the sovereign in the political realrn. For Kant, 

this sovereign of the sou1 \vil1 be reason. abIe to esercise. Iike the Hobbesian leviathan, its "autocratie" 

(Lectures on Ethics 110) niIl upon the contingent, othenvise unruly, desires. One shouid take note in the 

following the reference Kant makes in the following to "a certain nbble" making eqlicit the analogy to 

the state absent the uni& imposed by the force of the sovereign. 

There is in man a certain rabble of acts of sensibility which has to be vigilantly disciplined, and kept 
under strict rule, men to the point of applying force to make it submit to the ordinances of govemment. 
This rabble does not natunlly confom to the mle of the understanding. yet it is good only in so far as it 
does ço conform (Lectures on Ethics 138). 

The "govemancen of prudence. however enlightened. simply cannot perform the requisite urufjing task. 

It cannot do so because, in intrinsic abstract terms, as the discussion of feIicity reminds us, in the tabble of 

Our contingent desires no one desire stands above or outside al1 others such rhat it could operate as a 

Our actions must be regulated if they are to hamonize. and their regdation is effected by the moral iaw. 
A pragmatic rule, cannot do this. Pragrnatic rules may make our actions consistent with our own wviI1, but 
they wvill not bnng them into harmony wvith the tvills of othcrs: in point of fnct the-v ntay nor men ntake 
therri consistent ivith our oicn riil1 (Lecrures on EtI7ics. my i talics 1 7). 



The sovereign as conceived by Hobbes, also contradicts the principle of autonomy. As ive shall see, 

hoivever, Kant is unable. finally, to satisfactorily answer the problem of esernality, or in his t e m ,  

heteronomy, that his critical phiiosophy has first isolated. 

Kant believes that by locating the moral Iatv in the very constitution of the subject he c m  avoid 

the Platonic probIem noted earlier, raising both the skepticat problem already alluded to, and the problem 

of "heteronomy" implied by the imposition of an elqernal law upon the self defining subject: 

[AjIthough in the concept of duty ive think of subjection to the law, yet we also at the same time attribute 
to the person who fiilfills al1 his duties a certain sublimity and d i g n i ~  For it is not in so far as he is 
mbject to the law that he has sublimity, but nther in so far as, in regard to this very same law, he is at the 
same time iîs author and is subordinated to it only on this ground (Groundrvork 107). 

In locating the principle of unity in the faculty of reason he has thus esplained bath the radical autonorny, 

& independence of the individual (Hobbes' point). and established in the same gesîure, a critical warrant 

for Locke's belief in a universally binding moral order. Located within the subject , the law, unlike 

Locke's. is consistent with. or internai to. our freedom, and as necessarily present in the very constitution 

of al1 subjects. the moral lai\: is at the same time univeml and transcendent: 

If the ivill seeks the Iaw that is to determine it an.vvhere efse than in the fitness of its maums for its own 
making of universal la\-if therefore in going b o n d  itself it seeks this Iaw in the character of any of its 
objects- the d t  is always heteronon~v. In that case the will does not give itself the law, but the object 
[e-g. God or the Platonic Forms] does so in tirtue of its relation to the will (Grounthvork 108). 

The Kantian Critical Philosophy has then raised serious questions regarding the theoretical 

sdliciency of the libertarian position. Libermrianisrn had asmmed an autonomy of the subject - at 

minimum h a t  presupposed in coherent agency - that its epistemological orientation is completely unabte 

to provide the necessary conditions for. This critical challenge thus scrves to rnove Nozick's politicai 

philosophy dong in our imaginative narrative. Our narrative cannot end here tvith Kant however. Though 

acknowIedging the force of Kant's critique, Nozick, folloning Hegel, ivill fÏnd that it fails to meet the 

criticaI standards it has estabiished for itseIf, and against which libemrianism ivas judged and ws 

subsequently found tvanting: 

[The critical Philosophy] is opposed only to dogrnatisrn, that is, to the presumption that it is possible to 
make progress iiith pure knowledge, according to principles, from concepts alone (those that are 
phiIosophical), as reason has long k e n  in the habit of doing: and that it is possible to do this without 



having first investigated in what and by what right reason has come into possession of these concepts. 
Dogmatism is thus the dogmatic procedure of pure reason, without previous cnticisrn of its own potvers 
(The Critique of Pure Reason 32). 

In what foIlows 1 hope to make evident the extent to which Kant and the critical philosophy 

transgresses against its oïvn law To anticipate, Nozick, for reasons Hegel first alludes to, will find Kant 

guilty of harboring wiihin his practical philosophy certain pre-critical postdates, necessary to preserve the 

systematic coherence of his architectonic, that his theoretical conclusions have, already, forbidden him the 

use of, Rather than reason becoming M ~ c i e n t  unto itself, cIaiming the autonomy upon which the 

unconditional dignity of human beings is said to rest, it is lead by following the path Kant maps out, to 

reverse itself, to become its owvn antithesis. The Fint Critique, or reason in its theoretid employment, 

dernonstrateci, against the dogmatists, reason's inability to make theoretical use out of concepts whose 

validity couid not be tested against any possible espenence. This Kant. the Kant of the critical philosophy, 

undermines the pretensions of the grand -stem builden constructing their edifices upon specious 

foundations. Yet, by the time ive reach Kant's moral philosophy, reason. at Ieaa in its practical 

emplojment, and against its onm stated intentions, becomes grounded, not in Wear and distinct" ideas, 

concepts whose wvarnnted assertability have b e n  assured. but nther in the very same notions that Kant 

requind us to dismiss as dogmatic. God the immortality of the soul, freedom as intellectual causation, al1 

retum holding the same reIative positions they heid for the dogmatist. Reason becomes faith. Reason, 

which had sought " compIete vstematic unity with itself" (ne Cririque of Pure Reason 633)' fin& iwlf 

in a state of interna1 contradiction. Rather than realizing (in both senses) its implicit autonomy, it fin& 

itself owing a debt. in principIe. it c m  never repay. Placed before the scrutiny of its own critical ejfes. 

thesc posîdates - God, immortality and freedom as caumtion, conditions which, ive might say, in the form 

of a transcendental deduction. his moral philosophy necessarily presupposes - fail to meet the standards of 

aidence reason has established for itself It should be cIear that Hegel and Nozick, implicitiy, perform a 

critique, understood in its Kantian intention. upon Kant himself. It would then be a mistake to equate such 

a project with "criticisrn" narrowly understood. Nozick and Hegel are best understood as furthering rather 

than rejecting the critical project. As ive have seen Kant. although not adequately resolving them 

identifies through his critical apparatus. contradictions that were. pnor to hirn, unrecognized or 



approached with the undisciplineci "rhapsodicW thinking of the romantics. This critique d l  trace the root 

of Kant's unresolved contradictions to the manner in which he understands the faculty of reason to 

operate. Because he, like the early Nozick, begins his project assuming the validity of the atomiaic 

epistemological tradition he inherits, he is driven to improperly conceptmlize the faculty of reason. 

Although distancing himself from this tradition, he does not rnake the decisive break that Nozick and 

Hegel wvill find necessary if the tensions Kant first isolates are to be fùlly responded to. Like the Hobbesian 

sovereign of the political realn Kant is able to conceive reason only on analogy to an external sword, 

irnposing its regdative law upon an othenvise unruly "rabble". References to moral "Kingdom" and 

"Sovereignty" are common. 

The t m  Nozick and Hegel will rnake to interpretive holism can best be undemood as a 

radicalization of Kant's concept of rason. The espression of a rational life continues to be the coherent 

unity and stable integration. as opposed to dissonant aggression, of the individual moments of a person's 

Me. Both Nozick and Hegel wvill however find vestiges of precritical thought within Kant's concept of 

reason. This causes Kant to continue to hold ont0 a notion of the self that is. as we shall see. an 

unwvarranted Onto-theological inheritance. For Kant the phenomenal self, characterized by growth. 

change, dwelopment. in short. a self that possesses neither a fised. produring nature, nos any identifiable 

etemal essence, cannot be accepted as the real self. Though Hume points. as we have seen, to the absence 

of any essential identity in introspection. Kant properly recognizes the critical warrant for presupposing a 

self that is more than a flux of random perceptual esperiences. Followving the transcendental deductive 

method, Kant wvill see the noumenal self as the condition without wvhich our esperiences could not be 

unified so as to belong to any single. identifiable self. Given that our experiences are uniquely our own, 

and can be cIaimed by the self to whom they belong, Kant feels justifîed in positing a nournenal self 

e-usting behind the phenomenal one. Hegel and Nozick acknowledge the critical warrant for the positing 

of a uniQing seIf: but find this nominal self simply a Cartesian "sou1 pellet" by another name. As 

noumenal, this self, by definition, stands outside the evolving world of appearances, much like the 

political sovereign at remove from the cornpeting interests of his subjects. This phenomenal world of 

esperience however is. as Kant himself points out. the only one to which we have any access. rational or 



othenvise. In this wvorld, the one of appearances, the seff, as Kant concedes, is never esperienced as 

unchanging. The noumenal self. situated outside the phenomenal realm, imposing its Iegislative authority 

upon the phenomenal self, cannot but, contrary to Kant, appear in the manner of an extemal authoriîy. By 

separating the noumenal from the phenornenal self in this fashion, the regulative unity ofreason thrit the 

noumenal self imposes upon the moral sphere necessarily appears as an ekqernal law, imposing its dwire 

for order without interest, or  regard, as indeed Kant demands, to the evolving interests and needs of the 

phenomenal, that is to say, the always situated seif. Indeed, situated out side the world of esperience, this 

noumenal self can have no real interest, which for Kant would be necessarily heterogamous, other than to 

esert its own Iaw, dictatonalIy upon it. For reason to possess any such interest , pathologicai in Kant's 

terms, would be tum reason once again into a mere slave: 

The power of the sou1 over a11 our faculties and circumnances to make them submit to its fke  and 
uhdetennined will is autocntic. Man mut  give this authority its full xope: othenvise he becomes a 
plaything of other forces and impressions which withstand his \vil1 and prey to the caprice of accident and 
circurnstance. If he surrenders authon- over himsclf, his imagination has free play; he cannot discipline 
himself, but his imagination cames him a\\ay...he yields willingly to his s e m .  and becomes their toy 
and they may his judgement (Lectures on Ethics 140). 

NI real interest is thus ~qinted uith sensuousncss, making our attention to it heteronomous. The 

phenomenal self must therefore remain in scnltude. in this case, as Hegel, points out, to the despotism of 

reason. Although, as Ive have seen, Kant believes that because the Iegislative authority resides within  our 

o m  reason it, for that reason. no longer appears as an alien force. It should be clear however, that the 

phenornenal self, like Kafka's K. "standing before the l a s ,  finding its interests neglected and disparaged, 

a n  find this sovereign. to whom, as noumenal, it cannot petition. as estemal as any other sovereign. 

I n d d  Kant seerns to concede as much in the folloning: "the very fact that it is ourseIves tve seek to 

master makes it dificult. for ihen Our powers are dividea. sensibility is in conflict with the understanding" 

(Lectures on Ethics 139). Or again, "but internalIy we are not free: each of us is bound by the necessary 

and essential end of hurnanity. Every obligation is a kind of compulsion" (Lectures on Ethics 30). This 

state of interna1 division. sepanting the inclinations, having theit origins in sensibility, from the demands 

of reason or m o n l i ~ ,  opens for Kant a chasm that can be bridged, as we shall see, only by means of pre- 

critical postulates. In the absence of which. however. the q-stematic un@ reason itself demands, would 



not pertain. Reason would remain forever divided against itself. 

The above discussion aIso raises for Kant the problem of eqdaining how reason, if not directeci 

by any actual situated interests the subject has, indeed often requiring the repression of such interest, can, 

at the same time, still be "practical". That is. how a n  reason, afier excluding from its motive force 

anything from the side of the inctinations, ensure that its law will be complied wvith? As Kant notes, moral 

"dispositions compel men to do violence to their inclinations" (Lectures on Ethics 105). Kant hoivever 

dram analogy to reason's operation in its theoretical employment: "conceniing itseif exclusiveIy tvith 

absolute totality in the emphyrnent of the concepts of the understanding, and endeavor to carry the 

sqnthetic unity, which is thought in the category, up to the comptetely unconditioned (Critique of Pure 

Reason 315)". That is. reason seeks to impose a similar regu1atik.e unip upon the moral sphere. Reason. 

as noted earlier, contrary to Hume. thus has its otvn interests. interests which are intrinsically hostile to 

those of the appetitive self: 

the understanding, obviously, can judge. but to give this judgement of the undemanding a cornpeIIing 
force, to make it an incentive that can rnotre the wïll to perform the action - this is the philosopher's stone! 
The understanding [later the fûcutty of reason as distinct from the understanding] takes account of 
everything which has a bearing on its rule. It accepts a11 those things which conform to the rule and 
opposes those which conflict with it. But immoral actions confiict with the rute; they cannot be made a 
universal d e ;  the understanding, is, therefore. hostile to them as they are hostile to its principle. Thus in 
a sense a motive force is embedded in the individual in virtue of its own [rationaIl nature (Lectures on 
Ethics 44). 

As is apparent hoivever. this "hostility" remains perpetually unresolwd. Because the faculty of 

reason is e~qernal in its legislative hnction, distinct from a11 other interests. no unity. the hannony reason 

is yet compelled to achieve, can, in principle. wer be realized. We are condemned to perpetual stnrggle 

t i t h  ourrelves. between two irreconcilable sets of interests, each attempting to esert hegemony over the 

other. It remains an open question if the strength of the moral imperative can. in fact. win the war it has 

declared and upon which Our autonomy is thought to rest: 

These duties and the dignity of humani@ demand that man should have no passion or emotion, but though 
this is the pnnciple, it is open to question whether man mn really achieve so much (Lectures on Ethics 
146). 

This open question is soon closed: " N o  one tvho has the law esplained to him in its absolute punty can 

be so foolish as to imagine that it is within his powers fully to comply with it" (Lectures on Ethics 146). It 



is more than ironic that the path wve are now on  vas dictated from the transcendental deduaion followving 

from the "ought implies cm". What conditions, Kant has been asking, must wve necessarily presuppose so 

as to esplain the categorical obligation Ive have to fulfill the moral law: 

For since reason commands that such actions shouId take place, it mud be possible for them to take place. 
Consequently, a speciaI kind of systematic unity, namely the moral, must Iikewise be possible (Critique O/ 

Pure Reason 63 7). 

It would perhaps seem less forced to concede that because we cannot comply, the ought, at least as Kant 

conceives if fails to oblige. 

The ody means by which Kant is able to bridge the chasm, ensuring in other words, that by 

followving the moral law, a harmony between duty and happiness will be achieved is to posit, as a third. 

independent, mediating power, God. God. the estemal of reason, inaccessible to its conceptual gwsp, 

achieves, in Hegelian terms. a qnthesis between the contingent appetites and their antithesis, the moral 

law. Both to ensure an ability to overcome "our natural inf~rmity" (Lectures on Ethics 107), and achieve 

an othenvise umttainable reconciliation between our divided selves, we must posit God: "mhe  principle 

of morality is inconceivabIe escept on the assumption of a supremely wise wvill" (Lectures on Ethics 79).  

At the level of the political the same contradictions recur. AIthough the sovereign is the principle 

of uni., as is the moral law within Our persona1 lives. he aIso remains an elqernal other to whom one is 

obliged to obq. Unlike Hobbes of course. Kant belimes that the sovereign "ought" to constrain his d l ,  

conforrning his Iaws to those pnnciples rason suggests. There is howvever no reason to suppose that he 

tvill do so. To protect against the arbitrary vil1 of the sovereign Locke and the early Nozick maintain that 

"the people" retain a right to revolution. In this manner, they argue. the laws of the state and those of 

monlity u n  be brought into hannoni. Kant. like Hobbes, denies the validity of any such right. He, like 

the libertarians, wishes to see the same harmony established between reason and the world in which it is 

situated. Having esctuded the right to revolution as morally irnpermissible, regardless of the situation, 

Kant must once again turn to Goci, as his essay "The Idea of a Universal History with a Cosmopolitan 

Purpose" demonstrates. as the condition without which such harmony couid not be possible. It is necessary 

for him to estabIish that such a possibilitv, a utopian conclusion to history, is not, in principle, 

unattainable. If it were there could be no rnaning in complying with the commands of reason. 



Reading Kant in t e m  of his broader systernatic philosophy, the figure of the sovereign must be 

understood to represent reason's political correlate. It is for this reason tiiat Kant rejects any Lockian right 

to rwolution, For Kant, the sovereign, like the moral faculty within the individual, is that condition 

without which the state could not exist, R a d  in these terms, as Kant argues we mut ,  in other words as a 

consistent socid atomist, remlution would represent the very negation of this constitutive principle. As 

reason's correlate in the political sphere, revolution, by overthrowing the sovereign, in the hopes of 

making the state more responsïble to reason's demands, would contradict the very principle that the 

state's esistence presupposes. The unity implied in Locke's use of the singular term 'The Peoplen 

presupposes the sovereign as its condition of possibility. Indeed. one is able to find substantial support for 

Kant's reading within Locke's own work: 

This [the dissolution of government] is to demonstratively to reduce al1 to anarchy, and so efkctively to 
dissoli~e the governrnent: for laws not k i n g  made for thernselves, but to be, by their esecution, the bonds 
of the society, to keep every part of the body politic in its due place and fùnction; when that totality ceases. 
the governnient visibty ceoses. and the people becorne a confiised multitude. wvithout order or connesion 
(Second Treatise of Goi~ern~~lent 1 10). 
Or again: 
[qt is in their Iegisintive. that the members of a cornmon-wealth are united. and combined togelher into 
one coherent living body. That is the sou/ that gives fortil, lqe. and uni4 to the common- 
w.al th... therefore. when the legislative is broken, or dissolved, dissolution and death follows: for the 
essence and union of the sociee consisting in having one wilt, the legislative, when once established by 
the majority, has the dedaring. and as it were keeping of that wilI (Second Treatise of Governntent 108). 

Failing al1 else, Kant must posit God as that force necessary to bring rational form to b a r  upon a monlly 

recalcitrant world. Although Kant attempts to make the concept responsible to the dictates of reason, 

immanent to its demands. it is clear that God, standing outside the boundaries of rason's autonomous 

province. is the "other" of reason. Reason. in other words, has transgressed its own law. The "criticaI 

Philosophf, in positing a deus ex nlnchinn ends, in dogmatism Kant. in another precritical reversal of 

critical gestures made earlier. requires that we also postulate the immortality of the sou1 and &dom as 

causation. Ail of which again prove necessary to connect the demands that the moral Iaw places upon us 

with our individual happiness. In a world where we continue to see the vicious prosper and the virtuous 

suffer, w e  must in short. be able to bdieve that there is a necessary connection between the fulfillment of 

the moral law and Our happiness. Such a necessity in a radically contingent universe. as Kant points out, 

appears tenuow at best. At worst. the moral stiindpoint becornes seen as self delusional. the result of our 



attempts to impose our rational utegories upon a wortd that is independent of them. Kant theorizes this 

gap as the clifference between the fonn rcason wvishes to impose and the "initself" of the wortd. Without 

the guarantee that God provides, resentment and despair are, Kant argues, certain to follow. This l ads  to 

the rejection of the constraints morality would pIace upon us. We would retwn then to the Hobbesian state 

of tvar. A war within Our selves as welI as amongst outselves 

We are necesmily constrained to represent ouneIves as belonging to such a world, while the senses 
present to us nothing but a world of appearance, we must assume that mord world to be a consequence of 
Our conduct in the world of sense (in which no such connection between ivorîhiness and happiness is 
eshbited), and therefore to be for us a further wvorld. Thus God and a future IXe are nvo postulates which 
according to the principle of pure reason are inseparable from the obligation which the same reason 
imposes upon us (Critique ofpure Reason 639). 

In the same critique hoivever, the first, Kant makes clear that we have no rational ~iarrant for the 

belief in the soul. The noumenal self is merely the necessary unity standing behind our various individual 

ex-qeriences. As far as freedom of the \vil1 is concerned Kant freely admits that it is beyond al1 rational 

comprehension, an occu1t quality: "AI1 human reason is totally incapable of esplaining this, and al1 the 

effort and labor to seek an esplanation is wasted" (Grounhvork of the Metaph-vsics of Morals 129). The 

same can be said of the other postulates as well. esptaining their diffcrential status as mere postulates. 

Freedom of rhe will, as we have seen, is for Kant a netessary presupposition of morality. We must be able, 

he argues, or at Ieast believe we are able. to brake the chain of efficient causation and act as our own "first 

causes". Kant assumes that if al1 there is is eficient causation then Our actions would, in the causal sense, 

in their origins, be entirely esternal to us. Our behavior would be the product of forces, the ongin of 

which long preceding us. and over which wve couId of course have no control. Yet. such freedom violates, 

or at least strongIy appears to violate. the netessary unity presupposed in eqerience. In the first critique 

Kant, in a brilIiant deduction dernonstrates that miracles. disniptions of the Iaws of nature, violate, or 

contradict, conditions necessarify presupposed in the possibility of determinate espenence. Kant points 

out, contrary to Hume. that we cannot attribute the principle of causal regularity to merely psychologicai 

habit or cutorn. Events must possess a determinate. and in principle retrievabIe. objective order; an order 

against which we cm, if necessmy, test Our subjective attempts at qmthesis. In the absence of which 

regularity, ive would enter an enchanted. rhapsodie tvorld of miraculous a p p r a n c e  and disappearance. 



Esperience however, as the critical Kant defines the concept, requires more than the mere presence of 

discrete percepts, but presupposes a necessani unip amongst them. Without the regdarity ensured by the 

principle of causality, this unity would be violateci. We would be left 114th only the random associations of 

perceptions of the sort indistinguishable from a dream state. An understanding of an event's occurrence 

can emerge ody through situating it in the ordered conte1T in which it emerged, demonstrating thereby, 

its thoroughly mediated relations hips of dependency and causal reciprocity. 

To escape the contradiction to this principle impIied in "in tellectual causation" (Critique of Pure 

Reason 285). Kant has recourse to "the hvo standpoints" doctrine (Groundvork 118). We m u s  view, in 

other words, the same human actions under hvo very ciifferen& indeed mutually esclusive, descriptions. 

Actions, in so far as they manif& themselves in the phenornena1 world must be amenable, in order to 

ensure that the conditions presupposed by esperience are presemed. to esplanation in terms of efficient 

musation. Yet, in so far as they are the actions of a moral agent. Ive must e ~ ~ l a i n  them in terrns of 

freedom, undemood precisely as the freedom from the principle of causal i~.  We are thus able to escape 

open contradiction only by assuming the cost of a specious compatibalism. Such freedom, contradicting al1 

esperience, indeed the very conditions presupposed by it, remains, for Kant hirnself, an occult quality: 

Thus freedom is no concept of eqerience. nor a n  it be such, since it continues to hold although 
experience shows us the opposite of those requirements which are regarded as necessary under the 
presupposition of freedom. On the other hand, it is just as necessary that everything which takes place 
should be infallibiy determined in accordance wvith the laws of nature: and this necessis, ofnature is 
likmvise no concept of experience. preciselv because it carries rvith i f  the concept ofnecessity and so a 
priori knoivledge. The concept of nature is. however, confiimed by eqerience, that is coherent knorvledge 
of sensible objects in which accordance with universal laws. Hence. ivhile jireeciom is only an idea of 
reason ~vhose objective r e a l i ~  in itseffis questionable, nature is a concept of the understanding, which 
proves. and rrtust necessarilv prove. its realip in examples from experience. From this there arises a 
dialectic of reason [Le. in Kant's tenns a contradiction], since the freedom attniuted to the will seems 
incompatible wîth the necessity of na turc[.] (Grounhvork, i talics added. 123). 

Kant in the following appears to eqress  his own doubt regarding the theoretical stability of this 

compatiialism: 

We must be at Ieast get rid of this seeming contradiction in a convincing fashion - although we shall never 
be able to comprehend how freedom is possible. For if the thought of freedom is self contradictory or 
incompatible with nature - a concept equally necessary - freedom wouId have to be completely abandoned 
in favor of natural necessity (Groundivork 124). 



Although 1 have discussed the dialectic of identity that cakes place within Mark Twain's 

Huckleberry Finn at length elsewhere. I believe that by revisiting it in this conted we might gain a better 

understanding of hoiv the vanous aspects of Nozick's theory work together, providing us with the 

discursive tools necessary to any adequate theorization of individual and social identity. As we have seen, 

it is around the conception of identity that politica1 philosophy revolves. Within Twain's novel we have 

the dialectic of identity played out before us. What makes this work particularly valuable to us here is that 

readers, in following the narrative flow, must undertake for themselves, in living the story vicariously 

tfirough Huck the same 'cognitive labor' that he is compelled by eqeriences to assume. We e'iperience 

with Huck an i d ~ c i e n c y ,  becorning ever more apparent, between the identity the slave Jim is obliged to 

assume, the universal under which his individual esistence is socially subsumed within the pervading 

cultural logic, and the concrete. cognitively disruptive reality he, through his realip represents. This is 

precisely the approach Hegel takes in the Phenornenologp. By undertaking the journey of reason for 

ourselves, able to escape contradiction and frustration ody by successively adapting the position with 

which Ive began, do we see that the conclusions reached have the force of necessity behind them. (This is 

also the approach that this thesis has attempted to replicate.) The virtue of this novelistic account of the 

stniggle of a slave to achieve a social recognition that is adequate to his reality is that it does not 

presuppose the presence of an already consti tuted autonomous subject, a subject to whom individual rights 

are presurnably, always already o w d  but denied to him. The question that the re1ationaVresponsive view 

would ask is how is it that we know that such nghts esist? As Hegel points out, presupposed in 

contractual relations is the principle of reciprocal recognition. The Iikrtarian however n m r  undertakes a 

demonstration of how such a reciproci- of recognition cornes about in the first place (Philosophy o/Righr 

103). In the temporaVnarrative flow of the novel Jim is forced to realize his identity through his own 

efforts, (How could this be othenvise?) Yet for this identity to be realized it must be recognized, Le. 



socially confimed. It rvitl be my contention that this confirmation rvill corne frorn Huck but not for that 

reason in a merely subjective fashion, This point rests upon an argument made earlier. Neither Huck nor 

Jim can be seen as islands sufficient unto thernselves. Their individual lives and subjective identities have 

social presuppositions. They are members of a discursive community. Thus, the categories through which 

their Iives are ordered are nemssariIy social: 

But aIways and everywhere customs supply the standards for personai activities. They are the pattern into 
which individual activity must weave itseif.. . Custorns in any case constitüte mord standards. For they are 
active dernantis for certain rvays of acting (Hunran Nature and Conduct 53). 

Thus although the eqenences Huck shares r i th  Jim are not socially available, or public, the disruption to 

the previously social stable categories and the subsequent recognition of their objective inadequacy have a 

sociaI reIevance. This point is signifïcant because only Huck and Jim undergo the entirety of the dialectic, 

aithough various penons are confronted by similar, potentialIy disruptive eqeriences. Unlike the 

cognitive responsïbility dernonstrated by Huck, acting upon the Nozickian ethic of response, these others 

preserve their discursive order through a varie- of coping strategies. These strategies, denial and 

repression predominately, serve to reestablish the semblance of coherent rneaning. This \vil1 mise for both 

Jim and the ethic of responsiveness the problem of 'repetition'. Other than Huck, agents in the novel, 

when confronted by the potentially unbalancing espenence Jim's ethical behavior prants,  persist in 

comforting normalq. As Dewvq asserts, only through a situated and active responsibility to the dinerence 

the concrete and particular esistent presents to our eqerience do tve stop the thoughtless, mechanical 

reproduction of social rneaning: 

But receptivity is not passivity, IL too, is a process consisting of a series of responsive acts that accumulate 
tomrd objective fdfillment Othenvise. t here is not perception but recognition The difference behveen 
the hvo is immense. Recognition is perception arrested before it has a chance to develop fieely. In 
recognition there is a beginning of an act of perception. But this begiming is not allorved to serve the 
development of a full perception of the thing recognized. It is arrested at the point where it will serve 
some other purpuse. as ive recognize a man on the street in order to greet or avoid him, not to see what is 
there. 
In recognition we fa11 back. as upon a stereotge, upon some previously formed scheme (-4rt As 
Eiperience, italics added 52). 

This perceptual attentiveness is e.sactiy what Nozick's ethical view spe& to: "To be responsive, we 



should note, is nof to be in a passive mode; an apt and creative response to a situation can constitute a 

decided intervention though one attuned to the contest" (The Exantined Lve 445). 

Only aRer such an active alvarenes is demonstrated can the process of adapting our conceptual field so 

that it will permit us to bring this mlity coherentiy within the unity of our social experience ocnrr. 

As the narrative begins, not only does society subsume Jirn under the category of slave Jirn does 

so hirnseK His identity, demonstrating the interpretive value of Nozick's theory of identity, is, as Twain is 

at pains to point out, essentia1Iy mediated through recourse to the concept of slave. This subject position is 

the only one available to him. It is clear that Jirn does not run away because he feels his rights as an 

autonomous agent are k i n g  violateci. or that the concept of slave is i d i c i e n t  to him- Rather, Jirn 

"steals" himseif away simply because he does not wish to be sent "dowvn south". As a slave, in Kantian 

terms. Jim's value esists not for or in himself, but for another. Being a use value. Jim's rneaning is fully 

&nvertible to monetary terms. It is a currency with which Jirn hilly identifies: "Yet - en 1's nch nowv, 

corne to look at it. 1 owvns myself. en 1's wuth eight hund'd dollarsn (Huckleberry Finn 204). Although 

Jim is in deficto possession of himself. he does not tmly owvn himself and it is this 'crime', the crime of 

posscssing stolen propel ,  or nther assisting in its commission. that continues to haunt Huck's 

conscience. Indeed men Jirn seems to accept his guilt. 

Although Jirn acknowdedges his guilt he is subjectively drawvn to disregard it. As the dialectic 

unfolds however, he becomes less concemed with k ing  sent d o m  the river than with achieving m e  

possession of himseK At one point Jirn esplicitiy drawvs an equality of outcornes between death and 

slavery. For the ethics of response, this point is decisive in establishing his autonomy. Jirn is, or rather, 

has becorne greater than the eight hundred dollars he is said to be the social equivalent of: "He judged it 

was al1 up with him. anyvay it could be fised; for if he didn't get saved he wvouId get drownded; and if lie 

did get saved whoever saved him wouid send him backW[.] (225). For Huck howwer, feelings of 

culpabilil deeply trouble him. When he schematizes the events of Jim's escape through the onIy forms 

avaiIabIe to him, he cannot but conclude. indeed wvith al1 the coerciveness of a logical deduction, that Jim 

is guilty of theft, and he of wvillhl complicity: 

Jirn said it made hirn ail over treambly and fwerish to be so dose to freedom. Well, 1 a n  tell you it made 
me ail over treambty and fmrish, too. to hear him- because 1 began to get it through rny head that he w.as 



most fke - and 
way . . .it stayed 
blame, because 

how 1 \vas to blame for it? Why. me. I couldn't get that out of my conscience, no how no 
with me, and scorched me more and more. 1 trieci to make out to myself that I warn't to 
I didn't run hirn off from his rightfid owvner, but 1 warn't no use (234). 

What prevents Huck from responding as his conscience demands are ezlqeriences that subtiy disrupt the 

adequacy of the first premise. the concept of slave, operating within this social sylogisn Without these 

faisifj4ng experiences the dialectic wvould be brought to an abrupt halt. Nothing would prevent the 

legitimate reproduction of meaning. The singular ment of Jim's escape would easily be subsumeci in the 

socially and cognitively responsible manner, and an appropriate deductive conclusion then reached. One 

signifrcant conFrontation between 'abject', J i n  and concept, slave, occurs after a tem%le storm. Jirn 

beliwes Huck to have been wvashed over board and drowned. Huck however is alive and weiI. He 

subsequently sneaks on board as Jim succumbs to an eshaustive sleep. Huck pretends that the storm and 

events surrounding them are merely the product of lim's drearns. M e r  k i n g  briefly taken in, Jirn raises 

angry protest at k i n g  made the butt of Huck's joke. It is however with g r a t  risk that Jirn e'rpresses this 

anger. His sociai status not only preclude him from feding and therefore asserting indignation, he very 

asily could have alienated Huck. moving him to turn Jirn in. AlIowing Huck to mdce sport of him in this 

fahion in this relatively innocuous fashion would seem a small price to pay for one's freedom. What 

becornes clear to Huck through this experience is that the category of use value no longer seerns 

appropriate. Further. the effectiveness of Huck's joke required for its effect a vexy reai concern on lim's 

part for Huck's welI being. Jim. 'an unthinking, uncaring slave', demonstrates a depth of feeIing Huck's 

own father lacks. Cognitively. Huck is confiiscd. The use he made of Jirn \vas minor compared to other 

uses to which a slave a n  be legitimately put. Yet by being compelled by his own conscience to apologize, 

as the only means by which he can digest the event, Huck demonsuates to the satisfaction of himseîf that 

'fnend' would, if onIy implicitly at this point, be a much more appropriate concept to begin the 

esplanatory syllogism than would slave. Though the ezlperience leaves him no recouse, the tension this 

resoluiion causes to social expectations is nevertheless acutely felt: 

It made me feel so mean 1 could almost kissed his foot to get him to take it back. It was fiifteen minuets 
before 1 couId work myself up to go and humble mysdf to a nigger - but 1 done it. and 1 warn't ever ç o q  
for it aflenvards neither (233). 

This dialectic continues to weave its way atong. mirroring the raft's joumey dom the river, 



working to free Huck and Jim of the strong gnvitational pull of conservatisrn and the regulative force 

reproducing the established social ordcr. This weight of conservatisrn. the responsibiliîy tu the prevailing 

social meanings, lead to ethical inertia: 

And then think of me! It would get around h t  Huck Finn helped a nigger to get his freedom; and if 1 \vas 
to ever see anybody from that t o m  again, I'd be ready to get down and lick his boots for shame ... my 
wickedness was k i n g  watched al1 the time frorn up there in heaven, whiIst I was stealing a p r  old 
woman's nigger (329) [.] 

And yet, after seeming to have reconciled himself to his guilt, his conscience remains in a state 

disequiIibrium. Established categones simpfy do not seem adequate in responding to Jim: 

And 1 about made up my mind to pr*; and see if 1 couldn't try to quit being the kind of a boy I was, and 
be better ... But the words wouIdn't corne. Why wouldn't they? f knowed very rvell why they wouldn't 
corne. It m s  because rny h a r t  tmrn't right; it \vas because 1 wvarn't square; it \vas because 1 ws playing 
double (329). 

Huck has. in short, the feeling of k i n g  unable to process his esperiences, with the categories availabfe to 

him, into a coherent unity. Refemng back to Dewey's discussion of perception, we see that ùie categories 

through which Jim is to be socially recognized prove insmcient to the perception Huck has of him. 

There is one decisive event that establishes, finally, that the received categories cannot do justice 

to Jim's identity. Thereafter, Huck is unable to make even minimal, groping use out of, nor feel morally 

constrained to subsume lim under, the concept of slave. Speaking in t e m  of the logic of identity, the 

concept proves to be in contradiction to its 'object'. This result, anived at immanentIy, does not then 

appear as an assertion of rights from the outside: 

He m s  thinking about his wife and children away up yonder? and he t a s  low and homesick and 1 do 
believe he cared just as much for his people as white folk does for ther'n It don 't seerrt natural, but I 
reckon it S so (286 itaIics added). 

Following this experience, Huck no longer feels inwvardly tom. He has decided in favor of Jim's freedom. 

Only by doing so c m  Huck return to a state of cognitive balance. In terrns of the uni- of consciousness, in 

other words, it is least undermining to the regulated unity of his experiences to interpret society's 

definition of Jim to have k e n  a mistake. This interpretation, on wholistic grounds, is the most 

'econornical', invol\-ing greatest uni- at the least cost. Huck now becornes frustrateci as he sees others 

ignore. or repress the esperiences Jirn presents to their preconceptions: "After a11 this long joumey, and 



al1 we'd done for them scoundrels. .. they could have the har t  to serve Jim such a trick as that and rnake 

hirn a slave again al1 his Me (339)I.J No longer is Jirn seen as a slave in the essential sense. Huck now 

consigns this concept to the statu of the arbitrary, it represents, in Hegel's terms, an extemai imposition 

of social form- The conspicuous presence of the verb "make" in the above quote indicates an awareness on 

Huck's part that Jirn's identity as slave is merely a social constmcîion, one that is imufEcient to Jim's 

reality. This is something that the othen refuse, even in Iight of strong evidence, to acknowledge. The 

doctor, who Jim stays back to assist at the cost of his own freedom, is unable or refuses to conceive of Jim 

in any other te- than those reserved for use values: Y tell you, gentlemen a nigger Iike that is worth a 

thowand dollars and kind treatment too (384)". For Huck however, responding to the value Jim manifests, 

such terms. as much as the prevailing discursive boundaries will allow. prove themselves too reductive to 

be useful: "1 knowed he \vas white inside" (377)l.l It is clear that color has become, in Huck's summary of 

%is e.xperience, entirdy eminsic to Jim's mord character. Huck and Jirn at this point are able to bring the 

interpretive instability that moved the dialectic fonvard to rest, In reciprocally recognizing each other as 

moral agents there is no tension between the categories each subsumes the other under, and the concept 

that eachfiek is adequate to his onn identity. The ethicd push has become. in Nozick's terms, equal to 

the pull: 

Ethics is harmonious when the push is at least as great as the pull, when the person's o~vn value leads hirn 
to behave toward another as the vatue that the other requires. There is an ethical gap when the push is l a s  
than the pull. a difference beh~een what the value of another requires from you and what the eqression or 
outfiow of your own value involves (40 1). 
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